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ABSTRACT 

Animal models play critical roles in pre-clinical researches, while there are sseveral 

limitations. The physiological and immunological states in murine and non-human 

primates are still distinct from those of human to a certain extent , especially the MHC 

restriction, which cannot eliminate the influence of species specificity in pre-clinical 

experiments. The aim of our work was to generate a higher level of “HLA humanized” 

transgenic mice which could mimic human immune responses with more accuracy and 

reliability; furthermore, to apply the novel models to the evaluation of human 

transplantation, the identification of new epitopes, and the evaluation of candidate 

vaccines and drugs. 

In the first part, a novel immuno-deficient HLA transgenic mouse strain HLA-

A2+/+/DR1+/+/H2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/- HUMAMICE were established, 

which expressed human HLA molecules instead of murine H-2 and present no murine 

lymphocytes. This immuno-deficient status was reversed by transferring the functional 

HLA-matched hPBMCs and thus producing mice with an immuno-competent status. 

Then, led to high lymphocyte engraftment without GvHD. Immunization of HBsAg 

vaccine resulted robust and reproducible production of specific antibodies. In 

conclusion, these results indicated that the hPBMCs-HUMAMICE model represents a 

promising model to dissect human immune responses towards human diseases. 

In the second part, the Chinese/East Asian HLA dominant HLA-A11/DR1 (HLA-

A11+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) transgenic mouse strain was established. This novel 

mouse strain possesses HLA-A11-restricted characteristics and capacity to respond to 

antigens. Immunization of mice with a recombinant HBV vaccine or a recombinant 

HIV-1 protein resulted in the generation of IFN-γ-producing cytotoxic T lymphocytes 

and specific antibodies. Furthermore, we identified two HLA-A11 restricted epitopes 

of EBOV GP protein and four of MERS-CoV S protein. Above all, HLA-A11/DR1 

mice could facilitate the identification of Chinese dominant HLA-restricted CTL and 

Th epitopes and provide a new promising technical tool to understand immunological 

mechanisms and new vaccines. 

Taken together, we created two novel and promising humanized mouse models carrying 

human HLA restriction which could be applied as pathogen infection models, in tumor 

studies, transplantation mechanism, and the evaluation of vaccines and drugs. 

Keyword: HUMAMICE, immuno-deficient mice, immune reconstitution, MHC, 

HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice, vaccine evaluation 
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RESUME 

Les modèles animaux jouent un rôle crucial dans les recherches précliniques, 

mais il existe plusieurs limites. Les états physiologiques et immunologiques chez 

les murins et les primates non humains sont radicalement différents de ceux de 

l'homme, en particulier la restriction au CMH, qui ne peut éliminer l'influence 

de la spécificité de l'espèce dans les expériences précliniques. Le but du travail 

était de générer un niveau plus élevé de souris transgéniques «HLA humanisées» 

qui pourraient imiter les réponses immunitaires humaines avec plus de précision 

et de fiabilité; à viser d’appliquer pour l'évaluation préclinique de la 

transplantation humaine, à l'identification de nouveaux épitopes et à l'évaluation 

des vaccins et des médicaments candidats. 

Dans la première partie, nous rapportons d’une nouvelles souris transgéniques 

HLA immunodéficiente «HUMAMICE». Des souris HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-

β2m-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/- ont été établies, lesquelles exprimaient des 

molécules HLA humaines au lieu de H-2 murines et ne présent pas de 

lymphocytes murins. Ce statut immunodéficient a été inversé en transférant les 

cellules hPBMC HLA appariées fonctionnelles pour produisant des souris ayant 

un statut immuno-compétent avec un système immunitaire humain fonctionnel. 

L'immunisation du vaccin HBsAg a permis d'obtenir une production robuste et 

reproductible d'anticorps spécifiques. 

En conclusion, ces résultats indiquent que le modèle hPBMC-HUMAMICE 

représente un modèle prometteur pour disséquer les réponses immunitaires 

humaines aux maladies humaines. 

Dans la seconde partie de cette étude, les souris HLA-A11+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m-/-

/IAβ-/- ont été établies. Cette nouvelle souche de souris possède une 

caractéristique restreinte par HLA-A11 et une capacité normale à répondre aux 

antigènes. L'immunisation de souris avec un vaccin recombinant HBsAg contre 

le VHB ou une protéine recombinante du VIH-1 a entraîné la génération de 

lymphocytes T cytotoxiques producteurs d'IFN-y et d'anticorps spécifiques. En 

outre, nous avons identifié deux épitopes restreints par HLA-A11 de la protéine 

GP EBOV et quatre de la protéine MERS-CoV S. En fin, ce modèle de souris 

HLA-A11/DR1 pourra faciliter l'identification des épitopes de lymphocytes 

cytotoxiques et auxiliaires restreints par le HLA-A11 dominant en Chine. Le 

modèle constitue un nouvel outil technique prometteur pour comprendre les 

mécanismes immunologiques et les nouveaux vaccins pour les populations 

d’Asie de l’Est. 

Durant cette thèse, nous avons créé deux modèles de souris humanisées 

novateurs et prometteurs portant une restriction HLA humaine qui pourraient 

servir de modèles d'infection pathogène et étudier les tumeurs, les mécanismes 

de transplantation et l'évaluation des vaccins et des médicaments. 

Mots clés: HUMAMICE, Souris immunodéficientes, reconstitution immunitaire, 

CMH, HLA-A11/DR1 souris transgénique 
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PREFACE 

This work is a part of a large project led by Dr. Yuchun Lone at INSERM UMR 1197 

and University Paris-Sud (University Paris-Saclay) “The creation of HUMAMICE: 

development of humanized mice for the assessment of innovative biotherapies, 

immunotherapies and stem-cell therapies”. This project is developed in close 

collaboration with Professor Yusen Zhou, the director of laboratory of molecular 

pathogen biology, the State Key Laboratory of Pathogen and Biosecurity, Beijing 

Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology. The French and Chinese teams are 

collaborated on the development and optimization of humanized mouse models, and 

applying the new mouse models to the evaluation and development of vaccines and 

immuno-transplantation. 

Human HLA molecules replaced murine H-2 molecules in human MHC class-I or II 

transgenic mice which could eliminate the competitive inhibition of endogenous H-2 

molecules in immune responses, resulted in a more accurate and efficient mouse model 

with expression of human HLA molecules. In the first part of our study, we constructed 

an immuno-deficient MHC transgenic mouse model (HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-

/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/-) (HLA-A2 with the highest frequency among HLA class-

I alleles, accounts for 30-50% of global human population) and an hPBMC-

transplantation mouse model. This, provides a technical support for the study of 

pathogen infection, tumors, transplantation mechanisms, the evaluation of vaccines and 

drugs prototypes. In the second part, we generated a new homozygous HLA-A11/DR1 

transgenic mouse stain (HLA-A11+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) which carried Chinese 

dominant HLA class I (HLA-A11) and II (HLA-DR1) alleles (HLA-A11 accounts for 

about 20-30% of total population in Asia), and applied to the evaluation of vaccines, 

which could identify HLA restricted CTL epitopes of pathogens, and to design and 

optimize the novel epitopes-based vaccines. Meanwhile, from the third to the sixth part, 

we elaborated an HDAd-based strategy for HCV replication and production in vitro, 

we studied the upregulation of MicroRNA-146a by HBV X protein and its contribution 

to hepatitis development by downregulating complement factor H, we analyzed the 

pathogenesis of MERS-CoV infection in DPP4 transgenic mouse model, and we 

studied the differences in the pathogenicity and inflammatory responses induced by 

Avian Influenza A/H7N9 virus infection in BALB/c and C57BL/6 mouse models. 
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1. Manuscript “Creation of an immunodeficient HLA-transgenic mouse 

(HUMAMICE) and functional validation of human immunity after transfer of 

HLA-matched human cells” (Yang Zeng, Bingrun Liu, Marie-Thèrèse Rubio, 

Xinyue Wang, David M. Ojcius, Ruoping Tang, Antoine Durrbach, Zhitao Ru, Yusen 

Zhou, Yu-Chun Lone*. PLoS One. 2017 Apr 11;12(4):e0173754)  

Research on human immunology has been hindered by the lack of optimal small animal 

models, given that the protective immune responses of human and non-human species 

show some differences. However, due to the ethical constraints and the high cost of 

clinical trials, it is urgent to improve the current pre-clinical animal models that can 

mimic faithfully human physiology, particularly the human immune system (HIS). HIS 

mice had been generated recently by engrafting human hematopoietic stem cells 

(hHSCs) or human peripheral mononuclear cells (hPBMCs) into highly immuno-

deficient mice such as NSG, NOG or NRG mice. However, a major experimental 

drawback for studies using these models is the rapid onset of Graft-versus-Host Disease 

(GvHD). In the present study, we overcome this limitation by generating new immuno-

deficient mice named "HUMAMICE" (HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-

2rγ-/-/Perf-/- mice), which expressed human HLA molecules instead of mouse MHC 

molecules (H-2), and whose immuno-deficient status was reversed by transferring 

functional HLA-matched PBMCs thus producing mice with an immuno-competent 

status with a functional human immune system. We showed that in the HLA-matched 

context of this novel mouse model, the hPBMC-transfer led to high lymphocytes 

engraftment rates without GvHD over two months. Furthermore, to evaluate the utility 

of the hPBMC-HUMAMICE, we immunized them with commercial vaccine of 

Hepatitis B virus (HBsAg, Hepvac@) which resulted in robust and reproducible 

production of high levels of HBsAg specific antibodies, implying that both transferred 

T and B lymphocytes were functional in HUMAMICE. These responses are 

comparable to those observed in human clinical trials with this identical vaccine. In 

conclusion, these findings indicated that the HLA matched-hPBMC-HUMAMICE 

represents a promising model for dissecting human immune responses towards various 

human diseases, including infectious diseases, cancers and tumors, and to facilitate the 

development of novel vaccines and cellular therapies. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Creation+of+an+immunodeficient+HLAtransgenic+mouse+(HUMAMICE)+and+functional+validation+of+human+immunity+after+transfer+of+HLA-matched+human+cells
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2. Manuscript “Generation of human MHC (HLA-A11/DR1) transgenic mice for 

vaccine evaluation” (Yang Zeng, Tongtong Gao, Guangyu Zhao, Yuting Jiang, Yi 

Yang, Hong Yu, Zhihua Kou, Yuchun Lone, Shihui Sun* & Yusen Zhou*. Hum 

Vaccin Immunother. 2016 Mar 3;12(3):829-36)  

The rapid occurrence of emerging infectious diseases demonstrates an urgent need for 

a new preclinical experimental model that reliably replicates human immune responses. 

Here, a new homozygous humanized human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-A11/DR1 

transgenic mouse (HLA-A11+/+/DR01+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) was generated by crossing 

HLA-A11 transgenic mice with HLA-A2+/+/DR01+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/- mice. The HLA-

A11-restricted immune response of this mouse model was then examined. HLA-A11 

transgenic mice expressing a chimeric major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 

molecule comprising the α1, α2, and β2m domains of human HLA-A11 and the α3 

transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains of murine H-2Db were generated. The correct 

integration of HLA-A11 and HLA-DR1 into the genome of the HLA-A11/DR1 

transgenic mice (which lacked the expression of endogenous H-2-I/II molecules) was 

then confirmed. Immunizing mice with a recombinant HBV vaccine or a recombinant 

HIV-1 protein resulted in the generation of IFN-γ-producing cytotoxic T lymphocyte 

(CTL) and antigen-specific antibodies. The HLA-A11-restricted CTL response was 

directed at HLA immunodominant epitopes. These mice represent a versatile animal 

model for studying the immunogenicity of HLA CTL epitopes in the absence of a 

murine MHC-restricted response. The established animal model will also be useful for 

evaluating and optimizing T cell-based vaccines and for studying differences in antigen 

processing between mice and humans. 

 

3. Manuscript “A novel helper-dependent adenovirus-based cell culture model for 

Hepatitis C virus replication and production” (Xiaojun Zhou#, Yang Zeng#, Junfeng 

Li, Yan Guo, Yuanhui Fu, Jinsheng He, Shihui Sun* and Yusen Zhou*. Virol J. 2013 

Aug 30;10:273) 

By using the Hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotype 2a JFH-1 or its chimeric strains, an 

HCV infection system had been previously developed through several methods– such 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Generation+of+human+MHC+(HLA-A11%2FDR1)+transgenic+mice+for+vaccine+evaluation
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Generation+of+human+MHC+(HLA-A11%2FDR1)+transgenic+mice+for+vaccine+evaluation
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=A+novel+helper-dependent+adenovirus-based+cell+culture+model+for+Hepatitis+C+virus+replication+and+production
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as in vitro-transcribed JFH1-RNA transfection or stable transfection of the JFH1 cDNA 

into human hepatoma Huh-7 cell line or its derivatives. However, other reliable 

methods for delivery of the HCV genome into cells are still worth trying. The helper-

dependent adenovirus (HDAd) is devoid of all viral coding sequences and has a 

package capacity of 37 kb, which is suitably large for the delivery of the HCV genome. 

Here we report a new method for delivery of the HCV genome into Huh-7 and HepG2 

cells by using the HDAd vector. Our results demonstrated that the infection of Huh-7 

cells with the HDAdJFH1 virus led to efficient HCV replication and virion production. 

We found that the HCV viral RNA levels could reach 107 copies per milliliter in the 

culture medium. HDAdJFH1-infected Huh-7 cells could be cultured for 8 passages with 

the culture medium remaining infectious for naïve Huh-7 cells throughout this period. 

This infection system proved effective for evaluating the anti-HCV effects of IFN-α in 

Huh-7 cells. Co-infection of HepG2 cells with the HDAdJFH1 and HDAdmiR-122 

virus also resulted in HCV expression and replication. This is the first report of an 

HDAd-based strategy for HCV replication and production in vitro. 

 

4. Manuscript “Upregulation of MicroRNA-146a by hepatitis B virus x protein 

contributes to hepatitis development by downregulating complement factor H” 

(Junfeng Li, Xiaopeng Dai, Wei Zhang, Shihui Sun, Yang Zeng, Guangyu Zhao, 

Zhihua Kou, Yan Guo, Hong Yu, Lanying Du, Shibo Jiang, Yusen Zhou. MBio. 2015 

Mar 24;6(2)) 

Hepatic injuries in hepatitis B virus (HBV) patients are caused by immune responses 

of the host. In our previous study, microRNA-146a (miR-146a), an innate immunity-

related miRNA, and complement factor H (CFH), an important negative regulator of 

the alternative pathway of complement activation, were differentially expressed in 

HBV-expressing and HBV free hepatocytes. Here, the roles of these factors in HBV-

related liver inflammation were analyzed in detail. The expression levels of miR-146a 

and CFH in HBV-expressing hepatocytes were assessed via analyses of hepatocyte cell 

lines, transgenic mice, adenovirus-infected mice, and HBV-positive human liver 

samples. The expression level of miR-146a was upregulated in HBV expressing Huh-

7 hepatocytes, HBV-expressing mice, and patients with HBV infection. Further results 

demonstrated that the HBV X protein (HBx) was responsible for its effects on miR-

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Upregulation+of+MicroRNA-146a+by+hepatitis+B+virus+x+protein+contributes+to+hepatitis+development+by+downregulating+complement+factor+H
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146a expression through NF-B-mediated enhancement of miR-146a promoter activity. 

HBV/HBx also downregulated the expression of CFH mRNA in hepatocyte cell lines 

and the livers of humans and transgenic mice. Furthermore, overexpression and 

inhibition of miR-146a in Huh-7 cells downregulated and upregulated CFH mRNA 

levels, respectively. Luciferase reporter assays demonstrated that miR-146a 

downregulated CFH mRNA expression in hepatocytes via 3-untranslated-region (UTR) 

pairing. The overall effect of this process in vivo is to promote liver inflammation. 

These results demonstrate that the HBx-miR-146a-CFH-complement activation 

regulation pathway might play an important role in the immunopathogenesis of chronic 

HBV infection. These findings have important implications for understanding the 

immunopathogenesis of chronic hepatitis B and developing effective therapeutic 

interventions. HBV remains an important pathogen and can cause severe liver diseases, 

including hepatitis, liver cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma. Although HBV was 

found in 1966, the molecular mechanisms of pathogenesis are still poorly understood. 

In the present study, we found that the HBx promoted the expression of miR-146a, an 

innate immunity-related miRNA, through the NF-B signal pathway and that 

increasingly expressed miR-146a downregulated its target CFH, an important negative 

regulator of the complement alternative pathway, leading to the promotion of liver 

inflammation. We demonstrated that the HBx-miR-146a-CFH-complement activation 

regulation pathway is potentially an important mechanism of immunopathogenesis 

caused by chronic HBV infection. Our data provide a novel molecular mechanism of 

HBV pathogenesis and thus help to understand the correlations between the 

complement system, an important part of innate immunity, and HBV-associated disease. 

These findings will also be important to identify potential therapeutic targets for HBV 

infection. 

 

5. Manuscript “Multi-organ damage in human dipeptidyl peptidase 4 transgenic 

mice infected with Middle East Respiratory Syndrome-Coronavirus” (Guangyu 

Zhao#, Yuting Jiang#, Hongjie Qiu, Tongtong Gao, Yang Zeng, Yan Guo, Hong Yu, 

Junfeng Li, Zhihua Kou, Lanying Du, Wenjie Tan, Shibo Jiang, Shihui Sun*, Yusen 

Zhou*. PLoS One. 2015 Dec 23;10(12):e0145561) 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Multi-organ+damage+in+human+dipeptidyl+peptidase+4+transgenic+mice+infected+with+Middle+East+Respiratory+Syndrome-Coronavirus
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The Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) causes severe acute 

respiratory failure and considerable extrapulmonary organ dysfunction with substantial 

high mortality. For the limited number of autopsy reports, small animal models are 

urgently needed to study the mechanisms of MERS-CoV infection and pathogenesis of 

the disease and to evaluate the efficacy of therapeutics against MERS-CoV infection. 

In this study, we developed a transgenic mouse model globally expressing codon-

optimized human dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (hDPP4), the receptor for MERS-CoV. After 

intranasal inoculation with MERS-CoV, the mice rapidly developed severe pneumonia 

and multi-organ damage, with viral replication being detected in the lungs on day 5 and 

in the lungs, kidneys and brains on day 9 post-infection. In addition, the mice exhibited 

systemic inflammation with mild to severe pneumonia accompanied by the injury of 

liver, kidney and spleen with neutrophil and macrophage infiltration. Importantly, the 

mice exhibited symptoms of paralysis with high viral burden and viral positive neurons 

on day 9. Taken together, this study characterizes the tropism of MERS-CoV upon 

infection. Importantly, this hDPP4-expressing transgenic mouse model will be 

applicable for studying the pathogenesis of MERS-CoV infection and investigating the 

efficacy of vaccines and antiviral agents designed to combat MERS-CoV infection. 

 

6. Manuscript “Differences in the pathogenicity and inflammatory responses 

induced by avian influenza A/H7N9 virus infection in BALB/c and C57BL/6 

mouse models” (Guangyu Zhao#, Chenfeng Liu#, Zhihua Kou#, Tongtong Gao, Ting 

Pan, Xiaohong Wu, Hong Yu, Yan Guo, Yang Zeng, Lanying Du, Shibo Jiang, Shihui 

Sun*, Yusen Zhou*. PLoS One. 2014 Mar 27;9(3):e92987) 

Avian influenza A/H7N9 virus infection causes pneumonia in humans with a high case 

fatality rate. However, virus-induced modulation of immune responses is being 

recognized increasingly as a factor in the pathogenesis of this disease. In this study, we 

compared the pathogenicity of A/H7N9 infection in BALB/c and C57BL/6 mouse 

models and investigated the putative involvement of proinflammatory cytokines in lung 

injury and viral clearance. In both mouse strains, A/Anhui/1/2013 (H7N9) infection 

with 106 TCID50 resulted in viral replication in lung, severe body weight loss and acute 

lung injury. During the early infection stage, infected C57BL/6 mice exhibited more 

severe lung injury, slower recovery from lung damage, less effective viral clearance, 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Differences+in+the+pathogenicity+and+inflammatory+responses+induced+by+avian+influenza+A%2FH7N9+virus+infection+in+BALB%2Fc+and+C57BL%2F6+mouse+models
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higher levels of IL-6, MCP-1, and IL-1β, and lower levels of TNF-α and IFN-γ than 

infected BALB/c mice. These results suggest that TNF-α and IFN-γ may help suppress 

viral gene expression and increase viral clearance, and that IL-6 and MCP-1 may 

contribute to lung injury in A/H7N9-infected individuals. In addition, lung damage and 

the distribution of virus antigen in tissues were similar in young and middle-aged mice. 

These results suggest that the more serious lung injury in middle-aged or older H7N9 

cases is not mainly caused by differences in viral replication in the lung but probably 

by a dysregulated immune response induced by underlying comorbidities. These results 

indicate that the extent of dysregulation of the host immune response after H7N9 virus 

infection most probably determines the outcome of H7N9 virus infection. 

 

7. Manuscript “Identification of novel HLA-A11-restricted T-cell epitopes in the 

Ebola virus nucleoprotein” (Dan Li, Pei Li, Nianping Song, Yuting Jiang, Yang Zeng, 

Guangyu Zhao, Yunzhi Fa, Huahu Ye, Yuchun Lone, Yusen Zhou, Shihui Sun, Lin 

Zeng. Microbes Infect. 2018 May 15. pii: S1286-4579(18)30097-2) 

The Ebola virus (EBOV) is a very contagious virus that is highly fatal in humans and 

animals. The largest epidemic was in West Africa in 2014, in which over 11,000 people 

died. However, to date, there are no licensed vaccines against it. Studies show that 

CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell responses, especially cytotoxic T-lymphocyte (CTL) responses, 

play key roles in protecting individuals from EBOV infection. Since HLA-restricted 

epitope vaccines are likely to be effective and safe immunization strategies for 

infectious diseases, the present study screened for CTL epitopes in the EBOV-

nucleoprotein that are restricted by HLA-A11 (a common allele in Chinese people). 

Predictive computer analysis of the amino-acid sequence of EBOV-nucleoprotein 

identified ten putative HLA-A11-restricted epitopes. ELISPOT assay of immunized 

HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice showed that five (GR-9, VR-9, EK-9, PK-9, and RK-

9) induced effective CTL responses. Additional epitope analyses will aid the design of 

epitope vaccines against EBOV. 

  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Identification+of+novel+HLA-A11-restricted+T-cell+epitopes+in+the+Ebola+virus+nucleoprotein
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1. Immunity 

Immunity is the capacity to protect the multicellular organisms to against injury 

(physical and chemical), irradiation, and to fight infection and disease. It is regulated 

to maintain tolerance to self-antigens to avoid the emergence of allergy and 

autoimmune diseases. Immunity involves both innate immunity and adaptive immunity 

[1] (Figure 1). The innate immunity acts as a barrier of a wide range of pathogens. The 

adapt immunity generate antigen-specific immunity against pathogens.  

 

Figure 1. Immunity involves both innate immunity and adaptive immunity. 

 

1.1 The innate immunity 

The non-specific immunity is the barrier towards a wide range of pathogens carrying 

antigens. The innate immune system in mammalians is composed of bone marrow 

derived cells which are programmed to recognize foreign substances and react against 

them after birth. Cells participated in innate immunity including monocytes, 

macrophages, dendritic cells (DC), granulocytes, NK cells, NKT cells, etc, which do 

not express specific antigen recognition receptors. The pathogen recognition receptors 

(PRR) of these cells identify the common molecular structures - pathogen associated 

molecular patterns (PAMP) of pathogens, infected cells, cancer cells and aging cells, 

such as the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) of gram-negative bacteria, the lipoteichoic acid 

(LTA) of gram-positive bacteria, the peptidoglycan (PGN) and the heat shock proteins 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multicellular_organisms
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disease
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allergy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autoimmune_diseases
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bone_marrow
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(HSP), etc. The activation of PRR produces non-specific anti-infection, anti-tumor or 

other immune protection, as well as participated in the initiation and regulation of 

adaptive immune responses.  

 

1.2 The adaptive immunity 

The specific immunity (adaptive immunity) generate antigen-specific immune 

responses towards pathogens. The adaptive immune response is acquired by individuals 

in contact with certain specific foreign antigens, and is also known as the acquired 

immunity. The response process is relatively slower with respect to innate immunity, 

but the efficiency of antigen elimination is higher, and the specificity is higher.  

Depending on differences in immune cells and products that mediate and participate in 

adaptive immunity, adaptive immunity containes both humoral immunity and cellular 

immunity. T and B lymphocytes which with specific antigen recognition receptors 

(TCR or BCR) are the main implementer of adaptive immunity. After the recognition 

of foreign antigens such as pathogens, T and B lymphocytes undergone the activation, 

proliferation and differentiation, to produce effector cells and effector molecules (such 

as cytokines), and eventually to eliminate foreign antigens. Another property of 

adaptive immune system is self-recognition and self-tolerance, to avoid the emergence 

of autoimmune diseases.  

The major functions of the adaptive immune system include:  

◆ Recognition of specific “non-self” antigens in the presence of “self” antigens during 

the process of antigen presentation. 

◆ Generation of immune responses that are tailored to maximally eliminate the specific 

pathogens or pathogen-infected cells. 

◆ Development of immunological memory, in which pathogens are “remembered” 

through memory B cells and memory T cells. The time course of an immune response 

was summarized in Figure 2. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antigen_presentation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptive_immune_system#Immunological_memory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memory_B_cell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memory_T_cell
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Figure 2. The time course of immune responses. 

 

Depending on whether was acquired by contact with pathogens/diseases or through 

vaccination, the adaptive immunity could be divided into “naturally-acquired 

immunity” and “artificially-acquired immunity” (Table 1). Both naturally-acquired 

immunity and artificially-acquired immunity can be further sub-divided into long-term 

active immunity or short-term passive immunity, which depended on whether hosts 

could build up long-term active immunity by antigens stimulation or short-term passive 

immunity acquired through passive transfer of antibodies.  

 

Table 1. Sources of the adaptive immunity 

 Naturally-acquired immunity Artificially-acquired immunity 

Active 
Antigen enters the body  

via injury or infection 

Antigens are introduced in 

vaccines 

Passive 

Antibodies pass from mother to 

fetus via placenta or infant via 

breast milk 

Preformed antibodies in immune 

serum are introduced by injection 
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The major characteristics of non-specific immunity and specific immunity was 

summarized in Table 2. Both specific and non-specific immunity of immune system 

create and keep a dynamic biological balanced environment where “health” can be 

regarded as a physical state, the self is immunologically spared, and foreign antigen is 

inflammatorily and immunologically eliminated. “Disease” will arise when foreign 

antigens cannot be eliminated or self-antigen is not spared.  

 

Table 2. The major characteristics of innate immunity and adaptive immunity 

Terms Innate immunity Adaptive immunity 

Antigens 
Pathogen associated molecular 

patterns (PAMP)  

Specific antigens of pathogens or non-

self-antigens 

Recognition 

receptors 

Pathogen recognition receptors (PRR) 

(Genome-encoded) 

T cell receptors (TCR) /  

B cell receptors (BCR) 

Effect phase Immediately ~ 96 h ＞96 h 

Immunological 

memory 
No Yes 

Cells participated 

in responses 

Monocytes/Macrophage/DC/ 

Neutrophil/NK/NKT/γδ T/B1 
αβ T/γδ T/B1/B2 

Other components 
Skin/Mucosal epithelium/ 

Complement/Cytokine/Interleukin 
Antibodies/Cytokine/Interleukin 

 

2. Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is a series of gene which encodes cell surface 

proteins essential for adaptive immune system to recognize and present foreign antigens 

in vertebrates, which also determined the histocompatibility between individuals. The 

main function of MHC is to present epitopes of endogenous and exogenous antigens, 

and then to display them on the cell surface to recognized by T lymphocytes. MHC 

molecules mediate the interactions of leukocytes and determine the compatibility 

between donors and recipients during clinical HSC transplantation.  

javascript:;
javascript:;
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MHC is one of the most polymorphic gene systems which is found in mammals. The 

products of MHC genes are involved in the initiation and regulation of immune 

responses, as well as the differentiation and development of T lymphocytes, have 

extremely important immunological role.  

 

2.1 Discovery and identification of MHC molecules 

Peter A. Gorer discovered and described MHC molecules and mouse H-2 molecules  in 

1936 [2]. MHC molecules were first identified in inbred murine strains. The first human 

HLA antigen was detected by Jean Dausset from the sera of three patients who received 

multiple transfusions in 1958. George Snell[3] identified a chromosome fragment in 

mice which was responsible for the acute rejection after skin grafting. This gene 

fragment contained H-2 complex, and thus constructed syngeneic mouse carrying 

allogenic antigens, which with the same genetic background, and at the same time the 

H-2 structure was different. Snell won the 1980 Nobel prize in medicine and physiology 

together with Baruj Benacerraf and Jean Dausset, because of elucidating that H-2 

molecules genetically determined structures on the cell surface which regulated 

immunological reactions. 

 

2.2 The classification of MHC molecules 

MHC family is divided into three classes: MHC class-I, II and III. MHC Class-I 

molecules have α1/α2/α3/β2-microglobin domains and can be recognized by TCR of 

CD8+ T cells (Figure 3A). The antigen binding cleft of MHC Class-I molecules is 

formed by α1 and α2 domain. MHC Class II molecules have α1/α2/β1/β2 domains and 

can be recognized by TCR of CD4+ T cells. While, the antigen binding cleft of MHC 

Class-II molecules is formed by α1 and β1 domain (Figure 3B). MHC Class-III 

molecules have different physiologic roles compare to MHC Class-I and II, which are 

encoded between them in the short arm of human chromosome 6. MHC Class-III 

molecules include several secreted proteins with immune functions: components (such 

as C2, C4, and B factor), cytokines (such as TNF-α, LTA, and LTB) and heat shock 

proteins. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Alfred_Gorer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baruj_Benacerraf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Dausset
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Figure 3. The structure of MHC class I (A) and class II (B) molecules. A. MHC 

Class-I molecules have α1/α2/α3/β2-microglobin domains and can be recognized by 

TCRs of CD8+ T cells. The antigen binding cleft of MHC Class-I molecules is formed 

by α1 and α2 domain. B. MHC Class-II molecules have α1/α2/β1/β2 domains and can 

be recognized by TCRs of CD4+ T cells. While, the antigen binding cleft of MHC Class-

II molecules is formed by α1 and β1 domain. 

 

As different T lymphocytes expressed different TCRs, different MHC molecules could 

present specific MHC-restricted epitopes of an antigen to given T lymphocytes with 

different affinity. The genomic landscape of MHC molecule is summarized in Figure 

4. 
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Figure 4. The genomic landscape of MHC molecules. The human MHC-HLA is one 

of the first large genomic regions which is fully sequenced. It contains about 260 genes 

in a ∼4-Mb span on chromosomal region 6p21.3. Figure from Knight JC et al, Annu 

Rev Genomics Hum Genet. 2013;14:301-23. 

 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Knight%20JC%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23875801
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23875801
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23875801
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2.3 Human HLA and murine H-2 molecules 

Human MHC, named human lymphocyte antigen (HLA) is a gene complex responsible 

for histocompatibility. HLA complex represents the most complicated human gene 

clusters ever found. The alleles of HLA genes are highly polymorphic, which signifies 

that different HLA alleles could regulate and accommodate the adaptive immune 

system, and gave expression to the biological polymorphism in human beings.  

HLA complex is located on human chromosome 6p21.31, and is approximately 3600 

kb in length, consisted of 224 loci, of which 128 loci are functional genes. According 

to the function of its encoded products, HLA gene complex is divided into classic HLA 

gene (classic HLA class-I gene and classic HLA class-II gene) and immune function-

related genes (the main function is to participate in antigen processing, innate immunity 

and immune regulation). HLA complex family contains of three classes: HLA class-I, 

class-II and class-III molecules. HLA class-I molecules present three loci: HLA-A, 

HLA-B and HLA-C, encoding the heavy chain (α chain) in HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-

C heterodimer respectively, and the light chain is β2-microglobin (β2-m) which coded 

gene is located on chromosome 15. While HLA class-II molecules include classic HLA 

class-II gene (HLA-DR/HLA-DP/HLA-DQ) and immune function-related gene (HLA-

DM/HLA-DO). HLA class II genes code for α and β chains (designated A and B) of 

HLA-DR, HLA-DP and HLA-DQ. 

Histocompatibility-2 (H-2) is the MHC complex of murine which equivalented to 

human HLA, which is located on murine chromosome 17. The structure and 

organization of MHC molecules is similar between species. Both species have three 

main class-I genes, which named H2-K, H2-D and H2-L in mice. Compared with 

human HLA class-I, murine MHC class-I gene H-2K has been translocated, which 

splits class-I region in human and mouse MHC class-I molecules. Murine β2m is 

encoded by a gene located on chromosome 2. The genetic structure schematic of human 

HLA and mice H-2 is shown in Figure 5.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Major_histocompatibility_complex
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Figure 5. The genetic structure schematic of human HLA and mice H-2. 

 

2.4 The function of MHC molecules 

2.4.1 To present antigens 

MHC is the mediator for intracellular or foreign peptides to present to TCRs of T 

lymphocytes. MHC allows immune system to bind, recognize and tolerate the self-

antigens. MHC class I and II molecules bind to TCR of CD4 and CD8, respectively, 

and CD4/CD8 co-receptors on T lymphocytes. Then, the epitopes of antigens in the 

groove of MHC molecules will interact with the variable Ig-like domain of TCR to 

trigger the activation of T cells. 

The function of MHC class-I molecules is presenting endogenous antigenic peptides to 

CD8+ T cells. For example, MHC class I molecules present the viral peptides on the 

surface of the infected cells, and then it will be destroyed CD8+ T lymphocytes 

(Cytotoxic T lymphocytes). The peptides presented by MHC class-I molecules are 

about 8-11 amino acids in length. The structure of MHC class I molecules determined 

by X-ray crystallography is shown in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6. The structure of an MHC class I molecule determined by X-ray 

crystallography. Figure from text book Janeway's Immunobiology 9th Edition, 2017 by 

Garland Science, Taylor & Francis Group, LLC (ISBN 978-0-8153-4505-3). 

 

MHC class II molecules are composed of two transmembrane glycoprotein chains, α 

and β chain, each chain has two domains, as shown schematically in Figure 7D. Figure 

7A shows a computer graphic representation of MHC class II molecule, in this case the 

human protein HLA-DR1, and Figure 7B shows the equivalent ribbon diagram. The α2 

and β2 domains, like α3 and β2-microglobulin domains of MHC class I molecules, have 

amino acid sequence and structural similarities to immunoglobulin C domains; in MHC 

class II molecules the two domains forming the peptide-binding cleft are contributed 

by different chains and are therefore not joined by a covalent bond (shown in Figure 

7C and 7D). Another important difference is the peptide-binding groove of MHC class 

II molecules is open at both ends.  
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Figure 7. MHC class II molecules resemble MHC class I molecules in overall 

structure. Figure from text book Janeway's Immunobiology 9th Edition, 2017 by 

Garland Science, Taylor & Francis Group, LLC (ISBN 978-0-8153-4505-3). 

 

Foreign antigenic peptides from the outside of cells are presented by MHC class-II 

molecules to CD4+ T cells (Helper T cells). These foreign peptides are about 10-30 

amino acids in length, hence longer then the length of endogenous peptides. These 

foreign antigens activate CD4+ T cells, which induce B cells to produce specific 

antibodies to foreign antigens. The characteristics of MHC class I and II molecules are 

summarized in Table 3.  
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Table 3. The characteristics of MHC class I and II molecules 

 MHC class I molecules MHC class II molecules 

Structure α1/α2/α3/β2m α1/α2/β1/β2 

Antigen binding cleft α1 and α2 α1 and β1 

Binding location with T cells α3 with CD8 molecule β2 with CD4 molecule 

Classification HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-C HLA-DR, HLA-DQ, HLA-DP 

The characteristics of antigens 8-11 amino acids 10-30 amino acids 

Tissue contribution Present on most nucleated cells 
Present only on antigen-presenting 

cells (APC) 

Function 
Binding endogenous antigens, 

presenting antigen to CD8+ T cells 

Binding exogenous antigens, 

presenting antigen to CD4+ T cells 

Antigen binding cleft α1 and α2 α1 and β1 

 

For antigens loading in HLA class-I molecules, these antigens must enter the DC 

cytoplasm to be processed by proteasome complex. Antigen fragments will be cut down 

by the proteasome into 8-11 amino acid which can be pumped through the transporter 

of antigen processing (TAP), thereby gaining access to the endoplasmic reticulum, 

where HLA class-I molecule loading with fragments of 8-11 aa take place, followed by 

transport to the cell surface.  

For antigens loading in HLA class-II molecules, those antigens will enter the 

endosomal system, where cathepsins could digest the antigens, followed by loading of 

HLA class-II with fragments of 10-30 amino acids at low pH and following DC 

maturation, transport to the cell surface. Once DCs have fully matured, they interact 

with CD8+ and CD4+ T cells by stimulating TCRs with antigens presented by HLA 

class-I or II molecules, respectively, and costimulatory molecules such as CD28. 

Activated and primed CD8+ T cells can kill the tumor cells via ligation of TCRs with 

antigen presented by HLA class-I molecules (Figure 8 and Figure 9).  
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Figure 8. The processing of MHC class I and II molecules to recognize and present 

antigens. From Cornelis J.M. Melief et al, Therapeutic cancer vaccines, J Clin Invest. 

2015 Sep;125(9):3401-12. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Cornelis+J.M.+Melief+et+al%2C+2015%2C+J+Clin+Invest
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Figure 9. HLA-dependent molecular mechanisms of peptides and T cell receptors 

(TCR) binding. Reviewed by Lars Fugger et al , HLA variation and disease, Nat Rev 

Immunol. 2018 May;18(5):325-339. (PTM: post-translational modification) 

 

2.4.2 Participation in the differentiation and development of T cells  

T cell progenitors enter thymus from the circulation and then gradually differentiate 

and develop into mature T cells within thymic microenvironment (Figure 10). MHC 

class I and II molecules mediated the positive and negative selections of thymocytes, 

so that thymus progenitors could go through CD4-CD8- double negative (DN, DN1-

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lars+Fugger%2C+Nat+Rev+Immunol%2C+2018.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lars+Fugger%2C+Nat+Rev+Immunol%2C+2018.
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DN4) stage to CD4+CD8+ double positive (DP) stage, and eventually differentiated into 

CD4+ and CD8+ single positive (SP) cells to obtain the restriction of MHC class I or II 

and the specificity to antigens, as well as the tolerance to autoantigen to avoid the 

emergence of autoimmune diseases. 

 

Figure 10. Positive selection is demonstrated by the development of T cells 

expressing rearranged T-cell receptor transgenes. The MHC molecules that induce 

positive selection determine co-receptor specificity. Figure from text book Janeway's 

Immunobiology 9th Edition, 2017 by Garland Science, Taylor & Francis Group, LLC 

(ISBN 978-0-8153-4505-3). 

 

2.4.3 Involvement in the genetic regulation of immune responses 

MHC is also involved in the genetic regulation of immune responses as the high 

polymorphism of MHC molecules is at the origin of the difference in the ability of 
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different individuals in responding to the same antigen. The high polymorphism of 

MHC leads to the change of amino acid sequences and of protein structures of the 

encoded MHC molecules, which leads to the differences in the ability of different 

individuals to bind to the same antigens. This shows the genetic regulation of immune 

responses by MHC at the population level. 

 

2.4.4 Regulate the innate immune responses 

Besides of the functions discussed above, MHC molecules also regulate innate immune 

responses. 

◆ MHC molecules participate in the complement reaction and inflammatory response. 

The classical MHC class III gene is a gene complex encoding the complement 

component involved in the complement response and the regulation of immune 

diseases/disorders. Inflammation-related genes participate in the initiation and 

regulation of the inflammatory reaction and play vital roles in stress response. 

◆ MHC molecules take part in the mediation of the activity of NK cells. MHC class I 

molecules expressed on the surface of own cells could bind to the inhibitory receptors 

expressed on the surface of NK cells. Thereby, it triggers the inhibitory signals and 

inhibits the activity of NK cells, so that normal/healthy cells will not be damaged by 

NK cells. Whereas the expression of MHC class I molecules on the surface of certain 

target cells (such as tumor cells, virus-infected cells) is reduced or absent, the inhibitory 

signal of NK cells is blocked, induced the activation of NK cells, targeting unhealthy 

cells which will be destroyed. 

 

2.4.5 Other functions of MHC in immune responses 

Besides presenting antigens and regulating immune responses, MHC complex also play 

critical roles in many other aspects, such as the histocompatibility between recipients 

and donors in transplantation. MHC class-I molecules are expressed on the surface of 

all nucleated cells. The expression of MHC class-I molecules in some malignant cells 
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is weakened or even absent, resulted in the low efficiency of activation of specific CD8+ 

T cells, and lead to the tumors escaping to immune surveillance eventually.  

MHC molecules may protect against or fail to protect against cancers[4]. On the other 

hand, cells without expression of MHC class-II molecules in certain autoimmune 

diseases (Figure 11), can be induced to express MHC class-II molecules, such as the 

islet β cells in insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus and the enteric cells in celiac disease. 

The mechanism of aberrant expression and its immunopathological significance 

mentioned above are still unclear and need to be illuminated, which perhaps related to 

the over-activation of immune cells by MHC class-II molecules. 

 

Figure 11. HLA-peptides-T cell receptors interactions could promote 

autoimmunity. Reviewed by Lars Fugger et al, HLA variation and disease, Nat Rev 

Immunol. 2018 May;18(5):325-339. 

file:///E:/software/Youdao/Dict/7.5.0.0/resultui/dict/
file:///E:/software/Youdao/Dict/7.5.0.0/resultui/dict/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lars+Fugger%2C+Nat+Rev+Immunol%2C+2018.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lars+Fugger%2C+Nat+Rev+Immunol%2C+2018.
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The MHC-peptide complex is a complex between MHC molecules and the autoantigens 

or alloantigen. After the recognition and binding, T cells will tolerate the autoantigens, 

while activate to alloantigen, which corresponds to the homeostasis and health state. 

The disease and imbalance state will occur when the principle above was disrupted. 

MHC molecules of different species have both similarities and differences in structure 

and functions[5]. These differences have led to many pre-clinical trials on experimental 

animals that have not been clinically validated. It also prompted the necessity and 

importance of the development of humanized MHC transgenic mouse models. 

 

2.5 HLA genes are highly polymorphic 

HLA complex is the most polymorphic gene system in human beings ever found (as 

shown in Figure 12 and Table 4). HLA system is a good community marker and has a 

high value for the study of human origin, migration, miscellaneous and the high 

incidence of several diseases in particular population[6]. There are more than thousands 

of alleles in HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-C and HLA DR, far more than the numbers of 

alleles in HLA-DP and HLD-DQ.  

Table 4. The alleles of HLA class I and II molecules 

Numbers of HLA Alleles 

HLA class-I 

molecules 
6376 

HLA-A 2041 

HLA-B 2668 

HLA-C 1667 

HLA class-II 

molecules 
2050 

HLA-DR 1213 

HLA-DP 370 

HLA-DQ 467 

 

A kind of HLA allele found on a single chromosome is referred as an HLA haplotype. 

The expression of HLA alleles is codominant which means that the products of both 
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alleles at a locus expressed equally in one cell and could present the peptides of antigens 

to T lymphocytes simultaneously. The extensive polymorphism at each HLA allele and 

loci double the numbers of different HLA expressed in an individual, which increased 

the diversity in human population level. 

 

Figure 12. Defined HLA class I and class II alleles from 1968-2012. Graph taken 

from http://www.ebi.ac.uk/imgt/hla/intro.html, copyright SGE Marsh 07/2012, with 

permission. 

 

2.6 Distribution of HLA alleles worldwide 

The dominant HLA class I and II alleles are different from Europe, Asia and other 

continents (Figure 13). HLA-A02 with the highest frequency among HLA class-I 

alleles, accounts for 30-50% of global human population. While HLA-A11 accounts 

for about 20-30% of total population in Asia, only about 10% of Europe, America and 

Middle East, which have significant differences. Among HLA class II alleles, HLA-

DR01 with the highest gene frequency in European and American populations, around 

20-25%, while HLA-DR01 accounts for about 10-15% of Asia population. HLA-DR09 

and HLA-DR15 with higher gene frequency distribution in Asia population, the 

phenotypic frequencies are 31.2% and 27.1%, respectively. 
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Figure 13. The dominant HLA alleles are different between continents. 

 

2.7 The association between HLA and human diseases  

More and more researches have revealed the association between HLA molecules and 

several human diseases (Figure 14). HLA molecules have proven to be important to 

physiology, protect immune response and inversely deleterious to autoimmune diseases. 

Some HLA alleles show associations with some autoimmune diseases, inflammatory 

and infectious diseases (as summarized in Figure 14 and Figure 15). Technological 

advances enabled the determination and mechanisms of the association between 

specific HLA molecule and diseases. Many HLA molecules are associated with the 

occurrence of autoimmune diseases. HLA-B27 antigen was found in over 90% of 

Ankylosing Spondylitis (AS) patients, while proof-positive evidences had confirmed 

that the risk of incidence of AS and other associated inflammatory diseases in HLA-

B27 carriers is increased [7]; Nevertheless, the mechanisms involved in the aberrant 

antigen presentation or T cell activation have not been clarified yet. Besides this, 

several HLA had relation with the occurrence of certain diseases, such as HLA-DR4 

and rheumatoid arthritis (RA)[8], HLA-DQ8 and insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus 

(IDDM)[9], etc. Furthermore, susceptibility to some infectious diseases is also 

associated with HLA, such as tuberculosis, leprosy and HIV (Figure 16). The potential 

mechanisms of HLA associated impact on viral control is summarized in Figure 16. 

http://www.baidu.com/link?url=lrIVegEB1uF7qzIA_Ldio_poK-FM6Z7-4MlvJOBq8Nkmmn84Bj_wvmnNnc7zbZO-Gi21zRvxU8lUxFLTcTW_VgvmXsG1WJA9HQDVgu4oOaPQwjX4DVByBOa7R6WyLhav
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Figure 14. The association between HLA and human diseases. Figure from Knight 

JC et al, Annu Rev Genomics Hum Genet. 2013;14:301-23. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Knight%20JC%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23875801
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Knight%20JC%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23875801
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23875801
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Figure 15. The associations between HLA and autoimmune diseases. Reviewed by 

Fugger L et al, HLA variation and disease. Nat Rev Immunol. 2018 May;18(5):325-

339.  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lars+Fugger%2C+Nat+Rev+Immunol%2C+2018.
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Figure 16. The potential mechanisms of HLA associated impact on viral control. 

Figure from Philip J.R. Goulder et al, HIV and HLA class I: an evolving relationship, 

Immunity. 2012 Sep 21;37(3):426-40. 

 

3. Animal models in scientific research 

Animal models play unreplaceable roles in medical science research. Non-human 

primates such as rhesus monkeys and chimpanzees are like humans in terms of genetic 

background and physiological status. However, they are endangered animals with 

limited sources and their use is restricted by the experimental animal ethics, their 

expensive price also makes them difficult to promote at large scale. Small animal 

models such as mice, rats, tree shrews, rabbits, dogs and other animals are quite 

different from humans in terms of genome, metabolism and anatomy. Their species 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=HIV+and+HLA+class+I%3A+an+evolving+relationship
javascript:;
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specificity makes them are not the most optimal animal model for pre-clinical studies 

(Figure 17). Previous studies in these small animal models have led to divergent clinical 

outcomes in preclinical animal studies and authentic human clinical responses. These 

limitations need to be overcome to develop increasingly reliable preclinical studies.  

 

Figure 17. The common small animal models applied to scientific research. 

 

In recent years, with the outbreak of EBOV, MERS-CoV, SARS, H7N9 and other new 

or re-emerging infectious diseases globally, caused tremendous health and social harm. 

The development and evaluation of novel vaccines and drugs of important pathogens 

have become a top priority. However, many highly pathogenic microbes such as MERS, 

require early clinical treatment of patients after the onset of infection. However, it is 

difficult to obtain samples from the patients during natural infection. This hindered the 

studies on mechanisms and immune protection research. 

 

3.1 Human MHC transgenic mouse models  

MHC humanized mouse models are based on the strategy that human HLA molecules 

replaced murine H-2 molecules to execute the corresponding biological immunological 

function in murine immune system/ background, which could mimic human T cell 

responses preferably. Therefore, these new mouse models can be used to mimic human 

cellular immune response and thus to predict T cell responses against exogenous and 

endogenous antigen in human immune system, owing to the elimination of the 
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competitive inhibition of mouse H-2 molecules. The human HLA antigens mainly 

include HLA class-I and HLA class-II subsets and both subsets of HLA molecules 

participate in the regulation of cellular immune responses. Currently, most of the 

reported human MHC transgenic animal models are HLA class-I or class-II single 

transgenic mice which were used to study cytotoxic T cells (CTL) and helper T cell 

(Th) function, respectively. 

Human MHC transgenic mice are promising mouse models which could replace 

previously traditional animal models. Construction of human MHC transgenic mice 

will apply to the screening and identification of MHC-restricted epitopes, the 

pathogenic mechanism of pathogens, the establishment of disease models and the 

evaluation of immunology therapies.  

 

4. Immuno-deficient mouse models 

Animal models play a critical role in scientific researches and pre-clinical experiments, 

such as the study of pathogenesis of diseases, the creation and evaluation of novel drugs 

and vaccines. The development of immuno-deficient mice was summarized in Table 5. 

While, some in vivo experimental studies that mimic human physiology and 

pathological conditions were hindered by the lack of optimal small animal models. 

Given that, by the respective genetic backgrounds, immune responses of human and 

non-human species show significant specific differences. Due to the ethical 

constraints[10] and higher cost of clinical trials, non-human primates (NHPs) have 

many limitations in researches. Although mice share up to 95% genes with human, 

however the physiological state and immunological state in murine are somehow 

different from that of the mankind, especially the MHC restriction which determined 

the species specificity in pre-clinical experiments which reflects the immune 

characteristics of humans.  

 

 

Table 5. Summary of the development of immuno-deficient mice 
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Strain Year 
Adaptive immunity and 

innate immunity 

characteristics of human 

cell engraftment 

SCID 1983[11] Deficiency of T and B cells Low implantation efficiency 

Rag1-/-/ 

Rag2-/- 
1992[12, 13] Deficiency of T and B cells Low implantation efficiency 

NOD-Scid 1995[14] 
Deficiency of T and B cells; 

Decreased activity of NK cells 

High implantation efficiency, 

short lifespan (8.5 months) 

NOG 2002[15] 
Deficiency of T and B cells; 

Inactivity of NK cells 
High implantation efficiency 

BRG 2004[10] 
Deficiency of T and B cells; 

Inactivity of NK cells 

High implantation efficiency, 

lower than NOG and NSG 

NSG 2005[16] Deficiency of T, B and NK cells 
High implantation efficiency, 

lifespan beyond 16 months 

NSGW 2014[17] Deficiency of T, B and NK cells 
High implantation efficiency, 

without prior irradiation 

HUMAMICE 2017[18] Deficiency of T, B and NK cells 

Human HLA transgenes, 

High implantation,  

without GvHD 

 

Humanized mice are immuno-deficient mice that have been transplanted with human 

tissues/cells, or have been genetically engineered to express transgenic human genes. 

The timeline for the development of immune-deficient mouse models was summarized 

in Figure 18. Mouse models and human cell models are complementary in pre-clinal 

period, and studies often need to be carried out in parallel[19]. The development history 

and enhancement of immune-deficient mice and humanized mouse models and their 

applications in hematology, HIV and tumor researches was reviewed next.  
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Figure 18. Timeline for the development of immune-deficient mouse models. 

Figure from John E. Dick et al, Hematopoiesis: a human perspective, Cell Stem Cell, 

2012 Feb 3;10(2):120-36.  

 

4.1 SCID (C.B-17 SCID) mice 

It has been three decades since the creation of the first immune-deficient mice and that 

human hematopoietic cells were transplanted successfully. The breakthrough in 

humanized mouse models was the creation of the severe combined immuno-deficient 

(SCID) mouse model which was named C.B-17 SCID [11]. The partial pedigree of 

C.B-17 SCID mice show recessive inheritance of SCID syndrome which impaired the 

differentiation of both T and B lymphocytes. Consequently, the lifespan of most C.B-

17 SCID mice is less than one year, which handled long-time transplantation and 

experiments. SCID mice represent a new model to investigate how lymphoid 

differentiation may be impaired in a disease state and regulated in a normal 

physiological state. SCID mice are broadly used in the transplantation of human 

peripheral blood leukocytes (PBL)[20], human fetal liver (FL) hematopoietic cells/fetal 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22305562
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thymus/fetal lymph node[21] and human bone marrow (BM) hematopoietic stem cell 

(HSC)[22], which could result in a comparable stable long-term reconstitution of a 

functional human immune system (HIS) in SCID mice.  

Several approaches were applied to engraft human tissues/cells in SCID mice. 

Moiser[20] developed SCID-PBL mice model by transfer human PBL through i.v. or 

i.p. routes, which reconstituted human T cells, B cells, monocytes and macrophages. 

Specific human antibody response to tetanus toxoid was detected, which resulted in the 

survival of mice for at least six months. As MHC restriction in this model was still 

endogenous H-2 molecules, recipients generated almost mature T cells derived from 

donors’ relative mature cells with HLA restriction, which cannot react with the antigen 

presenting cells (APC) of recipients. SCID-hu mice model was generated by surgical 

implantation of human fetal thymus, liver, lymph node or spleen into SCID mice, 

following with the injection of HLA-matched fetal liver cells. This resulted in a 

transient wave of human CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells and human IgG in the periphery, 

however no myeloid cells were detected. Namikawa established the first humanized-

AIDS-mouse model by infecting the SCID-hu mice with HIV-1 virus[23].  

Although human PBL and fetal liver (FL) cells were engrafted in SCID-PBL and SCID-

hu mice successfully, purified human HSC transplantation need to be clarified in 

immune-deficient mice (to distinct from HSPC transplantation). Dick[24] transplanted 

human BM-derived HSC intravenously into SCID mice (SCID-repopulating cells, hu-

SRC-SCID) infused with human IL-3, GM-CSF and SCF cytokines, resulted in the 

detection of myeloid progenitors in recipients even after 4 months, which confirmed 

that the transplantation was long-term and multi-potential. This model provided a 

criterion for the assay of human HSC activity in vivo faithfully. 

SCID mice built the foundation for mouse models of human hematopoietic diseases 

and infectious diseases, however the engraftment was at a relatively low level, and 

implanted human cells could not differentiate into functional human immune cells. 

Since SCID mice with Prkdc mutation still have innate immune cells such as NK cells, 

which may bring the recovery of murine B and T lymphocytes (the occurrence over 

90%). 
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4.2 Rag1-/- and Rag2-/- mice 

Meanwhile, SCID mice are more sensitive to radiation than wild-type mice because of 

the radiation-repaired defects of SCID mice. Recombinant activation gene (Rag1 and 

Rag2)-deficient mice overcame the recovery of murine B and T lymphocytes which 

limited the studies in traditional SCID mice. The mutation in Rag1 and Rag2 prevented 

the production of mature T and B lymphocytes with the inability to perform V(D)J 

recombination, which induced higher levels of NK cells simultaneously. Nevertheless, 

Rag1-/-[12] and Rag2-/-[13] mice also restricted the implantation of human HSC to a 

certain extent. 

 

4.3 NOD/SCID (NOD/LtSz-scid) mice 

To generate an improved humanized mouse model with higher human engraftment 

level, Shultz[14] generated NOD/LtSz-scid mice by backcrossing SCID mice with non-

obese diabetic (NOD/Lt) mice which defected in both adaptive immunity (B and T 

lymphocytes) and innate immunity (NK cells), and supported high level of human 

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) engraftment. By means of this strategy, 

the susceptibility to HIV-1 infection was enhanced in this mouse model [25].  

The activity of murine NK cells is important for the resistance to human BM HSC 

engraftment[26]. The level of endogenous NK cells activity in NOD/LtSz-scid mice 

was markedly lower than those in SCID mice, and this could remarkably facilitate the 

reconstitution of human hematopoietic cells. Due to the high incidence of thymic 

lymphoma, the lifespan of NOD/LtSz-scid mice was approximately 8.5 months under 

the SPF conditions. 

 

4.4 Hu-BLT-SCID (human bone marrow-liver-thymus SCID) 

Hu-BLT-SCID model was developed by the co-transplantation of human FL CD34+ 

cells and human fetal thymus/liver tissues which led to sustained human hematopoiesis 

and functional human immune system in NOD/SCID mice and NSG mice[27, 28]. Hu-
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BLT-SCID mice showed systemic repopulation with comprehensive human lympho-

hematopoietic cells, including T cells, B cells and dendritic cells (DC), high level of 

human IgM and IgG antibodies were detected. T cells generated in this model could 

undergo human thymus education and thymic selection because of the co-

transplantation of human thymus[29]. Hu-BLT-SCID mice were widely used in the 

study of HIV biology and pathogenesis[30]. Thus, these improved mice model provided 

a powerful tool to study human immune function in vivo. As the MHC restriction in 

this model was still H-2, Hu-BLT-SCID mice were susceptible to the occurrence of 

Graft-versus-Host Disease (GvHD). 

 

4.5 N/S-S/GM/3 mice and N/S-β2m-/--S/GM/3 mice 

Hogge[31] and Eaves[32] transferred human growth factor genes Steel factor (SF), 

interleukin-3 (IL-3) and granulocyte macrophage-colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) 

into NOD/SCID mice and NOD/SCID-β2m
-/- mice to generate N/S-S/GM/3 mice and 

N/S-β2m
-/--S/GM/3 mice, respectively. These novel models mobilized the engrafted 

human progenitors and improved the reconstitution of human cells, acute myeloid 

leukemia (AML) cells can be easily detected and quantitated. 

 

4.6 NOG/NSG mice 

Several approaches had been undertaken to improve the human cell engraftment level 

of NOD-Scid mice, such as the depletion of NK cells activity with anti-CD122 antibody, 

intra-femoral injection and the deletion or truncation of interleukin-2 (IL-2) receptor γ 

chain (IL-2Rγ) molecule. IL-2Rγ is indispensable for the signaling pathway mediated 

by IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-9 and IL-15 [33]. The mutation of IL-2Rγ gene in mice causes 

human X-linked severe combined immunodeficiency (XSCID) which characterized by 

decreased differentiation of T cells, B cells and NK cells [10, 34-36]. Based on IL-2Rγ 

deficiency or knockout mice, NOG (NOD/SCID/γc
null) [15], NSG (NOD/LtSz-scid IL-

2Rγnull) [16] and NRG mice were created. 1*102 CD34+ cells could survive and 

differentiate in NOG mice. NSG mice generate higher humanized engraftment 

compared with NOG mice after the intra-femoral injection of human lineage-depleted 
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human umbilical cord blood (UCB) cells. The lifespan of NSG mice last beyond 16 

months, the occurrence of lymphoma after sublethal irradiation was decreased, and the 

engraftment of human mobilized blood HSC was six-fold higher than traditional 

NOD/SCID mice. 

The deficiency of cytokine signaling in NSG mice prevented the emergence of 

lymphomagenesis. Sex also affects the survival, proliferation, self-renewal and 

engraftment of human HSCs xenograft models, female recipients displayed much 

higher level of human chimerism than male recipients [37]. Brehm found that newborn 

immuno-deficient mice exhibited enhanced engraftment as compared to adult recipients. 

The immune-deficient NOD strains supported enhanced engraftment as compared to 

BALB/c strain [38]. 

The success of human HSC transplantation is also determined by the immunological 

compatibility which governed mainly by the MHC discrepancy between donors and 

recipients. However, several problems about humanized mouse models and human 

hematopoietic cells transplantation remain unclear, such as the histocompatibility 

barriers, different niches of hematopoiesis. Whether existing immuno-deficient mice 

could evaluate the engraftment of human HSC just like under the human physiological 

condition still in doubt. The other major experimental drawbacks for the studies using 

these above models was the rapid onset of GvHD after transplantation. 

 

4.7 NSGS (NOD/LtSz-scid IL-2RG-SGM3) 

Despite advances and improvements of human xenografts into mice, while most of the 

human acute myeloid leukemia (AML) samples could not engraft into mice 

successfully. The reasons to explain the failure may include the differences in homing, 

survival and expansion of human stem cells in foreign hematopoietic niche, and lack of 

human cytokines, human growth factors and supporting stromal cells. NSGS mice were 

developed by the backcross of NSG mice with N/S-S/GM/3 mice. As a result, NSGS 

mice constitutively express human SCF, GM-CSF and IL-3. AML xenograft level was 

significantly improved in NSGS mouse model[39, 40].  
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4.8 MITRG and MISTRG 

MITRG (hM-CSF, hlL-3/hGM-CSF, hTPO+Rag2-/-IL-2rγ-/-) and MISTRG (hM-CSF, 

hlL-3, hGM-CSF, hTPO+ Rag2-/- IL-2rγ-/-hSIRP) with four genes encoding human 

cytokines that important for the development of innate immune cells were inserted into 

mouse loci[41]. SIRP is mainly expressed by macrophages, DCs, and neutrophils, and 

its ligand, CD47, is expressed almost ubiquitously. The SIRP-CD47 interaction is 

involved in regulating macrophage-mediated phagocytosis by delivering a licensing 

signal to macrophages. These human cytokines supported normal development of 

monocytes, macrophages and NK cells derived from human FL or adult CD34+ 

progenitor/stem cells implanted into mouse models. Human macrophages infiltrated 

human tumor xenograft in MITRG and MISTRG mice were similar with that observed 

in clinical patients. These humanized mouse models could be used as in vivo models 

for the evaluation of therapeutic candidates which were more relevant to actual human 

physiology. 

 

4.9 NSGW mice 

Both immune-deficient mice mentioned above need to be irradiated before 

transplantation. Rodewald[42] developed Rag2-/-IL-2γc-/-KitW/Wv mice which 

efficiently supported long-term HSC reconstitution derived from allogeneic donors 

without prior irradiation. Growth factor receptor-Kit is independent of HSC self-

renewal in vivo. Kit mutant mice are endogenous HSC-deficient which could benefit 

to the implant of histocompatible or histoincompatible HSCs. Waskow[17] developed 

four immune-deficient mouse strains containing Kit mutations which supported robust, 

sustained and serially transplantation of human HSCs without irradiation. These mice 

were BRg KitWv/Wv (BRgWv), NSG KitWv/Wv, (NSGWv), NSG KitWv/+ (NSGWv/+) and 

NSG KitW41/W41 (NSGW41). Human HSCs engrafted efficiently in both newborn and 

adult NSGW recipients, sustained multi-lineage could contribute to series 

transplantation (in both first and second transplantation)[43]. 

 

5. HSC transplantation (HSCT) 
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The transplantation efficiency of different sources of human hematopoietic cells is 

variable. Freshly UCB progenitor cells showed more efficient engraftment than 

mobilized adult progenitor cells[44]. The higher engraftment efficiency of UCB cells 

may relate to the increased ability to traverse sinusoidal endothelium which is a crucial 

step of stem cells homing. Schoot[45] found that human UCB CD34+ cells showed 

more significant migration than BM or PB derived CD34+ cells did, which is possibly 

due to the differences in sensitivity towards SDF-1, which means that reduced number 

of UCB-derived CD34+ cells is required for human HSC transplantation. A 

controversial idea elaborated that the delayed reconstitution after UCBT may due to 

some defects of the homing-related molecules[46]. 

At present, HSC transplantation (HSCT) is widely used for the treatment of patients 

with hematological diseases and acute radiation injury in clinical. However, HSCT was 

limited by the inadequate numbers of HSCs in BM and UCB to some extent. Therefore, 

scientists had to carry out studies on in vitro expansion of HSCs and joint 

transplantation experiments to test the function of HSCs.  

 

5.1 The identification of human HSC phenotypes 

Current models of lineage determination in the adult Mouse and Human hematopoietic 

hierarchies was summarized in Figure 19. Xenogeneic engraft models are crucial to the 

phenotype identification of human HSCs. By transplantation of immuno-deficient mice, 

CD34 was discovered expressed on the surface of human hematopoietic stem and 

progenitor cells[47]. CD34+ mobilized human BM and PB cells were widely used in 

clinical HSC transplantation (HSCT)[48]. Dick[49] first identified human HSCs which 

capable of long-term multilineage engraftment at single-cell resolution, the phenotype 

of UCB-derived long-term (LT) HSC was Lin-CD34+CD38-CD90+CD45RA-

CD49f+Rholow, which stood out as the  notable landmark in the identification and 

verification of human HSC at single-cell level.  
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Figure 19. Current models of lineage determination in the adult mouse and human 

hematopoietic hierarchies. Figure from John E. Dick et al, Hematopoiesis: a human 

perspective, Cell Stem Cell, 2012 Feb 3;10(2):120-36. 

 

The development and enhancement of immuno-deficient mice which could be 

engrafted with human cells have provided a powerful approach for the studies of 

hematopoiesis, tumorigenesis, the development and evaluation of novel drugs and 

vaccines. Immuno-deficient mice and humanized mice have many advantages which 

could be utilized to study the development, differentiation and hematopoietic 

reconstitution of human HSC in vivo and benefit clinical HSCT. It can also be used to 

evaluate the effects of drugs or cytokines on hematopoietic system. However, these 

mouse models also have some drawbacks, such as short lifespan, highly sensitive to 

irradiation and the high-price which limited the extensive application. With the rapid 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22305562
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progress of technology, immuno-deficient mice and humanized mouse models are 

continued to be developed and improved, providing more experimental evidence for 

clinical treatment of hematological diseases. The final aim of current animal models is 

to improve them so that they could mimic faithfully human physiology, particularly the 

human immune system. 

 

5.2 In vitro amplification of human HSC 

Among them, some small molecules compounds have good application prospect to 

promote human HSC expansion in vitro due to their stable properties and convenient 

administration. Prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) enhanced the homing, survival and 

proliferation of human HSC, led to long-term reconstitution[50-52]. Cooke[53] found 

that Stem Regenin 1 (SR1) promoted the ex vivo expansion of human CD34+ cells by 

antagonizing aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR), which led to 50-fold increase of human 

HSCs in vitro and 17-fold increase reconstitution in vivo. Sauvageau[54] found that 

pyrimidoindole derivatives UM171 could stimulate the expansion of human CB-

derived HSCs and promote the self-renewal of HSCs, which led to human 

reconstitution last for at least 6 months in NSG mice.  

 

5.3 The other factors effect human HSC transplantation  

DNA methylation and histone deacetylation may also affect the proliferation of human 

HSC. 5aza 2 ’deoxycytidine (5azaD) and trichostatin A (TSA) could improve the 

expansion of primitive HSC/HPC in vitro[55]. Ruthardt[56] discovered that valproic 

acid (VPA) stimulated the proliferation and self-renewal of human HSC both in vitro 

and in vivo.  

The optimization of micro-environment of recipients also promoted the human 

hematopoietic reconstitution of HSC transplantation. Antioxidant N-acetyl-L-cysteine 

(NAC) increased the engraftment of human HSC by decreasing the reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) levels in BM of NOD/SCID and NSG mice[57]. 
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MHC restriction was critical to the human engraftment in immune-deficient mice. 

Lone[18] developed HUMAMICE (HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-

2rγ-/-/Perf-/- mice) expressed both human HLA class I and II molecules instead of mouse 

H-2 class I and II molecules, and whose immuno-deficient status was reversed by the 

transfer of functional HLA-matched hPBMCs, which could produce mice with an 

immuno-competent status with functional human immune system. 

 

6. Vaccines 

Vaccines are the biological preparations containing the antigens for artificial active 

immunization, which could provide active acquired immunity to specific disease/ 

pathogen. Vaccines had undergone approximately a hundred years of development (as 

shown in Figure 20). Conventional vaccines include the inactivated pathogens, live 

attenuated pathogens and toxoids. New vaccines contain subunit vaccines, synthetic-

peptides vaccines and DNA vaccines. Vaccines can also be divided according to the 

function as prophylactic vaccines and/or therapeutic vaccines[58]. 

 

Figure 20. Timeline of vaccine development in this century. 
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6.1 Human oncogenic viruses, associated diseases and vaccines 

Vaccines are the most frequently-used biological agents for immunoprophylaxis. 

Common human oncogenic viruses, associated diseases and vaccine targets are 

summarized in Table 6.  

 

Table 6. Human oncogenic viruses, associated diseases and vaccine targets. Table 

from Cornelis J.M. Melief et al, Therapeutic cancer vaccines, J Clin Invest. 2015 

Sep;125(9):3401-12.  

Virus EBV 

Human T 

lymphotrophic 

virus I 

HBV HCV HPV KSV 

Merkel cell 

carcinoma 

virus 

Type of 

virus 
Herpes virus Retrovirus Hepadna virus 

RNA 

flavivirus 

Papilloma 

virus 
Herpes virus 

Polyoma 

virus 

Associated 

diseases 

Nasopharyngeal 

carcinoma, B cell 

lymphomas, 

Hodgkin’s disease 

Adult T cell 

leukemia, 

lymphoma 

Cirrhosis, 

hepatocellular 

cancer 

Cirrhosis, 

hepatocellular 

cancer 

Anogenital 

cancer, head 

and neck 

cancer 

Sarcomas in 

immunodeficient 

individuals 

Skin cancer 

Therapeutic 

vaccine 

targets 

LMP1A, LMP2A Tax protein A 
All HBV 

proteins 

All HCV 

proteins 

E6 

oncoproteinA, 

E7 

oncoproteinA 

All KSV proteins 

Large T 

proteinA, 

small T 

protein A 

AOncogenic proteins. LMP1/2, late membrane protein 1/2. KSV, Kaposi sarcoma virus. 

 

The administration of vaccines is named as vaccination, and it is the most effective 

method to prevent infectious diseases up to now. Vaccinated people could acquire 

adaptive immunity against specific diseases after vaccination. Vaccines can stimulate 

the immune system to recognize pathogens as dangerous threaten and then destroy them, 

and even the antigens associated with these agents that may be encountered in 

foreseeable future. Widespread vaccination of smallpox, measles and tetanus vaccines 

had eliminated these diseases worldwide. Moreover, the effectiveness of influenza 

vaccine and HBV vaccine had been widely verified. The process of a vaccine candidate 

from the design to preclinical trials, to clinical trials and to final approved was time-

consuming and difficult, only approximately 1% of total vaccine candidates could be 

validated and approved by FDA (Food and Drug Administration) (Figure 21). 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Cornelis+J.M.+Melief+et+al%2C+2015%2C+J+Clin+Invest
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Figure 21. The process of a vaccine candidate from the design to preclinical 

trials, clinical trials and final approved. 

 

6.2 Epitopes-based vaccines 

In recent years, due to the progress in the fields of safety, non-toxicity and stability of 

epitopes-based vaccines, the research and application of epitopes and epitopes-based 

vaccines have been rapidly developed and the immune effect of vaccines have been 

greatly improved. However, there are still many challenges in immunological research 

and medical practice which need to be overcome.  

The application of peptides-based vaccines is based on three distinct steps to create a 

specific anti-tumor immune response. To initiate immunity, DCs, which are taken up 

exogenously as part of a therapeutic vaccine differentiate into immunogenic mature 

DCs. DCs could enable the presentation of peptides on major histocompatibility 

complex (MHC) class I and II molecules (Figure 22). High affinity peptides may load 

onto MHC molecules directly at the cell surface of DCs. The exact mechanism of the 

peptide-based vaccines uptake may vary depending on the sequence of different 

peptides[59].  
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Figure 22. Entry of peptide-based vaccines through the MHC I or MHC II 

pathway. Figure from Zheng JN et al, Composite peptide-based vaccines for cancer 

immunotherapy, Int J Mol Med. 2015 Jan;35(1):17-23. 

 

Gaps between clinical immune effect between epitopes-based vaccines as well as 

current conventional vaccines are described, due to low molecular weight of peptides 

and their weak immunogenicity. Moreover, the research on epitopes-based vaccines 

were mostly focused on linear epitopes, and conformational epitopes are still 

lacking[60]. 

In addition to some extent, adjuvants may also lead to side effects of epitopes-based 

vaccines. To effectively enhance the immunogenicity of epitopes-base vaccines, B cell 

epitopes, CTL epitopes and Th epitopes should be combined rationally, to stimulate the 

comprehensive specific humoral and cellular immune responses. 

 

6.3 Personalized vaccines for cancer immunotherapy 

Cancer and tumor are characterized by a gradually accumulation of genetic mutations. 

Somatic mutations can generate cancer-specific neoepitopes which could be recognized 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Zheng%20JN%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25395173
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25395173
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by T cells as foreign antigens and to constitute the ideal candidate cancer vaccine targets. 

Different tumor has its own unique mutations, with only a small fraction of mutations 

shared between different patients. The rapid development of technological advances in 

genomics, proteomics and cancer immunotherapy enable the mapping of the mutations 

within different cancers and tumors, meanwhile, the rational selection of candidate 

vaccine targets, the design and production of a therapy customized to a patient. The 

vaccinating a patient with individual tumor mutations may become the first truly 

personalized treatment for cancer, which also is the implication and purpose of 

precision medical. Current vaccine formats explored for delivery of neoepitopes were 

summarized in Table 7. 

Table 7. Current vaccine formats explored for delivery of neoepitopes. Table from 

Türeci Ö, et al. Personalized vaccines for cancer immunotherapy. Science. 2018 Mar 

23;359(6382):1355-1360.[61] 

Vaccine 

format 
Advantages Challenges 

Synthetic 

peptides 

➢ Cell-free manufacturing; 

➢ Automated synthesis established; 

➢ Proven clinical activity of long peptides;  

➢ Compatible with a wide range of formulations to improve 

delivery; 

➢ Transient activity and complete degradation 

➢ Lack of clinical-grade manufacturability of a 

substantial portion of sequences； 

➢ High variability in the physicochemical properties of 

individual peptides, complicating manufacturing； 

➢ Irrelevant immune responses against artificial 

epitopes created by peptide degradation in the 

extracellular space 

Messenger RNA 

➢ Cell-free manufacturing; 

➢ Inherent adjuvant function via TLR7, TLR8 and TLR3 

signaling； 

➢ Proven clinical activity； 

➢ Highly efficient systemic delivery into DCs established； 

➢ Transient activity and complete degradation； 

➢ All types of epitopes can be encoded 

➢ Fast extracellular degradation of mRNA if not 

protected by appropriate formulation； 

➢ Interpatient variability of TLR7-driven adjuvant 

activity 

DNA plasmids 

➢ Cell-free manufacturing；Inherent adjuvant activity 

driven by TLR9； 

➢ Cost-effective and straight forward manufacturing； 

➢ All types of epitopes can be encoded 

➢ Potential safety risks by insertional mutagenesis；

Successful transfection requires entry into nucleus, 

thereby limiting effective delivery of vaccines into 

DCs 

Viral vectors  

➢ Strong immunostimulatory activity Extensive clinical 

experience with vector formats in the infectious disease 

field All types of epitopes can be encoded 

➢ Complex manufacturing; 

➢ Immune responses against components of the viral 

vector backbone, limiting successful in vivo vaccine 

delivery and efficacy 

Engineered 

attenuated 

bacterial vectors  

➢ Strong immunostimulatory activity; 

➢ Could be combined with plasmid DNA; 

➢ All types of epitopes can be encoded 

➢ Complex manufacturing and “sterility” testing; 

➢ Immune responses against bacterial components, 

limiting vaccine delivery and vaccine 

immunogenicity potential safety risks due to delivery 

of live, replication-competent bacteria 

Ex vivo antigen-

loaded DCs 

➢ Strong immunostimulatory activity; 

➢ Proven clinical efficacy of DC vaccines; 

➢ Can be loaded with various antigen formats 

➢ Higher costs and resources required for adoptive cell 

therapy approaches 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=T%C3%BCreci%20%C3%96%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29567706
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29567706
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Abstract 

Research on human immunology has been hindered by the lack of optimal small animal 

models, given that the protective immune responses of human and non-human species 

show some differences. However, due to ethical constraints[10] and the high cost of 

clinical trials, it is urgent to improve current animal models that can mimic faithfully 

human physiology, particularly the human immune system (HIS). HIS mice had been 

generated recently by engrafting human hematopoietic stem cells (hHSCs) or human 

peripheral mononuclear cells (hPBMCs) into highly immuno-deficient mice such as 

NSG, NOG or NRG mice. However, a major experimental drawback for studies using 

these models is the rapid onset of Graft-versus-Host Disease (GvHD). In the present 

study, we overcame this limitation by generating new immuno-deficient mice named 

“HUMAMICE” (HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/-), which 

expressed human HLA molecules instead of mouse MHC molecules (H-2), and whose 

immuno-deficient status was reversed by transferring functional HLA-matched PBMCs 

thus producing mice with an immuno-competent status with a functional human 

immune system. We showed that in this HLA-matched context, the hPBMC-transfer 

led to high lymphocytes engraftment rates without GvHD over two months in this novel 

mouse model. Furthermore, to evaluate the utility of the hPBMC-HUMAMICE, we 

immunized them with commercial vaccine of Hepatitis B virus (HBsAg, Hepvac@) 

which resulted in robust and reproducible production of high levels of HBsAg-specific 

antibodies, implying that both transferred T and B lymphocytes were functional in 

HUMAMICE. These responses are comparable to those observed in human clinical 

trials with this identical vaccine. In conclusion, these findings indicated that the HLA-

matched-hPBMC-HUMAMICE represents a promising model for dissecting human 

immune responses in various human diseases, including infectious diseases, cancers 

and tumors and to facilitate the development of novel vaccines and cellular therapies. 
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Introduction 

Mice functionally engrafted with human hematopoietic cells (hHSCs) may represent a 

valuable preclinical tool for basic and applied investigations in human immune 

system[62]. The current reference models for such humanized mice involved grafting 

a functional human immune system into immuno-deficient mice, for example, NSG[63], 

NOG, NRG, Rag2-/- [64] and IL-2rγ-/- mice [65-67]. These highly immuno-deficient 

mice lack almost entire mouse-derived immune system, including murine B cells, T 

cells, and natural killer cells. These models have certain advantages for fostering the 

survival and expansion of human donor cells, but also have several limitations and 

drawbacks[68, 69]. However, the maintenance of HLA compatibility is necessary for 

ensuring proper function of a normal human immune system in a murine genetic 

background. Indeed, after hPBMC transferred, a constant and rapid onset of xenogeneic 

Graft-versus-Host Disease (xeno-GvHD[70]) was observed in all hPBMC-humanized 

mice. This complication caused researchers to avoid these models for studies of human 

immune system[71], in particular, to explore responses against infections such as 

human-tropic infectious diseases (caused by Epstein–Barr virus and HIV[72]). 

Consequently, the models are not used in the development of vaccines and cell or gene 

therapies[73]. 

Nonetheless, these PBMC-humanized mice are still an excellent xeno-GvHD model for 

evaluating therapeutic strategies that could interfere with xeno-GvHD development. 

Unfortunately, while the transfer of hPBMC leads to high lymphocytes engraftment 

rates, the timeframe for experimental intervention and analysis is somewhat limited, 

because of the rapid development of xenogeneic GvHD. 

The principal host components responsible for triggering GvHD are the xenogeneic 

mouse MHC (H-2) class I and class II molecules. Studies with NSG mice lacking H-2 

class I (β2m null) or H-2 class II (IAβ null) showed that the deletion of H-2 class I and 

II molecules could delay the occurrence of the diseases significantly compared with 

WT NSG mice, but could not abrogate it completely[74, 75]. By contrast, H-2 class I-

deficient NSG mice were relatively resistant to the development of xeno-GvHD. These 

data indicated that both donors’ CD8+ and CD4+ T cells contributed significantly to 

development of xenogeneic GvHD and revealed the critical role of H-2 class I and class 

II molecules in the development of xeno-GvHD in mice. Furthermore, in contrast to the 
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repopulation of NRG mice with xenogeneic human DQ8-PBMCs which resulted in 

rapid induction of xeno-GvHD and poor survival rate of the animals, the transfer of 

HLA-class II-matched human DQ8-PBMCs into NRG IAβ–/–DQ8 transgenic recipients 

(lacking the expression of murine H-2 class-II molecules and expressing a transgenic 

HLA-DQ8 molecule) resulted in a milder form of xeno-GvHD, such that the mice 

survived significantly longer than other previous mouse models. These data showed 

that HLA compatibility between donors and recipients is a requirement for ensuring a 

proper function of human immune systems in mice without the emergence of graft 

rejection. 

Previously, we have developed an HLA class I and class II transgenic mouse (Sure-L1 

mice) (HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) which lacked both murine H-2 class I and 

II molecules, and instead expressed HLA-A2 and HLA-DR1 molecules[76]. In this 

humanized mouse model, murine T cells could only mount HLA-restricted responses 

without H-2-restricted responses, demonstrating that the expression of both transgenic 

HLA class I and II molecules could result in proper thymic education and 

differentiation of developing T lymphocytes. 

In this part, we described a novel mouse strain derived from Sure-L1 mouse (HLA-

A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-), in which we additionally depleted the murine Rag 2 

allele, the interleukin 2 receptor gamma chain allele (IL-2rγ) and the perforin allele 

(Perf), leading to the generation of immuno-deficient mice (HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-

β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/- mice) which named HUMAMICE. 

Furthermore, we confirmed that the transfer of HLA-matched hPBMCs into this 

HUMAMICE can generate a functional human immune system without signs 

compatible with onset of Graft-versus-Host Disease (GvHD) including the pathological 

symptoms like weight loss, diarrhea, alopecia or the immunological signs like 

infiltration of activated human lymphocytes in liver, skin, or intestine. 

Therefore, HLA-matched-hPBMC HUMAMICE model opens the possibility of 

studying not only normal human immune-hematopoietic development but also human 

disease pathogenesis for a broad range of biomedical applications. 
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Methods 

Ethics statement 

Experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Care Committee of the 

University Paris-Sud Network, and carried out in accordance with Animal Care 

Guidelines. Human PBMCs were collected from healthy volunteers (with written 

informed consent, that these documents are recorded in tumorotheque of Hôpital Saint 

Antoine) in Hospital Saint Antoine and in compliance with French and European 

regulations. Tumorotheque of Hôpital Saint Antoine ’s review board specifically 

approved the study regarding the collection of Human PBMCs valid until June 30th, 

2016. 

Creation and generation of HUMAMICE 

HUMAMICE (HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/- mice) were 

generated on the background of Sure-L1 mice (HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) to 

homozygosity. The construction of Sure-L1 mice was fully described previously. In 

brief, we established the homozygous Sure-L1 mice by intercrossing the HLA-A2.1 

(HHD)-transgenic H-2 class I-KO (β2m
-/-) mice (genetic background of C57BL/6 

backcrossed nine generation) with HLA-DR1 transgenic H-2 class II KO (IAβ-/-) mice 

(the genetic background of C57BL/6 backcrossed for seven generation). HUMAMICE 

was produced by several inter-crossings between Sure-L1 mice with Rag2null (Rag2-/-) 

mice, IL-2rγnull (IL-2rγ-/-) mice and Perfnull (Perf-/-) mice. The obtained final 

homozygote HUMAMICE (HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-

/-) were checked by specific PCR molecular genotyping and FACS analysis after 

specific immune-labelling. 

HUMAMICE were bred and housed under specific pathogen-free (SPF) conditions in 

isolators in the animal facility at the TAAM Orle áns center and using sterile techniques 

and micro-isolator caging. Experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Care 

Committee of the University Paris-Sud Network, and carried out in accordance with 

Animal Care Guidelines. Six to eight-weeks-old female mice were used as 

transplantation recipients. The endpoint for the survival study was set when recipient 
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mice looked clinically ill or lost more than 15% of body weight, and mice were 

humanely sacrificed by cervical dislocation under general anesthetic or CO2. 

Genotype identification of HUMAMICE 

The transgenic of HLA-A2 and HLA-DR1, as well as the knockout of H-2-β2m, H-2-

IAβ, Rag2, IL-2rγ and Perf were identified by specific PCR. Murine genomic DNA 

was extracted as described previously[77]. The immuno-deficiency characteristic of 

HUMAMICE was checked by flow cytometry, while the immuno-competent C57BL/6 

mice were chosen as the controls. Splenocytes were labelled with mCD3-PE and 

mCD19-FITC, mCD4-APC and mCD8-PE-Cy5. 

The identification of the immuno-deficiency of HUMAMICE 

To confirm the immuno-deficiency status of HUMAMICE, we subcutaneously 

engrafted the human RAMOS tumor cells (107 cells) into HUMAMICE and immuno-

competent parental Sure-L1 mice. Furthermore, to verify that the inability of 

HUMAMICE to reject RAMOS cells is due to lack of the mouse-derived immune 

system, 30 days after the injection of RAMOS cells, we transferred total splenocytes, 

purified CD8+ T lymphocytes or other lymphocytes derived from immuno-competent 

Sure-L1 mice which had rejected RAMOS cells into HUMAMICE carrying a solid 

tumor. Moreover, we surveyed and measured the volume of tumors constantly. 

Collection and purification of human PBMC 

Human PBMCs were collected from healthy volunteers in Hospital Saint Antoine and 

compliance with French and European regulations. PBMCs were purified by Ficoll-

Hypaquedensity centrifugation and suspended in PBS.  

HLA genotyping 

HLA-A0201 (HLA-A2) positive individuals were identified by flow cytometry. And 

the DNA was extracted from 1×106 donor hPBMCs using DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit 

(Qiagen). HLA-DRB1-01 (HLA-DR1) positive individuals were identified by specific 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using Olerup SSP DR low resolution and high 

solution SSP DRB1:01 kit following the instructions. 
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Xenogeneic hPBMC transplantation 

Female 6- to 8-week-old HUMAMICE were irradiated with 3.0 Gy using a cobalt 

radiation source shortly the day before cell transfer (Precision X-RAD 320 Biological 

Irradiator) and were followed given by intravenous injection of 107 hPBMC cells with 

a total volume of 100 μL per recipient mouse (Figure 23). After transplantation, mice 

were given sterile water containing prophylactic neomycin sulfate. And mice were 

monitored for weight and clinical symptoms twice per week. Weight loss of > 15% of 

original starting weight is a sign of GvHD development and necessitates euthanasia of 

hPBMC-engrafted mice. 

Two independent experiments with two different HLA-matched (HLA-A2+/DR1+) 

donors were performed using a group of 5 or 4 mice. For HLA-A2+/DR1+ donor A, we 

transferred with five mice. Three HUMAMICE were analyzed at five weeks post 

hPBMC transfer, and two were sacrificed at 8 weeks post hPBMC transfer for FACS 

analysis. For HLA-A2+/DR1+ donor B, we transferred with 4 mice. HUMAMICE (2 at 

5 weeks post hPBMC transfer, 1 mouse at 8 weeks and 1 mouse at 12 weeks post 

hPBMC transfer) were sacrificed for FACS analysis.  

 

 

Figure 23. The schematic of human PBMC transplantation of HUMAMICE. 

 

Immunization of HUMAMICE 

14 days after the transplantation of hPBMCs, HUMAMICE received three 

intramuscular (i.m.) injections of recombinant HBV vaccine (10 μg) (Pasteur Institute) 
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in a total injection volume of 100 μL. Each immunization was separated by an interval 

of 14 days. Sera were collected both before and after each immunization boost for 

serological analysis. Mice were sacrificed 10 days after the final boost. 

Flow cytometry 

To detect human cells engrafted in HUMAMICE, multi-colors cytometric analysis was 

performed using BD LSR Fortessa, according to the manufacturer’s protocol but with 

a minor modification. HUMAMICE were sacrificed and the spleens were removed at 

three different times after hPBMCs were transplanted. Splenocytes were collected and 

lysed by ACK lysis buffer, counted and incubated with an appropriate volume of 

antibodies for 1 hour at 4˚C and then subjected to flow cytometry analysis. 

Commonly used antibodies included: Anti-Human CD45 FITC, Clone: 2D1, 

(ebioscience, 9011-9459); isotype control, Mouse IgG1 K Isotype Control (ebioscience, 

FITC 11-4714) ; Anti-Mouse CD45 eFluor 450 (ebioscience, 48-0451-82) ; isotype 

control, Mouse IgG2b K Isotype Control eFluor 450 (ebioscience, 48-4732-82) ; Anti-

Human CD3 APC-eFluor780, Clone: UCHT1, (ebioscience, 47-0038) ; Mouse IgG1 K 

Isotype Control APC-eFluor780 (ebioscience, 47-4714) ; Anti-Human CD4 PerCP-

Cyanine5.5, Clone: OKT4 (OKT-4), (ebioscience, 45-0048); isotype control, Mouse 

IgG2b K Isotype Control PerCP-Cyanine5.5 (cat. 45-4732); Anti-Human CD8a PE-

Cyanine7, Clone: SK1, (ebioscience, 25-0087); isotype control, Mouse IgG1 K Isotype 

Control PE-Cyanine7 (ebioscience, 25-4714); Anti-Human CD19 APC, Clone: 2H7, 

(ebioscience, 17-0209); isotype control, Mouse IgG1 K Isotype Control APC 

(ebioscience, 17-4714). 

Measurement of serum antibodies by ELISA 

The serum levels of antibodies specific for commercial HBsAg vaccine in immunized 

HUMAMICE were measured by ELISA test. The plates coated with HBsAg vaccine 

were blocked with PBS supplemented with 0.1% Tween 20 and 10% FCS and then 

washed three times. After the addition of mouse serum for 1 h, the plates were washed 

again, and bound antibodies were detected with Anti-Human IgG (whole molecule)-

Peroxidase antibody produced in rabbit (SIGMA-ALDRICH, A8792) and Anti-Human 

IgM (μ-chain specific)-Peroxidase antibody produced in goat-affinity isolated antibody 
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(SIGMA-ALDRICH, A6907). Absorbance was then measured at 450 nm in a plate 

reader. The antibody titers (the mean of at least three determinations) were calculated 

using the serial end-point dilution method. 

Statistical analysis 

Each experiment was repeated at least three times, and data were expressed as the mean 

± SEM. The means or geometric means of multiple groups were compared using 

Student’s t-test. All statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism version 

5.0. A P value<0.05 was considered statistically significant. 
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Results 

Generation and characterization of HUMAMICE 

Based on the background of Sure-L1 mice (HLA-A2/DR1 transgenic mice, HLA-

A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-), we generated humanized immuno-deficient mice - 

“HUMAMICE”. This was achieved by several rounds of backcrossing between Sure-

L1 mice with Rag2-/- mice, IL-2rγ-/- mice and Perf-/- mice. The resulting homozygote 

HUMAMICE (HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/-) were 

determined by specific PCR molecular genotyping (Figure 24) and FACS analysis after 

specific immune-labelling (Figure 25). 

 

Figure 24. PCR molecular genotyping of HUMAMICE. A. HLA-A2 gene. B. HLA-

DR1 gene. C. H-2-β2m gene. D. H-2-IAβ gene. E. Rag2 gene. F. IL-2rγ gene. G. Perf 

gene. 
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Figure 25. FACS analysis of HLA-A2 molecule in the splenocytes of HUMAMICE. 

A. HUMAMICE. B. C57BL/6 mice. 

 

We confirmed the immuno-deficiency characteristics of HUMAMICE by flow 

cytometry. Highly immuno-deficient mice such as NOG/NSG mice are characterized 

by the lack of almost entire mouse-derived adaptive immune system, including murine 

B cells, T cells and NK cells. Comparative cell analysis by flow cytometry of 

splenocytes from immuno-deficient HUMAMICE and immuno-competent C57BL/6 

mice were shown in Figure 26. Representative immuno-competent C57BL/6 mice 

expressed 24.9% mCD3+ T cells and 52.3% mCD19+ B cells; while only a residual 

population (<0.5%) of mCD3+ T cells and mCD19+ B cells was found in immuno-

deficient HUMAMICE (Figure 26A). The ratio of mCD4+/mCD8+ T cells in C57BL/6 

mice was 1.85 (54.1%/29.2%) (Figure 26B, right) and there were neither CD4+ nor 

CD8+ T cells in HUMAMICE (Figure 26B, left). The absence of murine T cells 

(CD3+CD4+ T cells and CD3+CD8+ T cells) and B cells (CD19+CD20+ B cells) is an 

important requirement for the immuno-deficient state of these mice. Table 8 

summarized the results of other cell populations in HUMAMICE and C57BL/6 mice. 

We noted that, the absence of NK cells in HUMAMICE (0%) compared with C57BL/6 

mice (1.9% and 2.4%). The consequence of this lack of almost the entire mouse-derived 

immune system is the sign of severe immune-deficiency characterized by the inability 

to reject foreign cells. 
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Figure 26. Flow cytometry analysis of immuno-deficient HUMAMICE. 

Comparative cell analysis by flow cytometry of immuno-deficient HUMAMICE 

(HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/-) and immuno-competent 

C57BL/6 mice. The left panel shows the analysis of HUMAMICE and the right panel 

was C57BL/6 mice. A. Samples in Figure 26A were double labelled with mCD3-PE 

and mCD19-FITC. B. Samples in Figure 26B were labelled with mCD4-APC and 

mCD8-PE-Cy5 (gated in mCD3+ cells). 

 

Table 8: Summary of cell analysis of HUMAMICE and C57BL/6 mice 

Cellular type HUMAMICE-1 HUMAMICE-2 C57BL/6-1 C57BL/6-2 

mCD45+ 44.9% 32.1% 88.8% 95% 

mCD3+mCD4+ 0.4% 0.2% 13.5% 27.5% 

mCD3+mCD8+ 0.4% 0.5% 7.3% 17.1% 

mCD19+mCD20+ 0.1% 0% 52.3% 32% 

mCD19-mCD20+ 0.1% 0.7% 2.4% 2.5% 

NKp46+NK1.1+ 0% 0% 1.9% 2.4% 

mTer119+ 18.2% 30.8% 5% 5.7% 

mCD11b+ 9.4% 8.5% 6.4% 8.5% 
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The populations mCD45+; mCD3+mCD4+; mCD3+mCD8+; mCD19+mCD20+; 

mCD19-mCD20+; NKp46+NK1.1+; mTer119+ and mCD11b+ were presented above. 

 

Histopathological analysis of the spleen and thymus of HUMAMICE 

Through the histopathological analysis of the spleen of HUMAMICE and Sure-L1 mice 

(HLA-A2/DR1 mice), we found that the spleen of HUMAMICE was atrophic and no 

clear splenic corpuscle was observed (as shown in Figure 27). The red pulp and white 

pulp of HUMAMICE spleen were significantly reduced (as indicated in Figure 27B by 

the yellow arrow). While the spleen of Sure-L1 mice (HLA-A2/DR1 mice) with the 

same genetic background was normal, and the edge area between of white pulp and red 

pulp was clear (as shown in Figure 27A by the black arrows). The above results 

indicated that the spleen of HUMAMICE is immature. 

 

Figure 27. Histopathological analysis of spleen of HUMAMICE. A. Sure-L1 mice 

(HLA-A2/DR1 mice). B. HUMAMICE. 

 

Histopathological examination of the thymus of HUMAMICE and Sure-L1 mice 

revealed that the thymus of HUMAMICE was underdeveloped, the boundary between 

the cortex and medulla was unclear, and the structure of the thymus lobules was unclear 

(as shown in Figure 28B). As shown in Figure 28A, immunologically normal Sure-L1 
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mice have structurally normal cortical and medullar structures of thymus (as indicated 

by the black arrows). The results showed that the thymic of HUMAMICE mice was 

underdeveloped, and the thymus of Sure-L1 mice (HLA-A2/DR1 mice) was normal. 

 

Figure 28. Histopathological analysis of thymus of HUMAMICE. A. Sure-L1 mice 

(HLA-A2/DR1 mice). B. HUMAMICE. 

 

Confirmation of the immuno-deficiency of HUMAMICE 

To confirm the immuno-deficiency status of HUMAMICE, we subcutaneously injected 

human RAMOS tumor cells (107 cells/mouse) into HUMAMICE and immuno-

competent parental Sure-L1 mice. Figure 29A (left) showed the kinetics of RAMOS 

tumor growth in six HUMAMICE (mouse No.912; 926; 953; 952; 948; 950), whereas 

Figure 29A (right) showed the tumor size in five immuno-competent Sure-L1 mice. In 

addition, Figure 29B shows the RAMOS tumor cells subcutaneous development in six 

HUMAMICE and five Sure-L1 mice during 25 days post the injection. Overall, human 

RAMOS cells induced tumors in HUMAMICE, whereas they were not able to grow in 

Sure-L1 mice. 
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Figure 29. The tumor growth kinetics in immuno-deficient HUMAMICE and 

immuno-competent Sure-L1 mice after subcutaneous injection of RAMOS tumor 

cells. Comparative tumor growth in six immuno-deficient HUMAMICE and five 

immuno-competent Sure-L1 mice 25 days after the subcutaneous injection of RAMOS 

cells. Figure 29A (left) and B (left) show HUMAMICE, while Figure 29A (right) and 

B (right) show Sure-L1 mice. 

 

Furthermore, to verify that the inability of HUMAMICE to reject RAMOS cells is due 

to lack of mouse-derived immune system, we transferred the total splenocytes, purified 

CD8+ T lymphocytes or purified CD8- T lymphocytes derived from the immuno-

competent Sure-L1 mice which had rejected RAMOS cells into HUMAMICE that 

developed a solid tumor. Results of the kinetics of tumor growth after the transfer of 

total splenocytes, purified CD8+ T lymphocytes or purified CD8- T lymphocytes from 

immuno-competent tumor-primed Sure-L1 mice are shown in Figure 30 A/B/C, 

respectively.  

In Figure 30A, three immuno-deficient HUMAMICE bearing a solid RAMOS tumor 

(mouse No.926; 948; 952) rejected completely their tumors 15 days after cell-transfer 

of total splenocytes from Sure-L1 mice, while the volume of tumor continued to grow 

in No.953 HUMAMICE which did not receive cell transfer. Figure 30B showed the 

examples of No.208 and No.326 HUMAMICE which bore solid RAMOS tumors. After 

the transfer of CD8+ purified T lymphocytes from Sure-L1 mice, only No.326 mouse 

could reject completely the tumors in 12 days, whereas No.208 mouse could only stop 
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the tumor growth at 6 days and stabilized the tumor size without total rejection, 

compared with control mouse No.323 which did not receive cell transfer and in which 

the tumor continued to grow. As shown in Figure 30C, after receiving purified CD8- T 

lymphocytes from Sure-L1 mice, No.139, No.212 and No.337 HUMAMICE bearing a 

solid RAMOS tumor started to reject their tumors by reducing progressively their size 

from 6 days post-transfer, while the tumors continued to grow in control No.323 mouse 

that did not receive cell transfer. Altogether, these results confirmed that HUMAMICE 

are severely immuno-deficient. 

 

Figure 30. The tumor growth kinetics in HUMAMICE after transfer of RAMOS 

specific splenocytes from parental Sure-L1 mice. A. Tumor growth kinetics 

following transfer of tumor specific splenocytes from Sure-L1 mice in three immuno-

deficient HUMAMICE bearing a solid RAMOS tumor (mouse No.926; 948; 952) and 

the control No.953 mouse without the transfer of tumor-bearing cells. B. Tumor growth 

kinetics following transfer of purified tumor specific CD8+ T lymphocytes from Sure-

L1 mice in two immuno-deficient HUMAMICE bearing a solid RAMOS tumor (mouse 

No.208; 326) and the control No.323 mouse without transfer of tumor-bearing cells. C. 

Tumor growth kinetics following transfer of tumor specific splenocytes depleted of 

CD8+ T cells (purified CD8- T lymphocytes) from Sure-L1 mice in three immuno-

deficient HUMAMICE bearing a solid RAMOS tumor (mouse No.139; 212; 337) and 

the control No.323 mouse without transfer of tumor-bearing cells. 

 

hPBMC engraftment in HUMAMICE 

In order to evaluate the engraftment of HLA-matching hPBMCs in this new immuno-

deficient HLA-humanized mouse model, we transferred 107 HLA-matched (HLA-
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A2+DR1+) hPBMCs intravenously into HUMAMICE after a total body irradiation and 

monitored the weight of mice and clinical GvHD signs once a week as described 

previously[78]. The experimental protocol is summarized in Figure 31.  

 

Figure 31. The experimental procedure of hPBMC transplantation and 

immunization with HBsAg vaccine in HUMAMICE. 

 

Flow cytometry analysis was done at five, eight and twelve weeks after hPBMC were 

transferred (as shown in Table 9). Results of two representative mice (from nine 

analyzed mice) which analyzed at five and eight weeks after transplantation were 

shown in Figure 32. For the mouse that was analyzed at 5 weeks after transplantation 

(Figure 32A), 11.6% of splenocytes were composed by human CD45+ cells, with 45.2% 

of this population being hCD19+, and 17.1% of this population being hCD45+hCD3+ T 

lymphocytes: 29.0% of them were hCD8+ T lymphocytes (hCD45+hCD3+hCD8+) and 

approximately 60.9% were hCD4+ T lymphocytes (hCD45+hCD3+hCD4+). For the 

mouse which was analyzed at eight weeks after transplantation (Figure 32B), 9.7% of 

splenocytes were composed by hCD45+ cells, with 49.4% of this population being 

hCD19+ B cells, and 16.1% of this population being hCD45+hCD3+ T lymphocytes: 

30.0% of them were hCD8+ T lymphocytes (hCD45+hCD3+hCD8+) and approximately 
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59.0% were hCD4+ T lymphocytes (hCD45+hCD3+hCD4+). The constitutions of 

splenocytes of hPBMC-transplanted HUMAMICE were shown in Table 9. Moreover, 

none of the HUMAMICE developed GvHD signs or weight loss (as shown in Figure 

33). 

 

Figure 32. Flow cytometry analysis after five and eight weeks of hPBMC 

transplantation in HUMAMICE. Results of two representative mice (from nine 

analyzed mice) which were analyzed at five and eight weeks after transplantation are 

shown in Figure 32. A. For the mouse which was analyzed at 5 weeks after 

transplantation, 11.6% of splenocytes were composed by hCD45+ cells, with 45.2% of 

this population being hCD19+, and 17.1% being hCD45+hCD3+ T lymphocytes: 29.0% 

of them were hCD3+CD8+ and 60.9% were hCD3+CD4+ T cells. B. For the mouse 

which was analyzed at 8 weeks after transplantation, 9.7% of splenocytes were 

composed by hCD45+ cells, with 49.4% of this population being hCD19+, and 16.1% 

being T lymphocytes: 30.0% of them were hCD3+CD8+ and 59.0% were hCD3+CD4+ 

T lymphocytes. 
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Table 9. Summary of HUMAMICE transplanted with HLA-A2+/DR1+ hPBMCs. 

Donor A/mouse mCD45- 

hCD45+ 

hCD45+ 

hCD19+ 

hCD45+ 

hCD3+ 

hCD3+ 

hCD4+ 

hCD3+ 

hCD8+ 

Mouse 1 (5 weeks) 11.6% 45.2% 17.1% 60.9% 29.0% 

Mouse 2 (5 weeks) 13.4% 51.9% 15.4% 68.3% 24.6% 

Mouse 3 (5 weeks) 15.2% 56.7% 18.9% 52.4% 22.8% 

Mouse 4 (8 weeks) 9.7% 49.4% 16.1% 59.0% 30.0% 

Mouse 5 (8 weeks) 7.1% 60.8% 13.2% 40.9% 15.8% 

Donor B/Mouse      

Mouse 6 (5 weeks) 19.2% 69.2% 14.7% 63.1% 20.9% 

Mouse 7 (5 weeks) 15.8% 54.2% 15.1% 60.7% 19.2% 

Mouse 8 (8 weeks) 8.9% 51.2% 20.7% 40.9% 12.1% 

Mouse 9 (12 weeks) 5.4% 42.1% 12.2% 19.5% 4.5% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33. The evaluation of body weight of HUMAMICE after hPBMC 

transplantation. The average weight is shown as a percentage of starting weight. None 

of HUMAMICE developed weight loss after hPBMC transplantation. 

 

The humoral immune response of HUMAMICE to a specific HBsAg 

vaccine 

We next evaluated the functional ability of these adoptively transferred HLA-matched 
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hPBMCs in HUMAMICE to respond to a specific antigenic stimulus, namely HBsAg 

vaccine. The schedule of immunization with HBsAg vaccine was shown in Figure 31 

and included the primary immunization two weeks after hPBMC transfer, followed by 

two immunization boosts every two weeks after primary immunization. The collected 

sera were analyzed with an HBsAg specific ELISA test according to the protocol 

described in Material and Methods. The background noise was represented by the mean 

of two HUMAMICE controls without transfer of hPBMCs. Figure 34 showed the 

HBsAg-specific-hIgG (Figure 34A) and HBsAg-specific-hIgM (Figure 34B) responses 

of immunized hPBMC-HUMAMICE before (0w) and every two weeks after 

immunization (before each immunization boost). We observed a significant HBsAg-

specific hIgG response which was amplified after recall immunization boots. HBsAg-

specific-IgM responses were detected after primary-immunization, while no more 

responses were observed after recall immunization. 

 

Figure 34. The humoral immune response of hPBMC-HUMAMICE after 

immunization with HBsAg vaccine. The HBsAg specific IgG (A) and HBsAg specific 

IgM (B) responses of immunized hPBMC-HUMAMICE before (0w) and every two 

weeks after immunization (before each immunization boost). 
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Discussion 

The development of small animal models that could mimic human immune responses 

is important to evaluate novel human clinical drugs or to test new therapeutic treatments 

or new vaccines. In this part, we show that HUMAMICE developed by backcrossing 

derived Sure-L1 mice with Rag2-/- mice, IL-2rγ-/- mice and Perf-/- mice can be 

efficiently reconstitute with HLA-matched PBMCs without developing GvHD and with 

a functional immune system able to launch a robust human T cell-dependent response. 

Human adaptive immune responses are HLA-restricted, implying that maintaining 

HLA compatibility is a requirement for normal human immune responses. Currently, 

no experimental preclinical mouse model can meet this requirement, including recently 

developed models such NSG[79], NOG or NRG mice. Thus, after hPBMC transferred, 

a rapid onset of xenogeneic Graft-versus-Host Disease (xeno-GvHD) is observed in all 

hPBMC-NSG mice. These mice exhibited weight loss, diarrhea, alopecia and 

pathological infiltration of activated human lymphocytes in liver, skin, or intestine, 

leading finally to death after 20 to 25 days[80]. It is interesting to note that the removal 

of murine MHC class I activity greatly reduces human in vitro T cell proliferative 

responses to murine cells and should thus lead to reduced xenogeneic GvHD following 

engraftment with human PBMC[81]. After HLA-matched hPBMC transferred, our 

mice did not develop any evidence of GvHD during the three months follow up period. 

In present study, we developed a new improved immuno-deficient HUMAMICE model 

(HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/-) which could satisfy this 

requirement. 

Indeed, HUMAMICE strain is an immuno-deficient strain with a humanized immune 

microenvironment expressing both HLA class I and class II molecules, and which 

overcomes the lack of central thymic and peripheral human T-cell maturation through 

selective interaction with HLA class I and class II molecules. The HUMAMICE lack 

almost all essential murine immune cells, as similarly demonstrated in NSG, NOG or 

NRG mouse model. It’s worth noting that a significant reduction of NK cells could 

favor the engraftment of foreign cells.  

The proliferation of RAMOS tumor cells in immuno-deficient HUMAMICE but not in 

the parental immuno-competent Sure-L1 mice, and the subsequent tumor elimination 

by the transfer of immune cells from RAMOS-rejected Sure-L1 mice, confirmed the 
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severe immunodeficiency status of HUMAMICE. Interestingly, HUMAMICE could 

also be used as a readout system–together with their parental Sure-L1 mice or Sure-L1-

TGFP mice (where all T cells co-express the GFP protein) or Sure-L1-FoxP3-GFP mice 

(where T cells co-expressed FoxP3 protein and GFP protein as fusion protein) to dissect 

the contribution role of each cell population to the protective immune responses against 

foreign antigens like pathogens. The present data indicated that all immune cells 

including T cells (CD3+CD4+, CD3+CD8+), B cells and NK cells were involved in 

rejection of the RAMOS tumor. 

After transferring 107 HLA-matched (HLA-A2+/DR1+) hPBMC cells intravenously 

into HUMAMICE, we found hCD45+ cells in splenocytes of HUMAMICE, which 

included both human B cells (hCD45+hCD19+) and human T cells 

(hCD45+hCD3+hCD4+ and hCD45+hCD3+hCD8+). More importantly, none of 

HUMAMICE developed any GvHD signs or weight loss after HLA-A2+/DR1+ hPBMC 

were transferred. 

Because of limited availability HLA-A2+/DR1+ PBMCs from two donors, we could 

only perform one analysis in one mouse at 3 months after transfer of human PBMCs. 

At this time point, we detected around 42% hCD45+hCD19+ compared to 12% 

hCD45+hCD3+ cells. These B cells (42%) could optimally interact with both 

reconstituted hAPC and hCD4+ cells. In addition, they could also interact with mAPC 

which expressed HLA-A2 and HLA-DR1. This could explain how both HBsAg-

specific hIgG and hIgM antibodies are induced in our model. Our research indicated 

successful engraftment of hPBMCs in this new immuno-deficient HLA-humanized 

mouse model-HUMAMICE. 

In the model of Xeno-GvHD, after intravenous transfer of hPBMCs in Rag2-/-c-/- 

mice[82], high engraftment rates of human cells had been reported between 2 to 4 

weeks after transplantation, with a T-cell chimerism of at least 20–48% in more than 

90% of mice. This high engraftment rate was associated with the development of acute 

Xeno-GvHD and a mortality rate of 85% of the mice within 2 months. Interestingly 

only a small population of B cells (around 7-11%) residing in lymphoid compartments 

were detected in these mice explaining the detection of elevated plasma levels of IgG 

and IgM. In fact, it has also been reported that immunoglobulin production in hPBMC-

SCID models could be high despite low numbers of B cells and was generally used as 
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an indication of good engraftment of the human cells[14, 20, 83, 84]. 
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Conclusions 

The HUMAMICE model represents an improvement over the traditional immuno-

deficient mice models like NSG and NOG mice, which have drawbacks such as 

development of xeno-GVHD. The HLA-compatible-hPBMC-HUMAMICE is thus a 

unique model that could be used to explore human immunology in a normal 

physiological situation (without xeno-GvHD) and could be useful for evaluation of cell-

therapies, generation of human monoclonal antibodies, and production of novel 

vaccines. 

Nonetheless, it should be noted that the new HUMAMICE mice were made on the 

C57BL/6 genetic background, and then backcrossed for seven generations, and not 

originally on the NOD background. The genetic background of the mice will impact 

the ability of the mice to sustain long-term engraftment of human HSCs and PBMCs in 

several immunodeficient strains. It was previously shown that NOD-scid mice 

supported higher levels of engraftment with human PBMCs than other strains tested, 

including C3H/HeJ-scid and C57BL/6-scid mice[14, 25]. 

More recently, it was shown that NSG (NOD-scid IL-2rγnull) mouse model supports 

higher levels of human hemato-lymphoid engraftment than BALB/c-Rag1null IL-2rγnull 

mice[85], and that NOD-Rag1null IL-2rγnull mice also engraft with human PBMC at 

higher levels than NOD-scid IL-2rγnull mice[86]. These data indicated that the 

difference of human PBMC engraftment between NOD-scid IL-2rγnull and BALB/c-

Rag2null IL-2rγnull mice is not due to SCID vs. Rag1null or Rag2null genes but rather to 

the genetic polymorphic background modifiers. 

Genomic studies showed that these background modifiers are localized to the Idd13 

locus, which encodes the Sirp gene. SIRP is mainly expressed by macrophages, DCs, 

and neutrophils, and its ligand, CD47, is expressed almost ubiquitously. The SIRP-

CD47 interaction is involved in regulating macrophage-mediated phagocytosis by 

delivering a licensing signal to macrophages[87]. The NOD SIRP-α protein is more 

like the human SIRP-α protein than that of C57BL/6 mice. It shows enhanced binding 

to the human CD47 ligand, and its expression on mouse macrophages leads to better 

support of human hematopoiesis[88]. The role of murine macrophages in the rejection 

of human cells and prevention of human reconstitution was confirmed when more 
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successful engraftment rates of human cells were observed in neonate recipients that 

had lower macrophage activity and in adult murine hosts after depletion of 

macrophages following intraperitoneal injection of clodronate[89] 

Moreover, NSG mice engraft with human PBMC better than H2d-Rag2null IL-2rγnull 

mice. The production of NSG mice provides an immunodeficient mouse model lacking 

host NK cells, facilitating human PBMC engraftment. NSG mice support survival of 

engrafted human T cells, but the human cells mount a severe xenogeneic GvHD 

following engraftment into NK cell-deficient hosts. 

In present study, we create immuno-deficient HUMAMICE mice, which are mouse 

MHC Class I and Class II deficient, and express both HLA-A2 and HLA-DR1. It is 

interesting to note that the removal of mouse MHC class I activity greatly reduces 

human in vitro T cell proliferative responses to murine cells[81] and should lead to 

reduced xenogeneic GvHD following engraftment with human PBMC. This hypothesis 

was supported by experiments where PBMC were injected intravenously into NOD-

SCID β2m
null mice via the tail vein, resulting in transient engraftment and failing to 

induce xenogeneic GvHD[90]. Furthermore, it was previously shown that NOD-SCID 

β2m
null mice support higher levels of human PBMC engraftment than NOD-SCID 

mice[91], because in the absence of β2m, natural killer (NK) cell numbers and activity 

are severely depressed due to the lack of MHC class I expression[91]. More importantly, 

the absence of β2m in host cells reduces xenogeneic GvHD responses of the human T 

cells. In addition, macrophages in HUMAMICE express both HLA-A2 and HLA-DR1, 

which are compatible with grafted human PBMC. In this HLA-matched situation, there 

are no allo-like or xeno-like rejection reactions, so the non-optimal mSIRP-hCD47 

interaction does not affect long-term PBMC engraftment. However, it must be noted 

that HUMAMICE is not a good model for engraftment of non-HLA-matched PBMC 

or any human stem cells, including human HSCs, due to the NOD genetic background 

of the HUMAMICE and the lack of supporting cytokines, cytokines, supporting cells 

such as stromal cells, and human APCs in the mice. 

In conclusion, despite some of the drawbacks listed above, the HLA-matched-hPBMC-

HUMAMICE model allows the possibility of studying normal human immune 

responses in various human diseases, including infectious diseases and cancer in the 

HLA-matched population. It also represents a promising model for facilitating the 
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development of novel vaccines and cellular therapies. 
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Abstract 

The rapid occurrence of emerging infectious diseases demonstrates an urgent need for 

a new preclinical experimental model that reliably replicates human immune responses. 

Here, a new homozygous humanized human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-A11/DR1 

transgenic mouse (HLA-A11+/+/DR01+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) was generated by crossing 

HLA-A11 transgenic mice with HLA-A2+/+/DR01+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/- mice. The HLA-

A11-restricted immune response of this mouse model was then examined. HLA-A11 

transgenic mice expressed a chimeric major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 

molecule comprising the α1, α2 and β2m domains of human HLA-A11 and the α3 

transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains of murine H-2Db were generated. The correct 

integration of HLA-A11 and HLA-DR1 into the genome of HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic 

mice (which lacked the expression of endogenous H-2-I/II molecules) was then 

confirmed. Immunizing mice with a recombinant HBV vaccine or a recombinant HIV-

1 protein resulted in the generation of IFN-γ-producing cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) 

and antigen-specific antibodies. The HLA-A11-restricted CTL response was directed 

at HLA immunodominant epitopes. Furthermore, we identified two HLA-A11 

restricted epitopes of EBOV GP protein and four of MERS-CoV S protein. These mice 

represent a versatile animal model for studying the immunogenicity of HLA CTL 

epitopes in the absence of murine MHC responses. The established animal model will 

also be useful for evaluating and optimizing T cell-based vaccines and for studying 

differences in antigen processing between mice and humans.  
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Introduction 

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules play a vital role in the activation 

of adaptive immune system. MHC presents antigens (usually peptides) to immune cells 

in a MHC-specific context and participate in the differentiation and maturation of T 

lymphocytes in thymus[92, 93]. The incidence of diseases caused by newly emerged 

viruses is increasing worldwide; therefore, candidate epitopes-based vaccines are vital 

to provide immune protection from pathogens via the elicitation of humoral and cellular 

responses[94-99]. Specific cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) responses would lead to a 

marked reduction in the viral load and may even clear the virus and cure some 

autoimmune diseases[100]. A protective adaptive immune response is based on the 

effective activation and mobilization of B cells, cytotoxic T cells and helper T 

cells[101]. Synergism between MHC class I and II molecules are key components of 

an effective host immune response.  

Human MHC molecules-HLA molecules are the most polymorphic genes in human 

genome. HLA restriction differs markedly according to geographical region and 

ethnicity. Several studies based on HLA-I or HLA-II transgenic mice to illuminate the 

molecular mechanism(s) underlying diseases, to evaluate candidate vaccines, and to 

identify HLA-restricted epitopes[102, 103]. For example, Ishioka et al [104] used HLA-

A2 and HLA-A11 transgenic mice to evaluate a minigene DNA vaccine encoding 

multiple HLA-restricted CTL epitopes derived from HIV and HBV. Pajot[105] used 

HLA-DR1 transgenic mice to identify novel HLA-DR1-restricted epitopes derived 

from HBV envelope protein. T helper cells play a vital role in boosting CTL responses 

and humoral immune responses against pathogens; indeed, the collaboration between 

T helper and cytotoxic CD8+ T cells is critical for an effective CTL response[106, 107]. 

We previously generated HLA-transgenic mice expressing both HLA class I and II 

molecules (e.g., HLA-A2/DR1 transgenic mice[76] and HLA-A2/DP4 transgenic 

mice[77]) and applied them to develop and evaluate vaccines[108-111]. 

HLA-A11 is one of the most common HLA class I alleles in the world, with a 

phenotypic frequency of about 20-30% in Chinese population and 10–15% in European 

and American populations[112]. The first HLA-A11/Kb mouse was generated by 

Alexander[113] and was applied to develop HLA-A11 restricted epitopes based 

vaccines[114]. However, the relevance of this model to human immune system was 
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overshadowed by the presence of murine H-2 class I or II molecules, which were used 

preferentially as restricting elements in response to antigens[115, 116]. Furthermore, 

HLA-A11/Kb mice did not accurately reflect human T helper cell responses because 

they lacked HLA-II molecules. Thus, a transgenic mouse model expressing both HLA-

A11 and HLA-DR1 molecules, but lacking H-2 class I and II molecules is needed. 

Here, we constructed an HLA-A11/DR1 (A11+/+/DR01+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) double 

transgenic mouse model based on HLA-A*1101/DR01 alleles, which represented 20-

25% of Chinese population, and furthermore applied it to the evaluation of commercial 

and candidate vaccines, and the identification of candidate epitopes.  
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Materials and methods 

Construction of the HHD chimeric HLA-A11 transgenic plasmid 

A 2873 bp chimeric HLA-A*1101 (GenBank accession number, D16841.1) monochain 

fragment was synthesized by GenScript and sub cloned into pUC57 plasmid to generate 

pUC57-HLA-A11 recombinant plasmid. Then pUC57-HLA-A11 was enzyme 

digestion via Sal I and BamH I restriction sites to generate a 2900 bp fragment (Table 

10). 

Table 10. The enzyme digestion identification of pUC57-HLA-A11 plasmid 

Reagents Volume (μL) 

Sal I 0.5 

BamH I 0.5 

pUC57-HLA-A11 5 

H2O 3 

10×loading buffer 1 

Reaction condition: 37℃, 2h 

 

The product after enzyme digestion (HLA-A11 fragment, 2900 bp) was linked with 

pET-32a plasmid to generated pET-32a-HLA-A11 (Table 11). 

Table 11. The construction of pET-32a-HLA-A11 plasmid. 

Reagents Volume (μL) 

Solution I 5 

HLA-A11 fragment 4.5 

pET-32a 0.5 

Reaction condition: 16℃, 1h 

 

A 2873 bp chimeric HLA-A11*01 mono-chain fragment sub-cloned into pET-32a 

plasmid via SalI and KpnI to generate pET-32a-HLA-A11 (Table 12), which 

encompassed the human HLA-A11 leader sequence, α1 and α2 domains, murine H-2Db 
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(from α3 domain to COOH terminus), and human β2-microglobulin (β2m), which was 

covalently linked between the leader sequence and the 5` end of  HLA-A11 (α1 and α2) 

domains via a 15 amino acid linker encoding Gly4Ser3[117] (as shown in Figure 35). 

Mouse α3 domain within the chimeric HLA-A11 molecule facilitates the interaction 

with mouse CD8 molecules[117].  

Table 12. The enzyme digestion identification of pET-32a-HLA-A11 plasmid 

Reagents Volume (μL) 

Kpn I 0.5 

Sal I 0.5 

pET-32a-HLA-A11 5 

H2O 3 

10×loading buffer 1 

Reaction condition: 37℃, 2h 

 

Figure 35. Schematic diagram of the chimeric human/mouse MHC class I gene. A. 

Schematic diagram of the monochain chimeric human/mouse MHC class I gene 

showing the HHD structure of the chimeric human α1, α2 and β2m of HLA-A11/murine 

H-2 α3 molecule. The murine H-2 α1 domain is covalently linked to human β2m via a 

15-amino acid linker. B. Liner representation of final HLA-A11 construct. 
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Generation of HHD chimeric HLA-A11 transgenic mice 

The purified HLA-A11 fragment was released from pET-32a-A11 by digestion with 

SalI and KpnI and microinjected into pronuclei from fertilized (C57BL/6J × C57BL/6J) 

F1 mouse eggs to generate transgenic embryos. The embryos were then re-implanted 

into pseudo pregnant female mice. HLA-A11 transgenic mice were identified by PCR 

of genomic DNA and by fluorescence activated cell sorting of T lymphocytes (see 

below).  

Genotype identification 

HLA-A11 and HLA-DR1 transgenes and H-2 β2m/IAβ knockout mice were identified 

by PCR. Murine genomic DNA was extracted using genomic DNA isolation protocols. 

Murine tails were digested by incubation with NaCl (100 mM), Tris-HCl (50 mM), 

EDTA (100 mM), 1% SDS and proteinase K (0.5 mg/mL, Merck, Germany) overnight 

at the 56 ℃ incubators. Followed by the addition of 250 mL of saturated NaCl solution 

and isopropanol precipitation. Pellets were washed two or three times with 70% ethanol 

and resuspended in 100 mL deionized water. After homogenization of DNA 

concentration, PCR was conducted using the following primers (Table 13-16):  

Table 13. The primers of HLA-A11/DR1 and H-2 β2m/ Iaβ  

Primers Sequences 

HLA-A11-up-F 5‘-CTGGGTTTCATCCATCCG-3’ 

HLA-A11-up-R 5’-GATCGGTCTGGCTCTGAGC-3’ 

HLA-A11-down-F 5’- CTGGGTTTCATCCATCCG-3’ 

HLA-A11-down-R 5’- GATCGGTCTGGCTCTGAGC-3’ 

HLA-DR1-F 5‘-GCTTCGAAATGGAAAACCTG-3’, 

HLA-DR1-R 5‘-ATGTGCCTTACAGAGGCCCC-3’ 

Mouse β2m-F 5‘-CTGAGCTCTGTTTTCGTCTG-3’ 

Mouse β2m-R 5‘-CTTAACTCTGCAGGCGTATG-3’ 

Mouse H-2 IAβ-F 5‘-TTCGTGTACCAGTTCATGGG-3’ 

Mouse H-2 IAβ-R 5‘-TAGTTGTGTCTGCACACCGT-3’ 

Neo55a 5‘-CCTGCCGAGAAAGTATCCA-3’ 
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Table 14. The PCR reaction systems of HLA-A11/DR1 and H-2 β2m/ Iaβ 

Genotype 2× Taq Master Mix 

(μL) 

Primers 

(250 nm) (μL) 

DNA 

(μL) 

H2O 

(μL) 

HLA-A11-up 10 2 1 7 

HLA-A11-down 10 2 1 7 

HLA-DR1 10 2 1 7 

H-2-β2m 10 3 1 6 

H-2-IAβ 10 3 1 6 

 

Table 15. The PCR reaction conditions of HLA-A11/DR1 and H-2 β2m/ Iaβ 

Genotype 95℃ 94℃ Annealing ℃ Annealing 72℃ Circles 72℃  

HLA-A11-up 5 min 30 sec 54 ℃ 30 sec 30 sec 34 10 min 

HLA-A11-down 5 min 30 sec 54 ℃ 30 sec 30 sec 34 10 min 

HLA-DR1 10 min 30 sec 55 ℃ 30 sec 30 sec 40 10 min 

H-2-β2m 10 min 30 sec 52 ℃ 30 sec 30 sec 40 10 min 

H-2-IAβ 10 min 30 sec 52 ℃ 30 sec 30 sec 40 10 min 

 

Table 16. The PCR reaction products of HLA-A11/DR1 and H-2 β2m/ Iaβ 

 HLA-A11-up HLA-A11-down HLA-DR1 H-2-β2m H-2-IAβ 

+/+ 570 bp 483 bp 600 bp 600 bp 730 bp 

+/- 570 bp 483 bp 600 bp 260 bp 230 bp 

-/- / / / 260 bp/600 bp 230 bp/730 bp 

 

The Detection of gene copies number of HLA-A11 transgenic founder 

mice 

The above six HLA-A11 transgenic founder mice identified by PCR were named HLA-

A11 founder mice No.1-6, among them, HLA-A11 founder mice No.3 and No.5 had 

better vitality and better physiological state. The HLA-A11 gene copies numbers in 
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genome DNA of HLA-A11 founder mice No.3 and No.5 were detected by Real-time 

PCR. The results were shown in Figure 38, 3 copies of HLA-A11 gene in the genome 

of HLA-A11 founder mice No.5 is significantly higher than HLA-A11 founder mice 

No.3 and C57BL/6 mice.  

Generation of HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice 

HLA-A11 transgenic mice showed the highest expression of HLA-A11 were crossed 

with HLA-A2/DR1 (HLA-A2+/+/DR01+/+/β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) transgenic mice on a C57BL/6 

background, HLA-A2/DR1 transgenic mice were originally generated by Dr. Yuchun 

Lone[76]. Offspring with HLA-A2-/-A11+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/- genotype were 

identified by PCR and flow cytometry analysis.  

Mice  

Mice were bred in the animal facility at the Laboratory Animal Center, Chinese 

Academy of Medical Sciences, Beijing, China. All experiments were performed 

according to the approved protocols and guidelines of the animal facility at the 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of the Laboratory Animal Center, State 

Key Laboratory of Pathogen and Biosecurity, Beijing Institute of Microbiology and 

Epidemiology (permit number, BIME 2014-0017), and the recommendations set out in 

the guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. 

Flow cytometry analysis 

Mice from the experimental and control group were euthanized and the splenocytes 

were isolated. The expression of HLA-A11 and HLA-DR1 was analyzed by flow 

cytometry with PE-anti-human HLA-ABC and FITC-anti-human HLA-DR antibodies 

(anti-HLA class I and anti-HLA class II, respectively; BioLegend, San Diego, CA, 

USA). Splenocytes isolated from wild-type C57BL/6 and H-2-I/II knockout mice were 

used as controls. To determine the percentage of CD4+ cells and CD8+ cells, splenocytes 

were first labeled with a PE-anti-mouse CD3 antibody (BioLegend), followed by PE-

Cy5-anti-mouse CD8 antibody or APC-anti-mouse CD4 antibody (BioLegend).  

Immunization of HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice 
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Female HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice or wild-type C57BL/6 mice (6-8 weeks old) 

received three intramuscular (i.m.) injections of recombinant HBV S antigen (1 μg) 

adsorbed to 100 μg of Al(OH)3 (alum adjuvant) in combination with 10 μg of CpG-

ODNs (kindly provided by Dr. Honglin Xu[118]) (total injected volume, 100 μL). Each 

immunization was separated by an interval of 14 days. Sera were collected both before 

and after each immunization for serological analysis. Mice were sacrificed 10 days after 

the final boost, and the cytolytic responses to are combinate HBsAg vaccine were 

examined in an IFN-γ ELISPOT assay. 

Female transgenic and wild-type mice (6-8 weeks old) were anesthetized, and the 

tibialis anterior muscles were injected with 10 μg of recombinant HIV-1 protein in alum 

adjuvant; mice received three injections at 14 days intervals[119]. The immunogenicity 

of two known HLA-A11-restricted epitopes derived from the HIV-Pol gene (HIV-

Pol177-188: QMAVFIHNFKRK)[120] and the HIV-GP160 gene (HIV-GP16032-45: 

KLWVTVYYGVPVWR)[120] was examined by measuring the amount of IFN-γ 

secreted by CD8+ T lymphocytes from HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice and wild-type 

C57BL/6 mice. Mice were sacrificed 10 days after the final boost, and the cytolytic 

responses and HLA-A11-restricted CTL responses to the recombinant HIV-1 protein 

were determined in an ELISPOT assay. 

Measurement of serum antibodies by ELISA  

The serum levels of antibodies specific for recombinant HBV vaccine and recombinant 

HIV-1 protein in immunized HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice and C57BL/6 mice were 

measured in ELISA. The plates coated with the HBV vaccine antigen or the 

recombinant HIV-1 protein were blocked with PBS supplemented with 0.1% Tween 20 

and 10% FCS and then washed three times. After the addition of mouse serum for 1 h, 

the plates were washed again, and bound antibodies were detected with HRP 

(horseradish peroxidase)-labeled anti-mouse IgG (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.). 

Absorbance was then measured at 450nm and 630nm in a plate reader. The antibody titers 

(the mean of at least three determinations) were calculated using the serial end-point 

dilution method[121]. 
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ELISPOT assay 

An ELISPOT assay was performed to detect IFN-γ secreted by CD8+ T lymphocytes 

with BDTM ELISPOT kit (BD Biosciences, CA). Briefly, 96-well ELISPOT plates were 

coated with an anti-IFN-γ mAb overnight at 4°C and then blocked with blocking 

solution. Splenocytes (5 × 105) were added to each well and cultured in the presence of 

recombinant HBV vaccine, synthetic peptides, or recombinant HIV-1 protein (all at 10 

μg/ml) and incubated at 37°C/5% CO2 for 48 h. IFN-γ-secreting cells were captured by 

an anti-IFN-γ mAb and detected by incubation with a biotinylated anti-IFN-γ mAb for 

2 h at 37°C, followed by streptavidin-HRP for 1 h. The plates were then developed for 

5-10 minutes in an ACE substrate solution (BD Biosciences, CA), washed three times, 

and air-dried at room temperature. Positive spots were counted using an ELISPOT plate 

reader (Cellular Technology Ltd). 

Database resources and analysis software 

The amino acid sequences of EBOV GP protein and MERS CoV S protein were 

obtained from Genebank database. Comprehensive bioinformatics software was used 

to analyze and predict the CTL epitopes of EBOV GP protein and MERS CoV S protein, 

such as SYFPEITHI, BIMAS, MAPPP, NetMHC (4.0), MHCPred (version 2.0) and 

EpiTOP, etc. The websites of these online software were shown as follows: 

SYFPEITHI: http://www.syfpeithi.de/ 

NetMHC: http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetMHCII/ 

MHCPred: http://www.ddg-pharmfac.net/mhcpred/MHCPred/ 

MAPPP: http://www.mpiib-berlin.mpg.de/MAPPP/binding.html 

BIMAS: http://www-bimas.cit.nih.gov/molbio/hla_bind/ 

Among the predicted epitopes with higher HLA-A11-restricted score and higher 

binding ability to HLA-A11 molecule, the hydrophobicity and solubility of these 

peptides sequences were analyzed. As a result, the peptides with conventional 

hydrophobicity below zero were easier to synthesize and dissolve. Twelve HLA-A11-

restricted epitopes derived from EBOV GP and twelve HLA-A11-restricted CTL 

epitope peptides of MERS-CoV S protein were screened out and synthesized. HLA-

A11/DR1 transgenic mice will be applied to identify these HLA-A11 restricted CTL 

epitopes (Table 17). 
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Table 17. HLA-A11-restricted CTL epitopes of EBOV and MERS-CoV analyzed 

by comprehensive prediction 

No. Sequences Location Length Conventional 

hydrophobicity 

Score 

E-P1 ATDVPSVTK EBOV-GP76 9 -1 28 

E-P2 STHNTPVYK EBOV-GP387 9 -11.5 28 

E-P3 ATTAAGPLK EBOV-GP423 9 1.9 26 

E-P4 NTTGKLIWK EBOV-GP268 9 -5.7 25 

E-P5 EVIVNAQPK EBOV-GP502 9 -1.3 23 

E-P6 VTGILQLPR EBOV-GP3 9 5.6 22 

E-P7 FTAVSNGPK EBOV-GP308 9 -2.1 22 

E-P8 ATQVGQHHR EBOV-GP401 9 -13 22 

E-P9 RTFSILNRK EBOV-GP580 9 -6.8 22 

E-P10 QIIHDFVDK EBO-GP625 9 -1.6 22 

E-P11 TSPQPPTTK EBOV-GP373 9 -15.1 21 

E-P12 ETKKNLTRK EBOV-GP292 9 -20.8 20 

M-P1 ASIGDIIQR MERS-CoV-S1049 9 2.6 28 

M-P2 PSTSATIRK MERS-CoV-S134 9 -6.7 25 

M-P3 GTNCMGKLK MERS-CoV-S1324 9 -4.6 25 

M-P4 SVGNFSDGK MERS-CoV-S152 9 -6.3 24 

M-P5 SVIYDKETK MERS-CoV-S660 9 -8.9 24 

M-P6 SSLFVEDCK MERS-CoV-S720 9 0.8 24 

M-P7 STLTPRSVR MERS-CoV-S743 9 -5.6 24 

M-P8 LTTITKPLK MERS-CoV-S488 9 0.6 22 

M-P9 SSTMSQYSR MERS-CoV-S683 9 -11.3 21 

M-P10 AIEDLLFDK MERS-CoV-S889 9 2.3 21 

M-P11 TTTNEAFRK MERS-CoV-S1013 9 -12.9 21 

M-P12 AALSAQLAK MERS-CoV-S1092 9 6.6 19 

 

Statistical analysis  

Each experiment was repeated at least three times, and data were expressed as the mean 
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± SEM. The means or geometric means of multiple groups were compared using 

Student’s t-test. All statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism version 

5.0. A P value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. 
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Results 

Identification of HLA-A11 transgenic vector 

A 2873 bp chimeric HLA-A11*01 mono-chain fragment sub-cloned into the pET-32a 

plasmid (5841 bp) via SalI and KpnI to generate pET-32a-HLA-A11 recombinant 

vector (Figure 36A). We confirmed the HLA-A11 transgenic vector pET-32a-A11 

recombinant plasmid by enzyme digestion (Figure 36B) and PCR amplification (Figure 

36C). 

 

Figure 36. The identification of pET-32a-A11 recombinant plasmid. A. The 

construction schematic of pET-32a-A11. B. Identification of pET-32a-A11 

recombinant plasmid by enzyme digestion. M: Trans 2K Plus DNA Marker; 1: pET-

32a-A11 recombinant plasmid control; 2: pET-32a-A11 recombinant plasmid digested 

by KpnI/SalI. C. Identification of pET-32a-A11 recombinant plasmid. HLA-A11-up 

primers: 1: NC; 2: pET-32a-A11; 3: 10-3* pET-32a-A11. HLA-A11-Down; 4: NC; 5:  

pET-32a-A11; 6: 10-3* pET-32a-A11; M: Trans 2K Plus DNA Marker. 

 

Microinjection of HLA-A11 transgenic vector and identification of 

HLA-A11 transgenic founder mice 

The purified HLA-A11 fragment was released from pET-32a-A11 by digestion with 
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SalI and KpnI and microinjected into pronuclei from fertilized (C57BL/6J × C57BL/6J) 

F1 mouse eggs to generate transgenic embryos, a total of 421 transgenic embryos were 

obtained. The embryos were then re-implanted into 16 pseudo pregnant female mice, 

among them 12 mice were pregnant, the success rate of transplant was 75%. 76 neonatal 

mice were born. Six mice (No.44, 47, 55, 56, 69 and 71) were positive for HLA-A11 

by PCR identification. The positive rate was 7.89%. Figure 37 showed the results of 

PCR identification of six HLA-A11 transgenic founder mice. 

 

Figure 37. PCR identification of HLA-A11 transgenic founder mice. A. HLA-A11 

up primers. B. HLA-A11 down primers. 

 

The detection of gene copies number of HLA-A11 transgenic founder 

mice 

Six HLA-A11 transgenic founder mice identified by PCR were named as No.1-No.6 

HLA-A11 transgenic founder mouse, among them No.3 and No.5 were more active and 

dynamically. Real-time PCR was used to detect the copy numbers of the HLA-A11 

transgene in the genomic DNA of the HLA-A11 transgenic mice No.3 and No.5. As 

shown in Figure 38, the copy numbers of HLA-A11 gene in the genome of No. 3 and 

No. 5 HLA-A11 transgenic founder mice were significantly higher than that of 

C57BL/6 mice. Among them, the copy number of the gene of No.5 HLA-A11 

transgenic founder mice were relatively stable, and the results of two HLA-A11 

transgenic founder mice were statistically different from those of C57BL/6 mice. 
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Figure 38. Real-time PCR analysis of gene copies number of HLA-A11 transgenic 

founder mice. A. HLA-A primers. B. HLA-Promotor primers. 

 

Generation of homozygous HLA-A11/DR1 (HLA-A11+/+/DR01+/+/H-2 

β2m-/-/IAβ-/-) transgenic mice 

The construction of the recombinant gene encoding chimeric HLA-A11 mono-chain 

illustrated in Figure 35 and Figure 36. Transgenic mice expressing the integrated HLA-

A11 fragment were identified by PCR (data not shown). HLA-A11/DR1 (HLA-

A11+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) transgenic mice were obtained by backcrossing the 

parental HLA-A11+/+ (HLA-A11) transgenic mice with HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-

/IAβ-/- (HLA-A2/DR1) transgenic mice (as shown in Figure 39).  
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Figure 39. The construction of HLA-A11/DR1 double transgenic mice. 

 

The genotype of HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice was confirmed by PCR, with 

offspring-derived genomic DNA as a template. The exogenous HLA-A11 and HLA-

DR1 fragments were integrated into mouse genome (Figure 40A), and the endogenous 

H-2-β2m and H-2-IAβ (Figure 40B) genes were knocked out.  

 

Figure 40. Genotype identification of HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice. Genomic 

DNA purified from HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice was analyzed by PCR using 

primers specific for HLA-A11, HLA-DR1, mouse β2m, and H-2 IAβ. A. Identification 

of HLA-A11 (upper panel) and HLA-DR1 (lower panel). Tg mice, HLA-A11/DR1 

transgenic mice; NC, Negative control; PC, Positive control; Blank, dH2O. B. 

Identification of mouse H-2-β2m (upper panel) and H-2-IAβ (lower panel). Tg mice, 

HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice; NC, Negative control; PC, Positive control; F1, 

Heterozygote control; Blank, dH2O. 

 

Identification of homozygous HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice 

Male and female HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice (genotypes of HLA-A11 and HLA-

DR1 were “+/+” or “+/-”) were mated with female or male C57BL/6 mice. According 

to ten offspring, the genotypes of their parents could be confirmed to be “+/+” or “+/-”. 
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As shown in Figure 41, if ten progenies are all positive for HLA-A11 or HLA-DR1, it 

means that the parental HLA-A11/DR1 male and female mice are homozygous for the 

target gene, which is “+/+”. On condition that negative results appeared among ten 

progenies indicated that the genotypes of HLA-A11 and HLA-DR1 in parental mice 

was "+/-", which need to be further self-crossed to achieve homozygous. Through self-

crossing for more than 10 generations, homozygous HLA-A11/DR1 double transgenic 

mice transgenic mice (HLA-A11+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) were successfully 

constructed and stably obtained.  

 

Figure 41. Schematic representation of HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic homozygous 

and heterozygote mice. 

 

Analysis of HLA expression in immune cells of HLA-A11/DR1 

transgenic mice  

Expression of HLA-A11 and HLA-DR1 in splenocytes isolated from HLA-A11/DR1 

transgenic mice was detected by flow cytometry. HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice 

expressed both HLA-A11 (Figure 42A) and HLA-DR1 (Figure 42B), whereas no HLA 

transgenes were expressed in wild-type C57BL/6 mice or H-2-I/II knockout mice.  

Taken together, these results demonstrated that HLA-A11 and HLA-DR1 transgenes 

had integrated into the mouse genome and were expressed by splenocytes of HLA-
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A11/DR1 transgenic mice, while the competitive inhibition by mouse endogenous H-

2-I/II molecules had been eliminated. Thus, the mouse model could be used to examine 

cooperation between human HLA-I/II molecules without interference from mouse H-2 

molecules. 

 

Figure 42. Flow cytometric analysis of transgenic HLA molecules expressed on the 

surface of immune cells of HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice. Splenocytes of HLA-

A11/DR1 (red histogram), H-2-I/II knockout mice (black histogram), and wild-type 

C57BL/6 (blue histogram) mice were isolated and stained with a PE-anti-human HLA-

ABC antibody (A) or an FITC-anti-human-HLA-DR antibody (B) to detect HLA-A11 

and HLA-DR1 expression, respectively. 

 

Proportions of CD8+ and CD4+ T lymphocytes in the splenocytes of 

HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice 

To test whether the expression of exogenous HLA transgenes would still allow positive 

and negative selection of CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes in HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic 

mice, we next examined the populations of HLA-regulated T lymphocytes in the 

periphery. The numbers of CD3+CD4+ and CD3+CD8+ T lymphocytes were counted by 

flow cytometry.  

The isolated splenocytes were labeled with a PE-anti-mouse CD3 antibody, followed 

by a PE-Cy5-anti-mouse CD8 antibody. Figure 43 A-D showed that 1.48% of 

lymphocytes in HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice, 3.32% of lymphocytes in HLA-A11 
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transgenic mice, and 1.16% of lymphocytes in HLA-DR1 transgenic mice were CD8+ 

T cells. By contrast, 11.7% of lymphocytes in C57BL/6 mice were CD8+ T cells. 

Peripheral CD4+ T lymphocytes were labeled with a PE-anti-mouse CD3 antibody, 

followed by an APC-anti-mouse CD4 antibody. Figure 43 E-H shows that 92.2% of 

lymphocytes in HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice, 62.6% in HLA-A11 transgenic mice, 

and 94.8% in HLA-DR1 transgenic mice were CD4+ T cells, compared with 64.6% in 

C57BL/6 mice. Results were summarized in Table 18. 

These results showed that the percentage of CD4+ T cells in HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic 

mice were similar with that of C57BL/6 mice, while the number of CD8+ T cells in 

HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice was lower than that in C57BL/6 mice. However, the 

lower percentage of CD8+ T cell was in accordance with that in HLA-A2/DR1 

transgenic mice or HLA-A2/DP4 transgenic mice in which efficient humoral and 

cellular immune responses could be developed[76, 77]. Thus, HLA transgenes enabled 

the differentiation and maturation of CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes in transgenic mice.  
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Figure 43. Flow cytometric analysis of peripheral CD8+ and CD4+ (T) lymphocytes. 

(A-D) Splenocytes of HLA-A11/DR1 mice (A), HLA-A11 mice (B), HLA-DR1 mice 

(C), and C57BL/6 mice (D) were isolated. CD3+ T lymphocytes were gated by staining 

with an FITC-anti-CD3 mAb and CD8+ T lymphocytes were gated by staining with a 

PE-cy5-anti-CD8 mAb. (E-H) Splenocytes of HLA-A11/DR1 mice (E), HLA-A11 

mice (F), HLA-DR1 mice (G), and C57BL/6 mice (H) were isolated. CD3+ T 

lymphocytes were gated by staining with a PE-anti-CD3 mAb, and CD4+ T 

lymphocytes were gated by staining with an APC-anti-CD4 mAb. 
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Table 18. Ratio of CD8+ and CD4+ T lymphocytes to peripheral lymphocytes in 

HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic Mice. 

Cell types HLA-A11/DR1 

mice 

HLA-A11 

Mice 

HLA-DR1 

Mice 

C57BL/6 

Mice 

mCD4+ T cells 92.2% 62.6% 94.8% 64.6% 

mCD8+ T cells 1.48% 3.32% 1.16% 11.7% 

 

HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice show HLA-A11-restricted cytotoxic 

responses 

To verify that HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice mount a fully functional immune 

response, two known immunodominant HLA-A11-restricted epitopes, one derived 

from HIV-Pol177-188 (QMAVFIHNFKRK)[120] and the other derived from HIV-

GP16032-45 (KLWVTVYYGVPVWR)[120], were used to measure IFN-γ production 

by CD8+ T lymphocytes from HLA-A11/DR1 mice immunized with a recombinant 

HIV-1 protein vaccine. 

Compared with those from C57BL/6 mice, CD8+ T lymphocytes from HLA-A11/DR1 

mice were functionally restricted by the transgenic human MHC class I molecules 

(HLA-A11). HLA-A11-restricted HIV-specific CTL immune responses were specific 

for HLA-A11-restricted-epitopes HIV-Pol177-188 (Figure 44A and B) and HIV-GP16032-

45 (Figure 44C and D). Collectively, these data showed that HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic 

mice mount a functional HLA-A11 restricted immune response. 
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Figure 44. HLA-A11 restricted cytotoxic responses in HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic 

mice. Responses to HLA-A11-restricted epitope HIV-Pol177–188 (A and B), and to HLA-

A11-restricted epitope, HIV-GP32–45 (C and D), were assessed in immunized HLA-

A11/DR1 mice and C57BL/6 mice by counting the number of IFN-γ-secreting spots in 

ELISPOT assays.  

 

HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice mount effective humoral and cellular 

responses  

To examine the specific humoral and cellular responses to vaccination in HLA-

A11/DR1 transgenic mice, mice were immunized with a recombinant HBV vaccine 

(derived from HBV envelope protein[118]) or with a multi-epitope HIV-1-based 

candidate vaccine[119].  

The amount of HBsAg-specific IgG antibodies in the serum of HLA-A11/DR1 mice 

was similar with that in C57BL/6 mice (Figure 45A). It is worth noting that HLA-

A11/DR1 mice generated 4-5-fold more IFN-γ than wild-type mice, indicating a 

satisfactory cellular immune response and an ability to mimic human cytotoxic 

response (Figure 45B). 
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Figure 45. HBs-specific antibody and cell-mediated responses after immunization 

with a recombinant HBsAg vaccine. A. Sera were collected from immunized HLA-

A11/DR1 transgenic mice and wild-type C57BL/6 mice, and the titers of anti-HBs (IgG) 

antibodies were compared with those of PBS-immunized (hollow bar) mice in an 

ELISA test. B. HBs epitope-specific IFN-γ production by cytotoxic T lymphocytes was 

examined by measuring the response of both HLA-A11/DR1 mice and C57BL/6 mice 

to a recombinant HBs vaccine or PBS. 

 

The amount of HIV-specific IgG antibodies and the amount of IFN-γ secreted by CD8+ 

T lymphocytes was measured respectively. The results revealed an increase (p＜0.05) 

in the levels of specific IgG antibodies in HLA-A11/DR1 mice (Figure 46A). HLA-

A11/DR1 mice also secreted more IFN-γ than wild-type mice (Figure 46B). These 

results suggested that HLA-A11/DR1 mice show stronger cellular immune responses 

than C57BL/6 mice and are therefore a suitable model for evaluating vaccines. 

 

Figure 46. HIV-specific antibody and CD8+ T cell responses after immunization 

with a recombinant HIV-1 protein. A. HIV-specific antibody titers in HLA-A11/DR1 

mice and C57BL/6 mice immunized with a recombinant HIV-1 protein or PBS. B and 

C. HIV-specific IFN-γ production by cytotoxic T lymphocytes was examined by 
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measuring responses to the recombinant HIV-1 protein in immunized mice (PBS-

immunized mice were used as control) (a. HLA-A11/DR1 mice; b. C57BL/6 mice). 

 

The identification of novel HLA-A11 restricted CTL epitopes of EBOV and 

MERS-CoV 

We predicted twelve HLA-A11-restricted epitopes of EP protein of EBOV virus with 

the comprehensive bioinformation analysis, to identify the specific CTL response of 

these HLA-A11-restricted epitopes, HLA-A11/DR1 mice and C57BL/6 mice were 

immunized with every single peptide. ELISPOT results showed that the specific CTL 

responses induced by E-P1 (EBOV-GP76-84, ATDVPSVTK) and E-P3 (EBOV-GP423-

431, ATTAAGPLK) in HLA-A11/DR1 mice was 44 SFU/5*105 cells and 38 SFU/5*105 

cells, respectively, which was significantly stronger than that of C57BL/6 mice (3 

SFU/5*105 cells and 2 SFU/5*105 cells) (Figure 47). 

 

Figure 47. ELISPOT analysis of HLA-A11 restricted epitopes of EBOV virus in 

HLA-A11/DR1 mice. 
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As shown in Figure 48, HLA-A11/DR1 mice generated specific HLA-A11 CTL 

responses in four HLA-A11 restricted epitopes of MERS-CoV virus, which were M-

P4 (MERS-S152-160, SVGNFSDGK), M-P6 (MERS-S720-728, SSLFVEDCK), and M-

P10 (MERS-S889-897, AIEDLLFDK) and M-P12 (MERS-S1092-1100, AALSAQLAK). 

The specific IFN-γ produced by four HLA-A11-restricted CTL peptides in HLA-

A11/DR1 mice was 30 SFU/5*105 cells, 43 SFU/5*105 cells, 35 SFU/5*105 cells and 

34 SFU/5*105 cells, respectively. Whereas, the IFN-γ produced by C57BL/6 mice were 

1 SFU/5*105 cells, 1 SFU/5*105 cells, 1 SFU/5*105 cells, 1 SFU/5*105 cells, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 48. ELISPOT analysis f HLA-A11 restricted epitopes of MERS-CoV 

virus in HLA-A11/DR1 mice. 
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Discussion 

Vaccines based on multiple epitopes can be used to target well-defined ethnic 

populations and could prime robust immune responses[120, 122]. To facilitate the 

evaluation and development of novel candidate epitopes-based vaccines, we 

constructed a novel humanized HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mouse model expressing 

both HLA-A11 and HLA-DR1 molecules, while in the absence of H-2 class I/II 

molecules. Different from previous HLA-A2/DR1[76] transgenic mice and HLA-

A2/DP4 transgenic mice [77], HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice showed combined 

expression of HLA-I allele-A11 and HLA-II allele-DR1, which are prevalent in 

Chinese population. Because a quarter of Chinese population express HLA-A11 and 

HLA-DR1 alleles[112], this novel animal model could be used to predict and evaluate 

the cellular responses of this Chinese population more accurately than previous 

transgenic mouse models. 

HLA system is the most polymorphic gene cluster in human beings. HLA class I and II 

alleles are expressed in a co-dominant manner in any individual. Competition among 

different HLA molecules results in the selection of different immunodominant epitopes 

that recognize and present processed antigens to immune cells. Research on the 

function of an independent HLA molecule in the absence of competitive inhibition of 

other HLA alleles is a real challenge. Humanized mice have allowed the investigation 

of individual HLA molecules due to the integration of specific HLA alleles into the 

mouse genome. Indeed, HLA double-transgenic mice (expressing both human HLA 

class Ⅰ and class Ⅱ molecules) in the absence of murine H-2 molecules have been 

developed [76, 77]. 

The phenotypic frequency of HLA-A11 in Chinese population is about 20–30% 

compared with 10–15% in European, American, and Middle Eastern populations[112]. 

Thus, more and more research are focused on HLA-A11 transgenic mice to evaluate 

HLA-A11-restricted epitope-based vaccines[123, 124].  

To ensure that the transgenes are functioned within the mouse genome, we designed an 

HLA-A11 HHD chimeric monochain expressing the α1/α2/β2m domains of HLA-A11 

and the α3 domain of endogenous H-2. Replacing human α3 domain with mouse α3 

domain preserved the species-specific binding affinity between HLA-A11 chimeric 
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monochain and mouse CD8 molecule. Inactivating important components of 

endogenous H-2 molecule could prevent H-2 molecules from competing with 

transgenic HLA molecules. Through this strategy, HLA transgenic mice could only 

mount HLA-restricted immune responses without H-2-restricted immune responses. 
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Conclusions 

We confirmed the cell surface expression of HLA-I and HLA-II molecules in immune 

cells of HLA-A11 transgenic mice. Although the percentage of CD8+ T lymphocytes 

in HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice was lower than that in C57BL/6 mice, the transgenic 

HLA molecules efficiently presented antigens to immune cells to generate functional 

humoral and cellular immune responses. The low percentage of CD8+ T lymphocytes 

in HLA-A11/DR1 mice is in accordance with that in HLA-A2/DR1 mice[76], HLA-

A2/DP4 mice[77], and other HLA class I transgenic mice models which also could 

develop efficient humoral and cellular immune responses similar to those in 

humans[125, 126]. Furthermore, several studies show that the lower percentage of 

CD8+ T lymphocytes does not preclude the use of HLA-A2/DR1 mice to study the 

immune responses to pathogens such as HBV and HIV[125, 127]. Interesting, it is now 

well documented by several comparative studies that transgenic HLA class I molecules 

in chimeric monochain form are superior than traditional transgenic HLA class I 

molecule mice to induce more efficient T cell responses, even though the number of 

CD8+ T cell is lower[116, 128]. 

We also confirmed that HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice mount efficient and functional 

humoral and cellular immune responses to a recombinant HBV vaccine and a 

recombinant HIV-1 protein, and especially mount the specific A11-restricted cellular 

immune response to a recombinant HIV-1 protein. In our HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic 

mice, the HLA-DR1 genes were derived from HLA-A2/DR1 transgenic mice in which 

the HLA-DR1-restricted CD4+ T cell responses were described with HLA-DR1-

restricted epitope HBsAg179–194[76]. Furthermore, by using HLA-A2/DR1 transgenic 

mice, Pajot [127] identified two new HLA-DR1-restricted HIV-1 Gag p24-derived 

epitopes (Gag321-340 and Gag331-350) and confirmed the immunogenicity of seven 

epitopes that had been described previously. In addition, it is well documented that in 

the absence of MHC class II expression, there are no CD4+ T cells and more interesting, 

there were also no humoral responses in the case of vaccination against HBV, as shown 

in HLA-A2 single transgenic H-2 class I/class II knock-out (KO) mice[127]. In the 

present HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice, we confirmed the HLA-DR1-restricted 

epitope HBsAg179–194 responses as reported in HLA-A2/DR1 mice (data no shown). 

Furthermore, we show an efficient specific antibodies response (Figure 45) which were 
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reported highly protective against HBV infection. The results indicated that the novel 

HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice model has the potential to evaluate both T cells (CD8 

and CD4) and B cells activities as in HLA-A2/DR1 transgenic mice, but covering 

different population. Two models mentioned above are equally important to evaluate 

available commercial vaccines and novel vaccine candidates. Furthermore, we 

identified two HLA-A11 restricted epitopes of EBOV GP protein and four of MERS-

CoV S protein. 

In summary, we generated a novel HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mouse strain that 

faithfully reproduced a human immune response and may be useful for identifying 

protective epitopes, designing human vaccine and for evaluating vaccination strategies. 

The humanized HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mouse is a promising and versatile 

preclinical model that will facilitate the study of human immune responses to a variety 

of antigens.  
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By using the Hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotype 2a JFH-1 or its chimeric strains, a HCV 

infection system had been previously developed through several methods– such as in 

vitro-transcribed JFH1-RNA transfection or stable transfection of the JFH1 cDNA into 

human hepatoma Huh-7 cell line or its derivatives. However, other reliable methods for 

delivery of the HCV genome into cells are still worth trying. The helper-dependent 

adenovirus (HDAd) is devoid of all viral coding sequences and has a package capacity 

of 37 kb, which is suitably large for the delivery of the HCV genome. Here we report a 

new method for delivery of the HCV genome into Huh-7 and HepG2 cells by using the 

HDAd vector. Our results demonstrated that the infection of Huh-7 cells with the 

HDAdJFH1 virus led to efficient HCV replication and virion production. We found that 

the HCV viral RNA levels could reach 107 copies per milliliter in the culture medium. 

HDAdJFH1-infected Huh-7 cells could be cultured for 8 passages with the culture 

medium remaining infectious for naïve Huh-7 cells throughout this period. This 

infection system proved effective for evaluating the anti-HCV effects of IFN-α in Huh-

7 cells. Co-infection of HepG2 cells with the HDAdJFH1 and HDAdmiR-122 virus 

also resulted in HCV expression and replication. This is the first report of an HDAd-

based strategy for HCV replication and production in vitro. 
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Hepatic injuries in hepatitis B virus (HBV) patients are caused by immune responses 

of the host. In our previous study, microRNA-146a (miR-146a), an innate immunity-

related miRNA, and complement factor H (CFH), an important negative regulator of 

the alternative pathway of complement activation, were differentially expressed in 

HBV-expressing and HBV free hepatocytes. Here, the roles of these factors in HBV-

related liver inflammation were analyzed in detail. The expression levels of miR-146a 

and CFH in HBV-expressing hepatocytes were assessed via analyses of hepatocyte cell 

lines, transgenic mice, adenovirus-infected mice, and HBV-positive human liver 

samples. The expression level of miR-146a was upregulated in HBV expressing Huh-

7 hepatocytes, HBV-expressing mice, and patients with HBV infection. Further results 

demonstrated that the HBV X protein (HBx) was responsible for its effects on miR-

146a expression through NF-B-mediated enhancement of miR-146a promoter activity. 

HBV/HBx also downregulated the expression of CFH mRNA in hepatocyte cell lines 

and the livers of humans and transgenic mice. Furthermore, overexpression and 

inhibition of miR-146a in Huh-7 cells downregulated and upregulated CFH mRNA 

levels, respectively. Luciferase reporter assays demonstrated that miR-146a 

downregulated CFH mRNA expression in hepatocytes via 3=-untranslated-region 

(UTR) pairing. The overall effect of this process in vivo is to promote liver 

inflammation. These results demonstrate that the HBx-miR-146a-CFH- complement 

activation regulation pathway might play an important role in the immunopathogenesis 

of chronic HBV infection. These findings have important implications for 

understanding the immunopathogenesis of chronic hepatitis B and developing effective 

therapeutic interventions. HBV remains an important pathogen and can cause severe 

liver diseases, including hepatitis, liver cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma. 

Although HBV was found in 1966, the molecular mechanisms of pathogenesis are still 

poorly understood. In the present study, we found that the HBx promoted the expression 

of miR-146a, an innate immunity-related miRNA, through the NF-B signal pathway 

and that increasingly expressed miR-146a downregulated its target CFH, an important 

negative regulator of the complement alternative pathway, leading to the promotion of 

liver inflammation. We demonstrated that the HBx-miR-146a-CFH- complement 

activation regulation pathway is potentially an important mechanism of 

immunopathogenesis caused by chronic HBV infection. Our data provide a novel 

molecular mechanism of HBV pathogenesis and thus help to understand the 

correlations between the complement system, an important part of innate immunity, 
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and HBV-associated disease. These findings will also be important to identify potential 

therapeutic targets for HBV infection. 
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The Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) causes severe acute 

respiratory failure and considerable extrapulmonary organ dysfunction with substantial 

high mortality. For the limited number of autopsy reports, small animal models are 

urgently needed to study the mechanisms of MERS-CoV infection and pathogenesis of 

the disease and to evaluate the efficacy of therapeutics against MERS-CoV infection. 

In this study, we developed a transgenic mouse model globally expressing codon-

optimized human dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (hDPP4), the receptor for MERS-CoV. After 

intranasal inoculation with MERS-CoV, the mice rapidly developed severe pneumonia 

and multi-organ damage, with viral replication being detected in the lungs on day 5 and 

in the lungs, kidneys and brains on day 9 post-infection. In addition, the mice exhibited 

systemic inflammation with mild to severe pneumonia accompanied by the injury of 

liver, kidney and spleen with neutrophil and macrophage infiltration. Importantly, the 

mice exhibited symptoms of paralysis with high viral burden and viral positive neurons 

on day 9. Taken together, this study characterizes the tropism of MERS-CoV upon 

infection. Importantly, this hDPP4-expressing transgenic mouse model will be 

applicable for studying the pathogenesis of MERS-CoV infection and investigating the 

efficacy of vaccines and antiviral agents designed to combat MERS-CoV infection. 
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Avian influenza A/H7N9 virus infection causes pneumonia in humans with a high case 

fatality rate. However, virus-induced modulation of immune responses is being 

recognized increasingly as a factor in the pathogenesis of this disease. In this study, we 

compared the pathogenicity of A/H7N9 infection in BALB/c and C57BL/6 mouse 

models and investigated the putative involvement of proinflammatory cytokines in lung 

injury and viral clearance. In both mouse strains, A/Anhui/1/2013 (H7N9) infection 

with 106 TCID50 resulted in viral replication in lung, severe body weight loss and acute 

lung injury. During the early infection stage, infected C57BL/6 mice exhibited more 

severe lung injury, slower recovery from lung damage, less effective viral clearance, 

higher levels of IL-6, MCP-1, and IL-1b, and lower levels of TNF-a and IFN-c than 

infected BALB/c mice. These results suggest that TNF-a and IFN-c may help suppress 

viral gene expression and increase viral clearance, and that IL-6 and MCP-1 may 

contribute to lung injury in A/H7N9-infected individuals. In addition, lung damage and 

the distribution of virus antigen in tissues were similar in young and middle-aged mice. 

These results suggest that the more serious lung injury in middle-aged or older H7N9 

cases is not mainly caused by differences in viral replication in the lung but probably 

by a dysregulated immune response induced by underlying comorbidities. These results 

indicate that the extent of dysregulation of the host immune response after H7N9 virus 

infection most probably determines the outcome of H7N9 virus infection. 
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The Ebola virus (EBOV) is a very contagious virus that is highly fatal in humans and 

animals. The largest epidemic was in West Africa in 2014, in which over 11,000 people 

died. However, to date, there are no licensed vaccines against it. Studies show that 

CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell responses, especially cytotoxic T-lymphocyte (CTL) responses, 

play key roles in protecting individuals from EBOV infection. Since HLA-restricted 

epitope vaccines are likely to be effective and safe immunization strategies for 

infectious diseases, the present study screened for CTL epitopes in the EBOV-

nucleoprotein that are restricted by HLA-A11 (a common allele in Chinese people). 

Predictive computer analysis of the amino-acid sequence of EBOV-nucleoprotein 

identified ten putative HLA-A11-restricted epitopes. ELISPOT assay of immunized 

HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice showed that five (GR-9, VR-9, EK-9, PK-9, and RK-

9) induced effective CTL responses. Additional epitope analyses will aid the design of 

epitope vaccines against EBOV. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Creation of an immuno-deficient HLA-transgenic mouse 

(HUMAMICE) and functional validation of human immunity 

after transfer of HLA-matched human cells  

 

1. The development history of immuno-deficient mouse models 

1.1 The initial establishment of immuno-deficient mouse models 

Animal models paly critical role in medical science researches, such as the pathogenic 

mechanism of tumors, immunological diseases and infectious diseases, treatment, 

transplantation, the invention and evaluation of drugs and vaccines. While traditional 

animal models need to be genetically optimized and modified to fit the demand of 

preclinical trials and scientific researches. 

Immuno-deficient mice are capable to support a relative high level of transplantation 

of human cells/tissues and have been widely used in preclinical trials. During the efforts 

of past three decades, immuno-deficient mice such as NSG (NOD-SCID-IL-

2RγCnull)[63], NOG, NRG (NOD-Rag 1null/IL-2RγCnull), BRG (BALB/c-Rag 2null IL-

2Rcnull) mice have become genetically optimized and widely popularized worldwide. 

Among them, NSG (NOD-SCID-IL-2RγCnull) severe combined immuno-deficient 

mice[65] were most commonly worldwide, which resulted in the deletion of IL-2 

receptor γ chain (IL-2cγ) on the background of NOD/SCID mice, lead to the lack of B 

cells, T cells and NK cells, the loss of adaptive immune responses, and partial depletion 

of innate immune responses, which could support an ideal higher level of humanized 

engraftment (including both human HSC and PBMC transplantation).  

With the continuous advancement and rapid development of modern medical, science 

and intelligent technology, the research on pathogenic mechanism of diseases and 

human immune systems have gradually deepened. In this process, animal models had 

become an essential tool which are indispensable for preclinical studies on new drugs 

and vaccines. However, current small animal models including transgenic mouse 
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models still cannot fully and truly simulate and replicate human immune responses in 

either healthy state or pathological state, due to the species differences among human 

beings and other species.  

Due to the lack of appropriate small animal models capable of being infected by specific 

virus, immuno-deficient mouse models play crucial roles in human disease researches. 

However, these immuno-deficient mice still have some defects and limitations which 

need to be overcome[68, 69]. One of the most lethal defects is that susceptible to GvHD 

[70, 78] after human cells/tissues transplantation. The symptoms of GvHD included the 

loss of weight (weight loss more than 15% of the original body weight), diarrhea, hair 

loss, inflammatory cell infiltration (liver, intestine, skin, etc.) and mice die 20-25 days 

after transplantation. Hence, it is necessary to avoid the occurrence of these GvHD 

complications when applied these immuno-deficient mouse models to the study of 

human immune system. 

 

1.2 The optimization of immuno-deficient mouse models 

Immuno-deficient animal models are animals that have inherited mutations or acquired 

factors that resulted in the underdevelopment or damage of a component of the adaptive 

immune system or/and innate immune system, lead to the development, differentiation, 

proliferation or metabolic abnormalities of immune cells, finally to immune 

dysfunction. There are various types of immuno-deficient animal models classify by 

whether the deficiency concerns of T cells defects, B cells defects, NK cell defects or 

combined immuno-deficiency. Grist discovered that nude mice without surface hairs 

and congenital thymic dysplasia in non-inbred strains in 1962, which lack of T 

lymphocytes function[129]. Rygaard and Ffiis [130] successfully transplanted human 

colon adenocarcinoma cells into nude mice, which set a precedent for the application 

of immuno-deficient animal models. 

The sex-linked immuno-deficient mice (CBA/N mice), which gene symbol is xid 

located on sex chromosome, and defective of B lymphocytes[131]. CBA/N mice 

represent ideal models for the study of the occurrence, function and heterogeneity of B 

lymphocytes. NOD/SCID mice (non-obese diabetic/severe combined immuno-
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deficiency) is a mutation mouse strain with congenital associated T and B lymphocytes 

deficiency [14]. It can be used to study the mechanism of transplantation and 

immunological rejection, the differentiation and function of macrophages, other natural 

immune cells and immune helper cells. NOD/SCID mice are also one of the most 

widely used immuno-deficiency mouse models in the field of tumor immunology 

worldwide, which is the “golden rule” to evaluate human stem cell transplantation[14]. 

With the absence of T and B lymphocytes in SCID mice, the function of NK cells is 

also lost in NOD/SCID mice[66, 67]. In both NSG mice [16] (NOD-scid IL-2Rγnull, 

which was established by Jackson Laboratory) and NOG mice [15] (NOD/SCID/γcnull, 

which was established by Japanese team), the gene encoding IL-2 receptor gamma 

chain (IL-2γc) is knocked out. Yahata showed that T lymphocytes were reconstituted 

after the transplantation of human HSC into NOD/SCID/IL-2γcnull [132]. Hiramatsu 

transplanted human hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (CD34+) derived from 

umbilical cord blood (UCB) into NOD/SCID/γcnull mice. Following by the 

transplantation, mature T, B and NK cells were detected in the spleen and bone marrow 

of the recipients, the specific IgM, IgA and IgG antibodies and CTL immune responses 

could be generated after the stimulation of phytohemagglutinin (PHA).  

Human HSCs differentiated into all lineage blood cells, including T lymphocytes, B 

cells, DC cells, red blood cells (RBCs) and platelets, and produce specific mucosal 

immune responses. In the construction strategy of B-NSG mice, PrkDc and IL-2rγ are 

knocked out by CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing technique based on NOD mice.  

B-NSG mice do not have mature T and B lymphocytes, meanwhile NK cells are not 

functional and lose the ability of transmitting cytokine signaling. Therefore, B-NSG 

mice could support a much higher level of human HSC (PBMC) transplantation, which 

provided a more suitable environment for the growth of human cells. The occurrence 

of GvHD after transplantation is even weaker, and B-NSG mice is recognized as the 

mouse model with the highest degree of immuno-deficiency and the most suitable 

model for human cell/tissue transplantation at present.  

 

1.3 The comparation between hu-SRC-SCID and hu-PBL-SCID mice 
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The greatest advantage of human HSC transplantation immuno-deficient mouse model 

(hu-SRC-SCID) is that progenitors could undergo the positive and negative selection 

in mouse thymus and differentiate into T and B lymphocytes after human HSC 

transplantation, which had applied to the study of lineage hierarchy development of 

human stem cells and the mechanisms of human immune system[80].  

While, human PBMC transplanted immuno-deficient mice (hu-PBL-SCID) are isolated 

from the mononuclear cells of human peripheral blood or spleen. As the lymphocytes 

before transplantation are already mature, they could only support short-term (within 4 

weeks) analysis of human immune responses, which applied to the short-term 

experiments such as immune disorders, the effects of leakage immune responses and 

transplant immunological rejection. 

Because of the difficulties in the acquisition of neonatal umbilical cord blood (UCB) 

and the restriction of ethical issues[10] in the initial stage of our experiment. We 

regarded human peripheral blood as the sources of transplantation which was much 

more easily accessible. Under the condition of donors’ knowledge to sign the letter of 

informed consent, human PBMCs were isolated for the transplantation of HUMAMICE. 

The occurrence of Graft-versus-Host Disease (GvHD) was the most important problem 

which cannot be ignored and need to be overcome during the transplantation. However, 

after the transplantation of HLA-A2+/DR1+ (HLA-matched) PBMCs into HUMAMICE, 

the body weight of HUMAMICE did not decreased significantly, and there was no 

appearance of GvHD characteristics, such as hair standing, trembling and inflammation. 

The optimized immuno-deficient mouse model - HUMAMICE effectively overcame 

GvHD which occurred during the transplantation of traditional NSG and NRG mice. 

That is why this new animal model is more suitable to the development and evaluation 

of immune transplantation and biological agents. 

 

2. The construction strategy of HUMAMICE 

2.1 The role of Rag2, Perforin and IL-2rγ in immune system 
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Recombination activating gene 2 (Rag2) is one of the most important recombinases in 

immune system[133]. It can specifically recognize the recombination signal sequence 

(RSS) on both sides of V, DH and J gene fragments of immunoglobulins and TCRs, to 

catalyze DNA double-stand to break, and leads to the V(D)J rearrangement, which is 

the main reason for the diversity of Ig and TCR repertoires. The mutation of Rag2 

resulted in the partial loss of its encoded recombinase activity leading to a change in 

the tendency of V(D)J recombination. As a result, the development of early 

lymphocytes is blocked, both mature T and B lymphocytes are absent in the circulation, 

which causing a severe combined immune deficiency (SCID).  

Perforin is a pore forming cytolytic protein which found in the granules of CTLs and 

NK cells. Perforin could create holes in the plasma membrane which triggers an influx 

of calcium and initiates membrane repair mechanisms. Perforin is the main mediator of 

the cytotoxic activity of NK cells[134, 135]. Targeted mutations at the perforin 

structural gene have major defects in the clearance of virus, delayed hypersensitivity 

and resistance ability to tumors, and perforin-/- mice could support heightened 

engraftment after human HSC and PBMC transplantation.  

The gene encoding IL-2 receptor gamma chain (IL-2rγ)[136] molecule is located on X-

linked severe immunodeficiency complications (XSCID), XSCID is a ubiquitous 

genetic immune-deficiency disease characterized by the lack of T cells and NK cells, 

the number of B cells is relatively normal but does not have normal function 

simultaneously. 

 

2.2 The establishment of HUMAMICE 

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecule is the most polymorphic gene 

group among mammalians (including human beings). MHC plays a vital role in the 

positive and negative selection of T lymphocytes in thymus, facilitated the 

differentiation and maturation of T lymphocytes, activated and regulated the adaptive 

immune system and innate immune system. Owing to the different MHC restrictions 

between HLA and H-2 molecules, there exist many defects like the immunologic 

rejection and the low efficiency of transplantation in current traditional immuno-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cytolysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cytotoxic_T_cell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_killer_cell
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deficient mouse models. Accordingly, how to construct a higher level of “humanized” 

transgenic mouse strain which could mimic human immune responses more accuracy 

and reliable has become the priority in humanized animal models. 

The structure and function of HLA and H-2 is quite similar, while their MHC restricted 

function is somehow different. HLA restriction differs markedly according to the 

geographical regions and ethnicity. The dominant HLA alleles in East Aria (especially 

China) are different from that in European, American, Middle East and other regions. 

HLA-A2, A11 and A24 account for 80% in China, while HLA-A2, A1 and A3 are the 

dominant alleles in European countries. In HLA class-II molecules, HLA-DR09, HLA-

DR15 and HLA-DR01 account for 70% in China, while HLA-DR01 as well as HLA-

DR03 and HLA-DR04 are the main alleles in Europe populations. 

HUMAMICE, the human MHC transgenic immuno-deficient mouse model constructed 

in our study is not only characterized by the immuno-deficient state, as on top of that 

human cells could acquire HLA restriction after the positive and negative selection of 

T lymphocytes in HUMAMICE thymus after transplantation. As a “humanized 

immuno-deficiency mouse model”, HUMAMICE avoid the occurrence of GvHD 

reaction at a maximum extent and are more conducive to the development of tumors 

research and the relationship between HLA and transplantation. 

HUMAMICE (HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/- mice) were 

generated on the background of Sure-L1 mice (HLA-A2/DR1 mice, HLA-

A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) by backcrossing with Rag2-/- mice, IL-2rγ-/- mice and 

Perf-/- mice into homozygosity. The final obtained homozygotes HUMAMICE were 

confirmed by specific PCR and FACS in both genome and cell level. Specific PCR 

showed that both HLA-A2 and DR1 transgenes integrated in the mouse genome, and 

that there were deficient in mouse H-2-Iaβ, β2m, as well as they presented the deletion 

of Rag2, IL-2rγ and Perf. Flow cytometry showed that specific HLA-A2 molecules 

were detected on the surface of HUMAMICE lymphocytes, whereas mCD3+CD4+, 

mCD3+CD8+ T lymphocytes and mCD19+CD20+ B cells were absent due to the lack 

of Rag2, IL-2rγ and Perf genes. The absence of murine T and B cells is an important 

criterion for the immuno-deficient state of highly immuno-deficient mice. Then we 

showed that HUMAMICE had incomplete thymus and spleen, and their functional units 

(thymocytes and splenic corpuscles) were incomplete or even absent. These results 
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demonstrated that under the combined defects of Rag2, IL-2rγ and Perf, HUMAMICE 

were deficient of T, B and NK cells. The above results indicated that HUMAMICE is 

immuno-deficient with combined defect of T, B and NK cells, meanwhile under human 

HLA restriction in immune system. 

 

2.3 The immuno-deficiency characteristics of HUMAMICE 

The structure of spleen and thymus of HUMAMICE is not complete. To confirm the 

immuno-deficiency state of HUMAMICE, we subcutaneously engrafted human B-

lymphoma cells (RAMOS cells) into immuno-deficient HUMAMICE and immuno-

competent Sure-L1 mice (HLA-A2/DR1 mice). After 30 days of subcutaneous 

inoculation with human RAMOS cells into HUMAMICE, all mice developed tumors 

subcutaneously (tumor volume range from 500-3000 mm3). However, tumors were not 

able to grow in immuno-competent Sure-L1 mice. Furthermore, to verify that the 

inability of HUMAMICE to reject RAMOS cells is due to lack of mouse-derived 

immune system, we transferred the splenocytes, purified CD8+ T lymphocytes or other 

lymphocytes derived from Sure-L1 mice which had rejected RAMOS cells into 

HUMAMICE, which lead to subsequent tumor elimination effectively by the transfer 

of immune cells from RAMOS-rejected Sure-L1 mice to a certain extent. While the 

tumors of HUMAMICE without transfer of lymphocytes from Sure-L1 mice increased 

continuously. Altogether, these results confirmed that HUMAMICE were severely 

deficient, the immune deficiency state of HUMAMICE as an immuno-deficient mouse 

which could support tumorigenesis and showed no graft rejection occurs during 

subcutaneous inoculation. 

 

3. The xenogeneic hPBMCs transplantation in HUMAMICE. 

NSG, NOG, these immuno-deficient mouse models play decisive roles in immunology 

and preclinical studies. However, MHC molecules in these mice are still H-2 class I and 

II restriction, T lymphocytes do not undergo the “training” or “study” of human HLA 

class I and II molecules after transplantation, and moreover the occurrence of GvHD 
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cannot be completely avoided in these immuno-deficient mouse models mentioned 

above. 

T lymphocytes of HUMAMICE could undergo the negative and positive selection in 

mouse thymus after human cell transplantation[62] [68]. Girardi reported the role of 

TCR-γδ+ T lymphocytes in the clearance of viral infections and monitoring of tumor 

antigens[134]. The human immune response can be simulated to a higher degree on a 

specific HLA restriction in HUMAMICE when we used them in the preclinical trials of 

tumors, cancers, transplantation and immune rejection, and as pathogen infection 

models. As HUMAMICE could be used to study the biological effects of human HSC 

(or PBMC) in mice, this shows that it is also an ideal animal model for the research of 

tumor and malignant antigen cell therapy. HUMAMICE could also be used as specific 

pathogen infected animal models, as preclinical animal models for the development and 

evaluation of biological agents in immunotherapy and immunoprophylaxis. 

PBMCs were collected from healthy volunteers, HLA-A2+ individuals were identified 

by flow cytometry and HLA-DR1+ individuals were confirmed by specific PCR. 

HUMAMICE were irradiated the day before transfer, which were given intravenous 

injection of hPBMCs and followed up. The body weight of mice and clinical symptoms 

were monitored twice per week. None of HUMAMICE showed no weight loss in 60 

days after the transplantation or developed GvHD signs. 

 

3.1 The reconstitution characteristics in HUMAMICE after hPBMC 

engraftment  

To evaluate the engraftment in this novel model, we transferred HLA-matched (HLA-

A2+/DR1+) hPBMCs into HUMAMICE. Flow cytometry analysis was done five and 

eight weeks after transplantation. Results of two representative mice (n=9) showed that 

11.6% and 9.70% of white blood cells (WBC) were hCD45+ cells, with 45.2% and 49.4% 

of this population were hCD45+hCD19+ (B cells), 17.1% and 16.1% of hCD45+ being 

hCD3+ T lymphocytes: 29.0% and 30.0% of them being hCD3+hCD8+ T cells and 

approximately 60.9% and 59.0% being hCD3+hCD4+ T lymphocytes. Above all, after 

hPBMC transfer, the immune system of HUMAMICE was reconstructed.  
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3.2 The following HBsAg immunization of HUMAMICE 

Ten days after the transplantation of human HLA-matched (HLA-A2+/DR1+) human 

PBMC, HUMAMICE received three intramuscular (i.m.) injections of HBsAg vaccine. 

HBsAg-specific IgM antibodies peak at second immunization, while HBsAg-specific 

IgG antibodies rise during three immunizations gradually. These results demonstrated 

that B lymphocytes of HUMAMICE could generate specific IgM and IgG antibodies 

after the transplantation of human cells (PBMCs).  

The above results showed that after the transplantation of human HLA-A2+/DR1+ 

PBMC, human B and T lymphocytes were detected and HUMAMICE reconstituted the 

immune system successfully. Among them, the proportion of hCD3+ lymphocytes in 

HUMAMICE after transplantation which was consistent with the data reported 

previously[135]. 

 

4. The humanized optimization of immune-deficient mouse models 

Immuno-deficient mice have been widely applied to many fields of immunology 

researches, including immune transplantation, infectious diseases and cancers. For 

example, immuno-deficient mouse model transplanted with human HSC provides an 

effective research tool for the development of preclinical trials in human immune 

response research[62]. It is also widely used in epidemiological infectious diseases[72], 

such as EB virus and HIV[137], the evaluation and development of vaccine[138], the 

preclinical research of cell therapy and gene therapy[73]. For example, Pablo D. Becker 

studied humanized IgM antibodies with BALB/c Rag2-/-IL-2γc-/- mice[71].  

However, currently immuno-deficient mice still face some limitations and deficiencies 

which need to be overcome. Since the MHC restriction of immuno-deficient mice is 

still H-2 restriction, the engrafted-human cells cannot acquire the “train” and 

“education” of human HLA class I and II molecules in mouse thymus to get mature, 

which cannot reflect the characteristics of HLA-restricted immune responses after 

immunotherapy or infection with specific pathogens, in other words, T lymphocytes 

differentiated from human HSC after transplantation is not functional. It is also one of 

the aspects that need to be improved in these existing immune-deficient mouse models.  
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Shultz[65] constructed NSG-HLA-A2/HHD mice, both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were 

developed and matured after the transplantation of human HSCs. HLA-restricted CTL 

responses and a variety of cytokines were detected after EBV infection, the population 

of CTL cells and the expression of HLA-DR molecules were up-regulated, indicated 

that T lymphocytes were activated after EBV infection. Simone[139] evaluated the 

CTL immune response and immunotherapy of anti-human HCMV virus with HLA-A2 

NSG/HHD mice. Najima[140] constructed HLA-A*0201 and HLA-A*2402 in 

NOD/SCID/IL-2γc KO (NSG) mice, antigen-presenting cells (APC) and memory CD8+ 

T lymphocytes were detected in the recipients after human HSC transplantation, 

specific HLA-restricted CTL immune responses and INF-γ were generated after the 

immunization of Wilms' tumor 1 (WT1) epitopes.  

As preclinical animal models, NOD/scid IL-2Rγnull mice were extensively used for the 

evaluation of dendritic cell (DC)-based human vaccines strategies[63], and the study of 

infection mechanisms of retroviral, such as HIV virus[72]. Traggiai[10] transplanted 

human CD34+ UCB-derived stem cells into neonatal Rag2-/-IL-2γc-/- mice via 

intrahepatic route to repopulate T, B and NK cells, meanwhile the effect immune 

response were stimulated by specific antigens. Gimeno[67] studied the mechanism of 

human tumor suppressor gene P53 regulated the cell cycle progression and the 

apoptosis of human HSC in newborn Rag2-/-IL-2γc-/- mouse model by transplanted with 

human CD34+ cells and silenced by RNA interference (RNAi) technology. Lang[64] 

evaluated and optimized the factors affected the efficiency of human HSC 

transplantation, such as the injection route in BALB/c-Rag2nullIL-2rγnull mouse models, 

the in-vitro culture environment of human HSC, the cell cryopreservation and recovery, 

and other multivariable terms of conditions and details which may influence human 

HSC transplantation. Results showed that the injection routes, subcutaneous (i.h.) and 

intravenous (i.v.), which have similar efficiencies after transplantation. Short-term (1-

8 days) culture of human CD34+ HSC cells and the co-transplantation of CD34- helper 

cells could improve and increase the efficiency of transplantation. Gonzalez[74] studied 

the mechanisms and immune protection of human immune based therapies by the 

application of NOD/SCID-IL-2γc-/- mice, such as novel HIV vaccine. Feng Li[141] 

brought the in vitro fertilization (IVF) and CRISPR/Cas9 technology into the 

construction strategies of immuno-deficient mice, which paved the way for the 

optimization of humanized mouse models. 
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CHAPTER II 

Generation of human MHC (HLA-A11/DR1) transgenic mice 

vaccine evaluation 

 

1. Current situation of humanized mouse models 

In the field of life sciences, the research on the function and mechanism of genes, gene 

networks and signaling pathway had become deepened gradually, especially after the 

publication of human and mouse genome sequence sketches at the beginning of this 

century. Since the occurrence and development process of some human diseases can be 

replicated by specific transgenic mouse models, the biological characteristics of the 

target genes could be studied at the overall level, which provided important theoretical 

and technical support for the pathogenesis of diseases, diagnosis and treatment 

technologies, as well as the development and evaluation of drugs and vaccines. 

The transgenic animal models, especially the transgenic mouse models are highly 

praised and recommended by scientists, the researches based on transgenic mice had 

been increased. The humanization of experimental animals means that animals have 

certain human characteristics by multiple technology tools. The principle is to introduce 

human genes into the genome, which instead the endogenous genes of animals through 

genetic engineering techniques. The gene for human drug metabolism transferred into 

animal genomes to make animals more like humans in terms of drug metabolism, which 

could improve the evaluation efficiency and the safety of drugs in pre-clinical trials. 

The expression of human genes that affect diseases progression or therapeutic 

transgenic into animals can be used for the development of biological drugs and the 

mechanism of diseases, such as mice expressing human antibodies which are of great 

value in antibody drugs. 

The humanization of animal models are the most important tools for the study of 

biopharmaceuticals and vaccines. Traditional experimental animals had been gradually 

replaced by new animal models with specific human diseases features (such as human 
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transgenic genes). In the past two decades, drugs research and development depended 

on genetically engineered animal models had achieved certain infusive and satisfactory 

results. For example, Celecoxib, a new drug for the treatment of arthritis which targeted 

on COX-2 was approved in 1998. Gleevec, which inhibited the oncogene BCR-ABL 

and treated the chronic myeloid leukemia had been approved in 2001. However, there 

are still many technical problems need to be overcome during the process of studying 

diseases with genetic engineering animal models. The main problem is that although 

current animal models could be applied to the study of the molecular mechanisms of 

diseases, wherever few models could discover or predict the imminent occurrence of 

human diseases in pre-clinical trials. Although drugs could cure or delay the 

progression of diseases in mouse models to some extent, however few drugs can exert 

an ideal or equal therapeutic effect to patients in clinical trials. 

 

1.1 The defects of current mouse models 

The antigen binding cleft of HLA-I molecules is closed at both ends and consists of α1 

and α2 regions, most of the identified CTL epitopes are 8-11 aa peptides. CTL epitopes 

are the basic units of the cytotoxic response of CTL cells (CD8+ T cells) and play 

critical killing role in response to anti-virus and anti-tumor. While, the antigen binding 

cleft of HLA-II molecules is comprised of α1 and β1 region, which is more open than 

that of HLA-I molecules, which could accommodate 10-33 aa peptides (Th epitopes). 

Th epitopes are the basic units for Th cells (CD4+ T cells) in infection, anti-tumor, 

immune regulation and autoimmune.  

In the course of virus infection, helper T cells recognize specific Th epitopes of 

pathogens and exert direct anti-viral immune response[142]. At the same time, Th 

immunity could regulate CTL immunity and humoral immunity. Several studies have 

shown that the addition of Th epitopes in traditional vaccines could increase the 

immunogenicity of vaccines. To construct vaccines directed at specific conserved 

sequences of different pathogen strains, different HLA restriction and covered different 

population regions. Multi-epitopes vaccines could provide effective preventive 

measures for broad-spectrum vaccines with multiple serotypes, high mutation rate 

pathogenic infections and multiple pathogens. 
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These issues need to be considered during the construction and optimization of highly 

effective multi-epitopes vaccines:  

◆ The ordering, continuity and rational combination of various epitopes. 

◆ The selection of linker types. 

◆ Efficient vectors. 

◆ Safe and effective adjuvants.  

Penna found that immunization of multiple CTL epitopes vaccines with chronic HBV 

infection patients could not eliminate HBV virus particles completely[143]. The 

addition of appropriate Th epitopes into multi-epitopes vaccines can improve the 

immunogenicity and the protective effect of vaccines effectively. 

Due to the replacement of mouse endogenous H-2 class I/II molecules with HLA class 

I/II molecules, lymphocytes of HLA transgenic mice could develop, differentiate and 

mature under the regulation of HLA-I/II molecules. The immune responses of HLA 

transgenic mice are also mediated and regulated by HLA molecules with the 

characteristics of human immune responses, compared with other traditional mouse 

models. Therefore, the accuracy of HLA transgenic mouse models to evaluate vaccines 

can be improved, and the development period of drugs and vaccines can be effectively 

shortened. 

HLA transgenic mouse models have unique advantages in the evaluation of novel 

vaccines and candidate vaccines, such as peptides vaccines, multi-epitopes based 

recombinant vaccines and therapeutic vaccines which based on different epitopes, 

especially T-cell epitopes and protective vaccines mainly primed cellular immune 

responses.  

A variety of HLA single transgenic mouse models have been generated and widely used 

in the pathogenesis mechanism of pathogens and immunological studies during recent 

years. Chen identified HLA-A11 restricted CTL epitopes derived from HPV 18 virus 

by HLA-A11 single transgenic mouse model[123]. As we know, MHC is associated 

with the susceptibility of certain types of diseases. Carrington[144] found that several 

HLA alleles are relevant with HIV infection and the progression of AIDS. Pasquetto 

recognized numerous poxvirus determinants from a wide variety of viral gene products 

with HLA-A*0201, HLA-A*1101 and HLA-B*0702 transgenic mouse models[145]. 
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As a mouse model with good controllability, reproducibility and high degree of 

humanization in pre-clinical studies, HLA class-I transgenic mouse models had been 

widely used in the screening, development and evaluation of multiple epitopes-

dependent candidate vaccines [104, 146].  

However, there are still two defects that can’t be ignored in these HLA single transgenic 

mouse models mentioned above.  

◆ One is the presence of mouse endogenous H-2 molecules will compete with 

exogenous HLA transgenes, which dominated mouse immune response.  

◆ The other one is that we could just investigate the role of only one specific HLA 

molecule in immune responses, while the immune system is a complex network, the 

interactions and effects of HLA class I and II molecules is critical, HLA is highly 

polymorphic and codominant.  

Single HLA transgenic mice could not synergistically investigate the mechanism of 

interaction between HLA class I and II molecules. The HLA class I and II double 

transgenic mouse model constructed in our study overcame these issues which need to 

be resolved. 

At present, the HLA class I and II double transgenic mouse models that have been 

reported in the world include HLA-A2/DR1 double transgenic mouse model and HLA-

A2/DP1 double transgenic mouse model, which were established by our team leading 

by Dr. Yuchun Lone in 2004 and 2012. The first HLA class I and II double transgenic 

mouse model HLA-A2/DR1 transgenic mouse model was successfully generated in 

2004[76], and applied to the evaluation of humoral immunity, CTL cells and Th cells 

mediated cellular response induced by HBV DNA vaccine, which were similar with the 

results obtained in human natural HBV infection, which verified the humanized mouse 

model at the same time. As the first HLA class-I and class II double transgenic mouse 

model in the world, it has been widely used in a variety of preclinical experimental 

studies. For example, Deng[125] carried out the research of mechanisms of chronic 

HBV infection and gene therapy by the utilization of HLA-A2/DR1 mice. Dr. Yuchun 

Lone created HLA-A2/DP4 double transgenic mouse model in 2012, identified 18 

HLA-DP4-restricted Th epitopes of HBsAg and validated by clinical specimens. 

Further verifications confirmed that HLA-A2/DP4 transgenic mice as a basis for the 
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screening of epitopes and the evaluation of candidate vaccines, which was consistent 

with human immune responses.  

 

1.2 The association between HLA and the occurrence of diseases 

With more and more further researches, there was a consensus that closely association 

between HLA molecules and the occurrence of various autoimmune diseases and 

chronic diseases, such as AS[7], arthritis, MS and other genetic diseases, infectious 

diseases and epidemics. Furthermore, there are some relevance between HLA-I 

molecules and the occurrence and progression of AIDS, in parallel the evolution of HIV 

virus [147, 148].  

Since MHC plays a core role in immune responses, it could present antigens to T cells, 

it may also important to pathogenesis. 

◆ The Molecular Simulation Theory stated that the structure of HLA were similar to 

that of some pathogenic antigens and would be attacked by immune system of hosts. In 

other way, as the structure of pathogen antigens are extremely similar with that of HLA 

molecules, which cannot be recognized by hosts and lead to immune evasion, the hosts 

would be attacked by pathogens. 

◆  The Receptor Theory held the idea that some HLA molecules may act as the 

receptors on cell surface to recognize certain pathogens. Pathogens invaded hosts and 

bound to HLA molecules which causing tissue damage. 

◆ The Linkage Disequilibrium Theory suggested that there may be other susceptibility 

genes associated with the occurrence of certain diseases, and perhaps HLA molecules 

were only a series of genetic markers which linked to those susceptibility genes. 

◆ The Immune Response Gene Theory stated that the genes encoded HLA complex 

were Ir genes, and specific HLA class II alleles may cause specific abnormal immune 

response, and the characteristics of is susceptible to a certain disease.  

Therefore, we could make some imaginative but possible hypothesis of the 

relationships between HLA and pathogens: when pathogens invaded, will HLA 
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molecules affect the binding of viruses to cell surface receptors when presenting viral 

antigen peptides to T lymphocytes, thereby promoting or constraining the progress of 

pathogens infection? Perhaps that is likely to be the reason why the population carried 

certain HLA gens are insusceptible or sensitive to certain viruses or pathogens. 

 

1.3 Dominant MHC alleles are different between continents 

The restriction of cellular immune responses in HLA class-I/II double transgenic mouse 

models is completely restricted by HLA class I and II molecules, which could reflect 

the natural immune response of human beings. The above two HLA double transgenic 

mouse models represent dominate HLA alleles in worldwide, especially Europe and 

North America. However, they do not cover the dominant alleles in Asia, especially 

China. 

Due to the differences in ethnic and regional distribution of HLA molecules, there are 

significant differences in HLA predominant alleles between Asia (especially Chinese) 

and European, American and Middle Eastern populations. At present, the major CTL 

epitopes of HLA class-I molecules are mainly concentrated on the dominant genotype 

HLA-A2 of European and American populations (Caucasians), while the dominant 

HLA-A11 and HLA-A24 restricted CTLs in Chinese populations are rarely reported 

and mentioned. This problem also exists in HLA class-II molecules and the 

corresponding transgenic mouse models. For example, the dominant alleles of HLA 

class-II molecules in Europe, the United States, and the Middle East are HLA-DR1, 

DR3 and DR4, while which dominated in Chinese population are HLA-DR09*01 and 

DR15*01. 

 Therefore, most of the existing reported CTL epitopes and Th epitopes are not 

applicable to Chinese population. The reasonable combination of CTL epitopes and Th 

epitopes of HLA dominant alleles in both European, American and Asian populations 

will greatly enrich current epitopes database, broaden the scope of application of the 

epitopes-based vaccines and improve the broad-spectrum immune efficacy of 

worldwide population.  
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In Chinese population, the haplotypes with higher frequencies of HLA class-I 

molecules are HLA-A*0201, A*1101 and A*2402. By comparing the sequences of 

three haplotypes, the homology of nucleic acids was almost 96.0%, the homology of 

the encoded protein was about 92.0-93.0%. Among HLA class-II molecules, the 

homology of nucleic acid of HLA-DRB1*0101, DRB1*0301 and DRB1*1501 β chain 

was about 95.0-96.0%, the homology of the encoded protein was approximately 91.0-

95.0%. It illustrated that the homology of both HLA class-I and class II haplotypes is 

extremely high, the interaction between HLA molecules and antigen peptides is very 

inclusive, the members of a same family could selectively identify the antigens with 

peptides that have same or similar anchor residues, which could provide a brand-new 

idea for the identification of epitopes.  

 

2. The development state of HLA transgenic mouse models 

In recent years, HLA transgenic mouse model has played an extremely important role 

in the study of immunological mechanisms of diseases, the development and evaluation 

of vaccines and drugs. HLA transgenic mouse models had undergone a period of 

continuous progress and optimization. Here, we sum up the origin, development and 

utilization of HLA transgenic mouse models. 

 

2.1 The strategy optimization of HLA transgenic mouse models 

In the earliest stage, scientists always directly transferred the whole HLA molecules 

into mouse genome, such as HLA-B27 transgenic mice[149], HLA-B7 transgenic 

mice[150], HLA-A2 transgenic mice [151] and HLA-Cw3 transgenic mice[152]. 

However, the binding between the α3 domain of HLA molecules and mouse CD8 

molecules is relatively weak [153-155]. Due to the presence of endogenous mouse H-

2 molecules, which competitive inhibited HLA class I-restricted immune responses 

[156], H-2-I-restricted immune responses still dominated in these mouse models, which 

failed to reflect the authentic function and role of human HLA molecules alone in 

immune response. Some studies showed that the expression of HLA transgenic 
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molecules on the surface of mouse lymphocytes significantly decreased with the co-

expression of endogenous H-2 molecules in transgenic mice[126].  

In the second stage, scientists improved human MHC transgenic mouse models by two 

methods. 

◆ The first method is to transfer the gene fragment coding for human CD4 or human 

CD8 molecules into mouse genome, so that mouse could express both murine and 

human CD4 or CD8 molecules [157], which could enhance the binding efficiency 

between HLA and CD4/CD8 molecules, initiate the second signal of antigen 

presentation efficiently simultaneously. 

After the optimization by two methods above, HLA transgenic mouse models could 

produce certain HLA-restricted specific immune responses, nevertheless majority of 

cellular immune responses were still regulated by mouse-derived H-2 molecules. 

 

2.2 The construction strategy of HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice 

Thus, a third-stage construction strategy was adopted in the design of our HLA-A11 

transgenic vector, and we constructed an HLA-A11 chimeric transgenic vector 

(HHD[117]) containing HLA-A11 promoter, the light chain β2m, the heavy chain α1 

and α2 regions (HLA-A11), the α3 region and transmembrane region of murine H-2-

Db. We knocked out the important components β2m and IAβ of mouse-derived H-2 

molecules. In HLA-A11 chimeric transgene molecule, α3 region of mouse H-2 replaced 

human HLA-A11 α3 region, which effectively increased the binding affinity between 

HLA-A11 molecule and mCD8, avoided the complexity of hCD8 transduction into the 

mouse genome. At the same time, we knocked out the important components of H-2 

class I-β2m and II molecules-IAβ (β chain of IA molecule) of murine, to replace a 

pseudogene fragment which longer than the original functional gene, to achieve the 

purpose of silencing murine H-2 molecules.  

Therefore, we eliminated the competitive inhibition of endogenous H-2-I-restricted 

responses in HLA-A11 transgenic mice, only HLA-A11-restricted immune responses 

could be generated. The same strategy was implemented into the establishment of HLA 
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class-II transgenic mouse model. Through the above steps, HLA-A11/DR1 double 

transgenic mouse model (HLA-A11+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) was obtained, which 

replaced with human MHC-HLA molecules at both MHC class I and II molecules level. 

HLA transgenes exerted a restrictive function on antigen presentation and the 

regulation of immune response in mice, enabled the highest level in “humanization”, 

which were able to simulate human immune response at HLA level more effectively. 

 

3. The generation of homozygous HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice 

A chimeric HLA-A*1101 monochain fragment encompassed HLA-A11 leader 

sequence, α1 and α2 domains, murine H-2Db (from the α3 domain to the COOH 

terminus) and human β2m, which was covalently linked between the leader sequence 

and the 5’ end of HLA-A11 (α1 and α2) domains via a 15 aa linker encoding Gly4Ser3. 

After the verification of HLA-A11 transgenic vector was successfully constructed, the 

linearized purified HLA-A11 fragment was microinjected into pronuclei from fertilized 

(C57BL/6×C57BL/6) F1 mouse eggs to generate transgenic embryos. Transgenic 

embryos were re-implanted into pseudo pregnant female mice. The foreign gene was 

integrated into mouse genome according to a random integration strategy, following by 

the acquisition of HLA-A11 transgenic founder (F1) mice. HLA-A11 founder mice 

showing the highest expression of HLA-A11 were crossed with HLA-A2/DR1 mice 

(HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) which we constructed previously. After a series 

of backcrossing, HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice (HLA-A11+/+/DR1+/+H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-

/-) (abbreviated as HLA-A11/DR1) were generated.  

The integration of exogenous HLA-A11 and DR1 genes in mouse genome and the 

knockout of endogenous H-2 β2m and IAβ were confirmed by PCR. Through the 

continuous self-crossing and back-crossing, HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mouse were 

stably obtained, with HLA-A11+/+/DR1+/+ double transgenic and H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/- 

double knockout. After confirming the exogenous HLA gene was successfully inserted 

into HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mouse genome and stably genetically expressed, we 

further validated the HLA specific expression in splenocytes of HLA-A11/DR1 mice, 

which means that the exogenous genes could be translated into HLA complexes in vivo. 
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At the same time, through the mediated by HLA molecules in HLA-A11/DR1 mice, 

mCD4+ T cells accounted for about 92.2% of mCD3+ T cells, which was similar with 

that 64.6% in C57BL/6 mice, while mCD8+ T cells accounted for about 1.48% in 

mCD3+ T cells, which was significantly lower than that 11.7% of C57BL/6 mice. 

Nevertheless, lower number of mCD8+ T cells was similar with other MHC-class I 

transgenic mice[116, 128], such as HLA-A2/DR1 transgenic mice(2-3 %)[76] and 

HLA-A2/DP4 transgenic mice (2.31%)[77], which were developed by Dr. Yuchun 

LONE previously. Both HLA-A2/DR1 and HLA-A2/DP4 transgenic mice could 

produce effective humoral and cellular immune responses. These results suggested that 

HLA-A11 and HLA-DR1 transgenes could enable the negative and positive selection 

of T lymphocytes in murine thymus, following by developing and differentiating into 

mature and normal immune function mCD3+CD4+ and mCD3+CD8+ T lymphocytes 

with human HLA restriction. 

HLA transgenes and H-2 knockout mice were identified by PCR genotyping, the 

genetic stability of offspring was confirmed. The expression of HLA transgenes in 

splenocytes of HLA-A11/DR1 mice was stronger than C57BL/6 and H-2-I/II knockout 

mice. Flow cytometric results showed that the numbers of mCD3+CD4+ and 

mCD3+CD8+ T cells in HLA-A11/DR1 mice were comparable with C57BL/6 mice. 

These results showed that HLA transgenes enabled the differentiation and maturation 

of T lymphocytes in HLA-A11/DR1 mice. HLA-A11/DR1 mice could mount HLA-

A11 restricted responses after immunized two known HLA-A11-restricted epitopes 

derived from HIV-Pol177-188 and HIV-GP16032-45. Results showed that HLA-A11/DR1 

mice could mount HLA-A11-restricted, epitope-specific, IFN-γ-producing mCD8+ T 

cellular immune response. 

 

4. The application of HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice to the evaluation 

of vaccines 

4.1 The verification of HLA-A11/DR1 mice with reported epitopes 

We further explored the HLA-restricted immune response of HLA-A11/DR1 

transgenic mice and its ability to stimulate specific immune responses. HLA-A11/DR1 
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mice were able to produce high level of HLA-A11 specific CTL immune response 

(IFN-γ secretion) stimulated by HLA-A11 restricted CTL epitopes HIV-Pol177-188 and 

HIV-GP16032-45, whereas no production of IFN-γ was detected in C57BL/6 mice. These 

results proved that our HLA-A11/DR1 mice has HLA-A11 restricted immune response 

function which could generate specific HLA-A11 restricted CTL responses stimulated 

by the immunization of HLA-A11 restricted CTL epitopes. The DR1 molecule in HLA-

A11/DR1 mice was isolated from HLA-A2/DR1 mice which we constructed previously, 

and HLA-DR1 restriction response was verified by HLA-DR1 restriction epitope-

HBsAg179–194. We also successfully screened two novel HLA-DR1 restriction epitopes, 

named HIV-1 Gag321–340 and Gag331–350 by HLA-A2/DR1 mice. HLA-DR1 restriction 

in HLA-A11/DR1 mice was also confirmed by HLA-DR1 restricted epitope-HBsAg179-

194, the results were consistent with HLA-A2/DR1 mice which meet our expectation[76].  

 

4.2 The evaluation of HLA-A11/DR1 mice in candidate vaccines and 

commercial vaccines 

The above results confirmed that T lymphocytes could develop into mature mCD4+ and 

mCD8+ T lymphocytes after the negative and positive selection in murine thymus, 

under the regulation of exogenous HLA molecules in HLA-A11/DR1 mice. Then we 

verified the HLA-A11 and HLA-DR1 restricted immune responses by the utilization of 

HLA-A11 and HLA-DR1 restricted epitopes reported in previous studies[120] [76]. 

The exogenous HLA molecules could substitute for mouse H-2 molecules to initiate 

and regulate immune response in mice. 

The greatest advantage and feature of HLA-A11/DR1 mice constructed in this study 

was that HLA-A11 and HLA-DR1 alleles covered a wide range of population in China, 

which can profit the studies of diseases and their immune prevention and control in 

Chinese population. According to the HLA gene frequencies reported in literatures and 

the database statistics, approximately one-third to one-half of Chinses population 

carried HLA-A11 or DR1 alleles. Construction of HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mice and 

to apply it to the epitopes and application of it in epitopes-based vaccines research, the 

mechanism of pathogenic immunity, will provide a much more effective humanized 

animal model for diseases, the prevention and immunotherapy for Chinese populations. 
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We immunized the commercial vaccine-recombinant HBV S antigen (kindly provided 

by Dr. Honglin Xu) and a novel vaccine-recombinant HIV-1 protein- HIV-MEP1 

(kindly provided by Dr. Zhihua Kou) with HLA-A11/DR1 mice, to evaluate the specific 

humoral and cellular immune responses induced by these vaccines, while to verify 

whether HLA-A11/DR1 mice could effectively simulate specific immune responses in 

humans after immunization.  

HIV-1 multi-epitopes recombination protein (HIV-MEP1) was composed of twelve 

epitopes linked by specific linker, the epitopes contained were with Chinese dominant 

HLA alleles restriction and have satisfactory immunogenicity. After the immunization 

of HIV-MEP1 into HLA-A11/DR1 mice and HLA-A2/DR1 mice, specific anti-HIV-

MEP1 IgG antibodies in serum increased to a certain level, and there was a statistically 

significant difference of HLA-A11/DR1 mice compared with PBS control group 

(p=0.0058). HLA-A11/DR1 mice and HLA-A2/DR1 mice produced high levels of 

specific IFN-γ cytokine, regardless of the immunization of recombinant protein HIV-

MEP1 or specific HIV-1 peptides, whereas C57BL/6 mice could just produce low 

levels of IFN-γ. It verified that both HLA-A11/DR1 mice and HLA-A2/DR1 mice are 

ideal and efficient models which could apply to the evaluation of novel candidate 

vaccines.  

During the evaluation of the recombinant HBV S antigen vaccine, specific humoral 

immunity (IgG antibodies) produced by HLA-A11/DR1 mice was similar with that of 

C57BL/6 mice, while the specific IFN-γ level produced by HLA-A11/DR1 mice was 

3-4 times fold than WT mice. These results indicated a satisfactory cellular immune 

response of HLA-A11/DR1 mice and the ability to mimic human cytotoxic response, 

which demonstrated that this novel mouse model have the capability to estimate 

immune responses induced by commercial vaccines and novel vaccine candidates. 

In view of the above issues about epitopes-based vaccines, we should combine the 

current rapid development of computer technology with high-throughput prediction to 

screen the epitopes, assist with more effective and safer adjuvants. Strived to construct 

the multivalent vaccines that with different MHC-restricted, multiple pathogens, with 

both conformational and linear epitopes, cover both B cell epitopes, CTL epitopes and 

Th epitopes to induce specific humoral and cellular immune responses and has a broad 

spectrum of population protection. 
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4.3 The identification of novel HLA-A11 restricted epitopes of EBOV 

and MERS-CoV 

In recent years, highly pathogenic pathogens such as MERS-CoV (Middle East 

Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus) and EBOV (Ebola Virus) have spread worldwide, 

resulting in extremely high mortality rates which up to 30% and 70%, respectively. It 

is the most virulent and contagious pathogen known so far. WHO has classified these 

two viruses as biosafety level-IV viruses. The outbreak has been defined as an 

“international public health emergency”. The epidemic of MERS-CoV and EBOV warn 

us to take preventive measures in the research and development of new vaccines and 

therapeutic drugs of these important pathogens, and to the capacity for disease 

prevention and control. However, up to now, there is still no safe and effective 

protective vaccine for humans that has been approved in clinical trials. The 

development of a novel multi-epitopes-based vaccine will hopefully make a 

breakthrough in the prevention and control of MERS-CoV and EBOV, and will have 

an important impact on the effective control of future major outbreaks.  

To predict HLA-A11 restricted CTL epitopes of EBOV and MERS-CoV, we analyzed 

the sequence of amino acid of EBOV-GP and MERS-CoV by bio-information online 

software SYFPEITHI and NetMHC, next synthesized twenty-four HLA-A11 potential 

peptides which got the higher binding scores for further verification. The solubility of 

candidate epitopes was considered, whether higher (stronger binding force) and lower 

conventional hydrophobicity (conventional hydrophobicity <0: better dissolution; 

0<conventional hydrophobicity<10: harder to dissolve; conventional 

hydrophobicity >10: difficult to dissolve in water and difficult to synthesize), and HLA-

A11/DR1 double transgenic mouse model were applied to the screening, identification 

and analysis of these candidate epitopes. 

Based on HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mouse model, we evaluated and confirmed the 

predicted HLA-A11 restricted CTL epitopes of EBOV and MERS-CoV, benefit the 

study of epitopes-based vaccines. ELISPOT results showed that HLA-A11 specific 

CTL responses were stimulated by two epitopes of EBOV-GP (EBOV-GP76-84 and 

EBOV-GP423-431) and four of MERS-CoV-S (MERS-S152-160, MERS-S720-728, MERS-
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S889-897 and MERS-S1092-1100). These epitopes candidates have the potential to contribute 

to the design of multi-epitopes-based vaccines of highly-risk pathogens.  
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CONCLUSIONS  

In this study, we constructed an immuno-deficient MHC transgenic mouse strain (HLA-

A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/-) and an hPBMC-transplantation 

mouse model, which could provide technical support to study transplantation 

mechanism, tumors, infectious diseases and pathogens. Meanwhile, we generated a 

new homozygous HLA-A11/DR1 transgenic mouse stain (HLA-A11+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-

β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) which carried Chinese dominant HLA class I and II alleles, and applied to 

the evaluation of vaccines, the identification of HLA restricted CTL epitopes of highly 

pathogenic pathogens, such as MERS-CoV and EBOV. We demonstrated that: 

(1) The novel immuno-deficient HLA transgenic mice "HUMAMICE" (HLA-

A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/- mice) were established, which 

expressed human HLA molecules instead of murine H-2, and presented at first no 

lymphocytes, spleen and thymus dysplasia. This immuno-deficient state was reversed 

by transferring of functional HLA-matched (HLA-A2+/DR1+) hPBMCs and then 

producing mice with an immuno-competent state with functional human immune 

system. We showed that in this HLA-matched context and novel mouse model, the 

hPBMC-transfer led to high lymphocytes engraftment rates without GvHD symptoms 

over three months. Furthermore, to evaluate the ability of transferred human cells, we 

immunized hPBMC-HUMAMICE with HBsAg vaccine which resulted in robust and 

reproducible high level of humanized HBsAg-specific IgM and IgG antibodies, 

implying that both transferred T and B lymphocytes were functional. In conclusion, 

these findings indicated that the hPBMCs-HUMAMICE model represented a promising 

model to dissect human immune responses in various human diseases, including 

pathogens, infectious diseases, cancers and tumors. Hence, HUMAMICE will facilitate 

the development of novel vaccines, drugs and cellular therapies. 

(2) The Chinese HLA alleles dominated HLA-A11/DR1 (HLA-A11+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-

β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-) transgenic mice strain were established. This novel mouse strain possesses 

human HLA-restricted characteristics and a normal specific ability to respond to 

antigens. The evaluation of a candidate vaccine and a commercial vaccine showed that 

this novel animal mouse could apply to the evaluation of vaccines. Furthermore, we 

identified two HLA-A11 restricted epitopes of EBOV GP protein and four of MERS-
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CoV S protein. Above all, the novel HLA-A11/DR1 double transgenic mice could 

facilitate the identification of Chinese dominant HLA-restricted CTL and Th epitopes 

of important pathogens and provide a new prospective technical tool to the 

immunological mechanism of diseases as well as the invention and evaluation of novel 

vaccines.  

Taken together, two novel and promising humanize mouse models carrying human 

HLA restriction were established, which could apply as pathogen infection models, and 

study tumors, transplantation mechanism, and the invention and evaluation of vaccines 

and drugs. 
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PERSPECTIVES 

1. Further optimization and development of HUMAMICE  

In the present study, we established immuno-deficient HUMAMICE mice, which 

deficiency of mouse H-2 Class I and Class II, and expressed both HLA-A2 and HLA-

DR1 molecules which represented the characteristics of human HLA-restricted immune 

responses. HUMAMICE expressed HLA-A2 and HLA-DR1 are compatible with 

grafted HLA-matched hPBMCs. In this HLA-matched situation, there were no allo-like 

or xeno-like rejection reactions, so the non-optimal mSIRP–hCD47 interaction does 

not affect long-term hPBMCs engraftment. There are some optimizations needing to be 

developed, and some limitations of HUMAMICE model need to be overcome in the 

nearing future: 

◆ In addition to B cells, CTL cells, Th1 and Th2 cells, the differences in features and 

function of T helper cell 17 (Th17) between human and mice was still conflict[158]. 

Th17 cells play key role in the triggering and maintaining of chronic inflammatory 

responses to antigens[159]. In our present study, since exogenous HLA-A2 and DR1 

molecules had replaced endogenous murine H-2 molecules, CTL and Th cells (Th1, 

Th2 and Th17) could simultaneously undergo in-vivo thymic “training” in 

HUMAMICE after the transplantation of human cells or tissues. To investigate the role, 

cooperation and interaction of these lymphocytes in immune responses faced to the 

invasion of a specific pathogen or the malignant antigen, such as tumors, the 

optimization will benefit the research of cell therapy and immunotherapy research.  

◆ Due to the ethics issues, we took advantage of human PBMCs instead of human 

umbilical cord blood (UCB) in this study. Although satisfactory engraftment and 

specific immune responses had been detected after the transplantation of hPBMCs in 

HUMAMICE, meanwhile the transplantation of human UCB or bone marrow (BM) 

derived CD34+ cells into HUMAMICE are under consideration, which will contribute 

to much higher human reconstitution and benefit to the evaluation of vaccines or drugs 

more accuracy in clinical trials.  

◆ HUMAMICE could support high level of engraftment of human HLA-matched 

PBMCs. However, it must be noted that HUMAMICE is not a good model for the 
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engraftment of non-HLA-matched PBMC or any human stem cells, including human 

HSCs, due to the NOD genetic background of HUMAMICE and the lack of supporting 

cytokines, supporting cells such as stromal cells and human antigen presenting cells 

(APC) in mice. HUMAMICE carrying HLA-A2 and HLA-DR1 alleles which with the 

highest genetic frequency all over the world, we will create other humanized HLA 

transgenic immuno-deficient mice with different HLA restrictions, which could cover 

more population, and benefit to the establishment of humanized mouse models to 

evaluate pre-clinical diagnosis and therapies.  

Despite some of the optimizations which need to be improved listed above, HLA-

matched-hPBMC-HUMAMICE model allows the possibility of studying normal 

human immune responses in various human diseases, including infectious diseases and 

cancers in the HLA-matched population. It also represents a promising model to 

facilitate the development of novel vaccines and cellular therapies. 

 

2. The improvement of HLA transgenic mouse models 

In the future work, we will carry out the development of multi-HLA-restricted epitopes-

based vaccines based on HLA-A11-restricted CTL epitopes identified by HLA-

A11/DR1 transgenic mice, which will be reserved as the strategic defense measure and 

means of highly-risk pathogens. At the same time, we will predict and identify more 

HLA-restricted CTLs and Th epitopes of other highly-risk pathogens or conservative 

proteins of tumor antigens, and combined with clinical samples to validate and optimize 

the multi-epitopes-based vaccines with Chinese dominant HLA genotypes for a variety 

of important pathogens. This will be a powerful countermeasure for diseases prevention 

and the control of highly-risk pathogens that target on Chinese population. 

The immune system is a complex and comprehensive regulatory network system. In 

addition to MHC molecules, there are still many key factors which could influence the 

course of immune responses in a directly or indirectly way. For example, the 

intracellular proteases, the transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP), TAP-

associated protein (Tapasin)[160]. These molecules could influence and regulate the 

efficiency and the action mode of HLA that present HLA-restricted antigen peptides in 
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vivo. However, these molecules mentioned above had certain differences between 

different species, such as mouse and human beings. Therefore, replacing the encoded 

human genes of these above regulatory factors into HLA transgenic mouse models will 

further improve its accuracy to simulate human immune responses.  

When expanding HLA transgenic mouse models into the field of pathogenesis of 

pathogens, the key question is whether it could be applied to the evaluation and the 

effectiveness of immune protection, it depends on whether it could implement the signs 

and symptoms of infection, to realize the proliferation of pathogens and the 

pathological changes effectively, as well as the effective simulation of human infection 

of certain pathogens. 

In the next study, we could appropriately combine HLA transgenic mouse models with 

viral receptor transgenic mice or complement transgenic mice to study the association 

between HLA and the pathogenic mechanisms of  pathogens, the relation between HLA 

and complements [161], the immune defense and immunotherapy, etc. For example, 

Na+-taurocholate co-transporting polypeptide (NTCP) is a functional receptor for 

human hepatitis B and D virus [162], NTCP transgenic mice combine with HLA 

transgenic mice will have the potential to elaborate the relation between HBV infection 

mechanism and specific HLA alleles populations. Yusen Zhou found that the blockade 

of C5a-C5aR axis lead to the decreased tissue damage induced by MERS-CoV infection, 

as manifested by reduced apoptosis and T cell regeneration in the spleen[163], which 

suggested that we could investigate the pathogenic mechanisms of  pathogens with both 

complement transgenic mice (such as C5a transgenic mice) with HLA transgenic mice, 

to investigate what is the role of HLA and complement participate in the infection of 

MERS-CoV. 

The establishment of HLA-A11/DR1 double transgenic mouse with both Chinese HLA 

dominant HLA class I and class II alleles, could promote the evaluation of peptides 

candidates, the design and development of new candidate vaccines, furthermore benefit 

to immunology researches, the establishment of diseases animal models, clinical 

immunotherapy, and the evaluation, optimization, improvement and the side-effect 

studies of immunotherapy, especially gene therapy. 
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Titre: La création du modèle "HUMAMICE": le développement de souris humanisée 

pour évaluation des innovations en biothérapies; immunothérapies et les thérapies 

cellulaire 
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Résumé: Les modèles animaux jouent un rôle crucial dans les recherches précliniques, 

mais il existe plusieurs limites. Les états physiologiques et immunologiques chez les 

murins et les primates non humains sont radicalement différents de ceux de l'homme, 

en particulier la restriction au CMH, qui ne peut éliminer l'influence de la spécificité de 

l'espèce dans les expériences précliniques. Le but du travail était de générer un niveau 

plus élevé de souris transgéniques «HLA humanisées» qui pourraient imiter les 

réponses immunitaires humaines avec plus de précision et de fiabilité; à viser 

d’appliquer pour l'évaluation préclinique de la transplantation humaine, à 

l'identification de nouveaux épitopes et à l'évaluation des vaccins et des médicaments 

candidats. 

Dans la première partie, nous rapportons d’une nouvelles souris transgéniques HLA 

immunodéficiente «HUMAMICE». Des souris HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/-

/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/- ont été établies, lesquelles exprimaient des molécules HLA 

humaines au lieu de H-2 murines et ne présent pas de lymphocytes murins. Ce statut 

immunodéficient a été inversé en transférant les cellules hPBMC HLA appariées 

fonctionnelles pour produisant des souris ayant un statut immuno-compétent avec un 

système immunitaire humain fonctionnel. L'immunisation du vaccin HBsAg a permis 

d'obtenir une production robuste et reproductible d'anticorps spécifiques. 

En conclusion, ces résultats indiquent que le modèle hPBMC-HUMAMICE représente 

un modèle prometteur pour disséquer les réponses immunitaires humaines aux maladies 

humaines. 

Dans la seconde partie de cette étude, les souris HLA-A11+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m
-/-/IAβ-/- 
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ont été établies. Cette nouvelle souche de souris possède une caractéristique restreinte 

par HLA-A11 et une capacité normale à répondre aux antigènes. L'immunisation de 

souris avec un vaccin recombinant HBsAg contre le VHB ou une protéine recombinante 

du VIH-1 a entraîné la génération de lymphocytes T cytotoxiques producteurs d'IFN-y 

et d'anticorps spécifiques. En outre, nous avons identifié deux épitopes restreints par 

HLA-A11 de la protéine GP EBOV et quatre de la protéine MERS-CoV S. En fin, ce 

modèle de souris HLA-A11/DR1 pourra faciliter l'identification des épitopes de 

lymphocytes cytotoxiques et auxiliaires restreints par le HLA-A11 dominant en Chine. 

Le modèle constitue un nouvel outil technique prometteur pour comprendre les 

mécanismes immunologiques et les nouveaux vaccins pour les populations d’Asie de 

l’Est. 

Durant cette thèse, nous avons créé deux modèles de souris humanisées novateurs et 

prometteurs portant une restriction HLA humaine qui pourraient servir de modèles 

d'infection pathogène et étudier les tumeurs, les mécanismes de transplantation et 

l'évaluation des vaccins et des médicaments. 
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Annexe  

Résumé: 

Contexte, rationnel de l’étude et les résultats: 

A l'heure actuelle, aucun modèle d'expérimentation pré clinique ne permet d'explorer 

fidèlement les réponses immunitaires humaines. En effet, le fonctionnement du système 

immunitaire entre l’homme et l’animal est différent: les réponses humaines sont 

spécifiquement restreintes aux complexes HLAs alors que les souris expriment les 

complexes H2 et non HLAs. Les contraintes éthiques des essais cliniques soulèvent une 

nécessité urgente d'améliorer les modèles animaux pouvant mimer fidèlement les 

réponses humaines, en particulier les réponses du système immunitaire humain (HIS).  

Les souris dites « humanisées » ou « HIS » ont été récemment générées en greffant des 

cellules souches hématopoïétiques humaines (hHSCs) ou des cellules mononucléées du 

sang périphérique humain (hPBMCs) dans des souris profondément immunodéficientes, 

telles que les souris NSG ou souris NOG et les souris NRG, qui sont des modèles bien 

validés. Cependant, un inconvénient majeur pour les études expérimentales utilisant le 

modèle de souris hHSC-NSG (Cellules souches humaine: hHSC) est que les réponses 

sont H2-restreintes et non-HLA-restreintes. Alors que dans le modèle de souris 

hPBMC-NSG, est l'apparition rapide, d’une maladie du greffon contre l'hôte 

(xénoGVHD).  

Dans la première partie de cette thèse, nous voulons surmonter cette limitation 

(compatibilité HLA entre donneur/receveur) en générant une nouvelle souris 

"HUMAMICE" immunodéprimée et qui exprime des molécules HLA humaines (HLA-

A2 et HLA-DR1) à la place des molécules du CMH de souris (H-2). HUMAMICE 

correspond à une version améliorée des modèles de référence actuels de souris 

immunodéprimées NSG ou NOG.  En effet, le modèle HUMAMICE permet au système 

immunitaire humain transféré dans la souris de fonctionner correctement et 

physiologiquement, en respectant la compatibilité HLA entre donneur et receveur. 

Nous avons montré que le transfert de hPBMC-HLA-compatibles dans cette souris 

HUMAMICE permet de reverser son statut immuno-déficient en statut immuno-

compétent avec un système immunitaire humain fonctionnel. L'immunisation du vaccin 

HBsAg contre infection du virus de l’Hépatite B a permis d'obtenir une production 
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robuste et reproductible d'anticorps spécifiques. En conclusion, ce modèle représente 

l’unique modèle expérimental pré-clinique, dans lequel les cellules immunitaires 

humaines transférées dans la souris conservent leurs propriétés et sont capables de 

générer des réponses immunitaires identiques à celles observées chez l’homme.  

Dans la deuxième partie de cette thèse, une lignée de souris HLA-A11/DR1 (HLA-

A11+/+/ DR1+/+/ H-2-β2m-/-/ IAβ-/-) a été établie. La réponse immunitaire induite chez 

cette lignée de souris est complètement sous la dépendance des molécules HLA de 

l'homme (y compris la collaboration entre les cellules CD4 et les cellules CD8). Il n'y 

a ni concurrence ni ingérence de la réponse immunitaire des gènes murins CMH et 

humains HLA. Ainsi, la prédiction et la transposition des données de la souris à 

l'homme seront plus fiables. Nous avons vérifié que cette nouvelle souris possède une 

caractéristique fonctionnelle de restriction par HLA-A11 et une capacité normale à 

répondre aux antigènes. L'immunisation de souris avec un vaccin recombinant HBsAg 

contre infection du virus de l’Hépatite B (VHB) ou une protéine recombinante du VIH-

1 a entraîné la génération de lymphocytes T cytotoxiques producteurs d'IFN-  et 

d'anticorps spécifiques.  

Ce modèle de souris humanisée HLA-A11/DR1 facilite l'identification des épitopes 

HLA-A11 restreints des lymphocytes cytotoxiques dominants en Chine et HLA-DR1 

restreints des lymphocytes auxiliaires. Ce modèle représente un outil puissant à la fois 

pour l'évaluation et la comparaison des protocoles de vaccination et de formulation des 

vaccins. Ils seront ainsi indéniablement importants pour faciliter la sélection des 

candidats vaccins, ou des thérapies innovantes pouvant êtres directement appliqués 

dans les essais cliniques humains. 

Durant cette thèse, deux épitopes restreints par HLA-A11 de la protéine GP EBOV et 

quatre de la protéine MERS-CoV S ont été identifiés.  

En conclusion, les deux modèles de souris HLA humanisées sont crées. Ils sont 

novateurs et prometteurs portant une restriction HLA humaine pourraient servir de 

modèles préclinique d’étude d'infection pathogène; de cancérologie, les mécanismes de 

transplantation; la thérapie ou les immunothérapies cellulaires ainsi que l'évaluation des 

candidats vaccins et des médicaments. 
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Résumé: Les modèles animaux jouent un rôle crucial dans 

les recherches précliniques, mais il existe plusieurs limites. 

Les états physiologiques et immunologiques chez les murins 

et les primates non humains sont radicalement différents de 

ceux de l'homme, en particulier la restriction au CMH, qui 

ne peut éliminer l'influence de la spécificité de l'espèce dans 

les expériences précliniques. Le but du travail était de 

générer un niveau plus élevé de souris transgéniques «HLA 

humanisées» qui pourraient imiter les réponses 

immunitaires humaines avec plus de précision et de fiabilité; 

à viser d’appliquer pour l'évaluation préclinique de la 

transplantation humaine, à l'identification de nouveaux 

épitopes et à l'évaluation des vaccins et des médicaments 

candidats. 

Dans la première partie, nous rapportons d’une nouvelles 

souris transgéniques HLA immunodéficiente 

«HUMAMICE». Des souris HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m-/-

/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/- ont été établies, lesquelles 

exprimaient des molécules HLA humaines au lieu de H-2 

murines et ne présent pas de lymphocytes murins. Ce statut 

immunodéficient a été inversé en transférant les cellules 

hPBMC HLA appariées fonctionnelles pour produisant des 

souris ayant un statut immuno-compétent avec un système 

immunitaire humain fonctionnel. L'immunisation du vaccin 

HBsAg a permis d'obtenir une production robuste et  

reproductible d'anticorps spécifiques. 

En conclusion, ces résultats indiquent que le modèle hPBMC-

HUMAMICE représente un modèle prometteur pour disséquer 

les réponses immunitaires humaines aux maladies humaines. 

Dans la seconde partie de cette étude, les souris HLA-

A11+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m-/-/IAβ-/- ont été établies. Cette nouvelle 

souche de souris possède une caractéristique restreinte par 

HLA-A11 et une capacité normale à répondre aux antigènes. 

L'immunisation de souris avec un vaccin recombinant HBsAg 

contre le VHB ou une protéine recombinante du VIH-1 a 

entraîné la génération de lymphocytes T cytotoxiques 

producteurs d'IFN-y et d'anticorps spécifiques. En outre, nous 

avons identifié deux épitopes restreints par HLA-A11 de la 

protéine GP EBOV et quatre de la protéine MERS-CoV S. En 

fin, ce modèle de souris HLA-A11/DR1 pourra faciliter 

l'identification des épitopes de lymphocytes cytotoxiques et 

auxiliaires restreints par le HLA-A11 dominant en Chine. Le 

modèle constitue un nouvel outil technique prometteur pour 

comprendre les mécanismes immunologiques et les nouveaux 

vaccins pour les populations d’Asie de l’Est. 

Durant cette thèse, nous avons créé deux modèles de souris 

humanisées novateurs et prometteurs portant une restriction 

HLA humaine qui pourraient servir de modèles d'infection 

pathogène et étudier les tumeurs, les mécanismes de 

transplantation et l'évaluation des vaccins et des médicaments. 
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Abstract: Animal models play critical roles in pre-clinical 

researches, while there are sseveral limitations. The 

physiological and immunological states in murine and non-

human primates are still distinct from those of human 

to a certain extent , especially the MHC restriction, which 

cannot eliminate the influence of species specificity in pre-

clinical experiments. The aim of our work was to generate a 

higher level of “HLA humanized” transgenic mice which 

could mimic human immune responses with more accuracy 

and reliability; furthermore, to apply the novel models to the 

evaluation of human transplantation, the identification of 

new epitopes, and the evaluation of candidate vaccines and 

drugs. 

In the first part, a novel immuno-deficient HLA transgenic 

mouse strain HLA-A2+/+/DR1+/+/H2-β2m-/-/IAβ-/-/Rag2-/-

/IL-2rγ-/-/Perf-/- HUMAMICE were established, which 

expressed human HLA molecules instead of murine H-2 and 

present no murine lymphocytes. This immuno-deficient 

status was reversed by transferring the functional HLA-

matched hPBMCs and thus producing mice with an 

immuno-competent status. Then, led to high lymphocyte 

engraftment without GvHD. Immunization of HBsAg 

vaccine resulted robust and reproducible production of  

 

specific antibodies. In conclusion, these results indicated that 

the hPBMCs-HUMAMICE model represents a promising 

model to dissect human immune responses towards human 

diseases. 

In the second part, the Chinese/East Asian HLA dominant 

HLA-A11/DR1 (HLA-A11+/+/DR1+/+/H-2-β2m-/-/IAβ-/-) 

transgenic mouse strain was established. This novel mouse 

strain possesses HLA-A11-restricted characteristics and 

capacity to respond to antigens. Immunization of mice with a 

recombinant HBV vaccine or a recombinant HIV-1 protein 

resulted in the generation of IFN-γ-producing cytotoxic T 

lymphocytes and specific antibodies. Furthermore, we 

identified two HLA-A11 restricted epitopes of EBOV GP 

protein and four of MERS-CoV S protein. Above all, HLA-

A11/DR1 mice could facilitate the identification of Chinese 

dominant HLA-restricted CTL and Th epitopes and provide a 

new promising technical tool to understand immunological 

mechanisms and new vaccines. 

Taken together, we created two novel and promising humanized 

mouse models carrying human HLA restriction which could be 

applied as pathogen infection models, in tumor studies, 

transplantation mechanism, and the evaluation of vaccines and 

drugs. 
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